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Abstract

Post Routing Interconnect Performance Optimization

by

Tianxiong Xue

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering-Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Ernest S. Kuh, Chair

Due to the recent advances in silicon technologies, interconnect delay and crosstalk noise

have become important concems in high performance circuit design. Both of these are routing-

dependent, i.e., they are determined by the routes of interconnects on the chip. Therefore, it is

appropriate to address these concems at the post routing level when the interconnect performance

can be measured accurately and the routing resource available for optimization is known. In

this dissertation, we present post routing performance optimization methods which improve the

interconnect delay, delay skew and crosstalk risk of the chip after a feasible routing solution is

obtained.

In the first part of the thesis, the post routing interconnect optimization problem is in

vestigated. The goal is to improve the chip performance by optimizing the performance of critical

nets under routing resource constraints. Since our optimization process does not invalidate the

current routing solution of the chip, the time-consuming iterative layout process is avoided. For

optimization of a distributed RC line topology, we develop a multi-link insertion £uid wiresizing

approach which improves the maximum delay and delay skew of the net simultaneously without

any restriction on its routing topology. For optimizationof a lossy transmission line topology, we

design a sensitivity-based wiresizing algorithm which computes the maximum delay and its sensi

tivities with respect to wire widths analytically using high order moments. Experiments show that

both approaches can achieve significant improvement in interconnect performance, and the delay

estimationmethodsused are accurate for guidinginterconnect optimization comparedwith SPICE.

In the second part of the thesis, the post global routing crosstalk risk estimation and

reduction problem is discussed. The aim is to minimize the crosstalk risk at global routing level



so that a risk-free final routing solution can be obtained. The entire optimization process is

region-based and consists of three key components: crosstalk risk estimation, bound partition

ing and risk reduction. The crosstalk risk of each region, which indicates whether a risk-free

global routing solution of the region is possible, is estimated based on the region's crosstalk risk

graph. During bound partitioning, the risk bound of each sensitive net is adjusted appropriately

among its routing regions for accurate risk estimation. For regions with high risks, net rip

ping up and rerouting is applied so that the maximum crosstalk risk of the chip can be reduced.

Professor Emest S. Kuh
Dissertation Committee Chair
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Chapter 1

Introduction

l.I Computer-Aided VLSI Design

The last two decades have witnessed rapid development in Integrated Circuit (IC) tech

nologies. Today, onesingle Pentium micro-processor hasover 3 million transistors andoperates at

a frequency of over 100 MHz. If Moore's Law which predicts that the power and complexity of

a chipdoubles every 18months continues to holdin the future, IC circuits having over 20 million

transistors and operating at 1 GHz will become reality by the year 2000. It is simply impossi

ble to handle circuits of such complexity in detail even for the most experienced designers, and

thus Computer-Aided Design (CAD) for Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuitwhichaims at

managing complex designs in a timely manner hasbecome an indispensable partof semiconductor

industry.

For the tractability of the process, computer-aided VLSIdesign is typically dividedinto

well-defined stages (Fig. 1.1):

• Behavioral Synthesis: As the first step in the design process, it quantitatively specifies the

"behavior" of the system in the form of a high level language,and defines the frmctionalities

of components needed to implement the design.

• Logic Synthesis: At this level, the logic stractures representing the functionalities of circuit

componentsare derivedin terms of booleanexpressionsand optimized with such metrics as:

chip area, timing, power, etc.

• Physical Design: Duringthe layoutprocess, the circuit is represented as a netlistand a set of

geometric patterns which perform the intended functions of thecorresponding components.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of Computer-Aided VLSI Design

These geometric objects are placed and connected appropriately in order to generate a final

mask for circuit fabrication.

The last stage in the design process, Physical Design, contains our area of interest and

can be further divided into the following steps:

• Partitioning divides the circuit into a set of sub-components, each containing a number of

functional blocks.

• Floorplanning and Placement determines the shape, size and location of each block on the

chip.

• Global Routing generates the routesof interconnect wiresconnectingthe blocks among the

routing regions on the chip.

• Detailed Routing assigns the interconnects to routing tracks within each region.

• Compaction adjusts the spacing between interconnect wires such that certain metrics in

design can be improved.
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The work in this thesis focuses on performanceoptimizationat the post routing level.

Both PhysicalDesign and VLSI Designare iterative in nature, either within each step or

between steps in the process. Most stages in the design flow share similaroptimization objectives

such as minimizing chip area, interconnect delay, power consumption, etc. Since the early 80's,

great progress has been made in automaticsynthesisat all stages for efficientdesign representation

and optimization. Nevertheless, the growingcomplexitiesand aggressiveperformancerequirements

for circuit designs under advanced silicon technologies have raised many new problems yet to be

solved and much work remains to be done in computer-aided VLSI design.
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Figure 1.3: Modeling of Interconnects on the Chip

1.2 Interconnect Performance Optimization

1.2.1 Motivation

One of the most important challenges facing the physical design community today is

the increasing dominance of interconnect performance in VLSI circuit design. Interconnect wires

introduce capacitive, resistive and inductive parasitics into thecircuit and can affect itsoperations.

Assilicon technology moves rapidly intothedeep sub-micron territory, i.e., 0.35/im andbelow, the

dimensions of devices and interconnect wires are scaling down constantly. As a result, the delay

due to active devices in the circuit has decreased, while the parasitic effects of interconnects have

increased significantly and begun to dominate thecircuit performance. Thissituation is aggravated

bythefact thattheadvanced technologies make theproduction oflarger chips economically feasible,

resultingin increases in the lengths of interconnect wiresand their parasitic effects.

Fig. 1.3 shows the modeling of a pair of interconnect wires on a chip, whose parasitics,

wire resistance wire capacitance Cint and coupling capacitance Ccoupy can beexpressed simply

~ HW ~

where L,W,H are the length, width and height of the interconnect wire respectively, Wgp is the

separation between interconnects, tox is the thickness of the oxide separating interconnects and

substrate, p and €.ox are the resistivity of the material and the permittivity of the oxide respectively.

When the technology is scaled down by a factor of 5 and the chip size is increased by

a factor of Sc, the scaling effect on interconnect geometries, parasitics and RC delays can be

summarized in Table 1.1 [Bakoglu 90]. Under Ideal Scaling, all interconnectdimensions are scaled

down by the same factor S. As a result, the interconnect delay along the wire measured by the RC
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Table 1.1: Scaling Effect of Interconnects

Parameter Ideal Scaling Quasi-Ideal Scaling

Thickness (H) 1/5 i/VS
Width (W) 1/5 1/5

Separation (Wsp) 1/5 1/5
Oxide thickness (tox) 1/5 i/VS

Length (L) 5c So
Resistance (Rint) S^'Sc S^'^Sc

Coupling Cap. {Ccoup) Sc VSSc
Capacitance (C,„f) Sc So

RC delay (to) S^Sc S^^Sc

product grows in a fourth-orderfashion for Sc = S, due to the significant increase in interconnect

resistance. Thus, it may starttodominate thechipperformance under deep sub-micron technologies.

To reduce the interconnect delay, othernon-uniform scaling methods such as Quasi-Ideal Scaling

can beadopted, which scales the vertical dimension only by factor y/S and thus reduces the delay

by factor VS. However, since the wires become "taller" and "closer" to each other under such

non-uniform scaling, other unwanted side effects are introduced due to the increased coupling

capacitances (by factor y/S) between interconnects.

Since both the interconnect delay and coupling capacitance have increased significantly

after scaling, they have become very important issues to be dealt with under deep sub-micron

technologies. In current estimates [Bakoglu 90], interconnect delay contributes up to 70% of

the clock cycle in dense and high performance circuits, and thus must be reduced in order to

further improve the operating frequencies of circuits. Crosstalk noisedue to coupling capacitance

is another serious concern especially under non-uniform scaling. If un-optimized, it may cause

additional signal delay, logic hazards and even malfunctioning of the circuit.

1.2.2 The State of Art

In recent years,performance-driven physical design has become an active topic of CAD

research, which aims at improving the interconnect performance of circuits at various stages in the

layout process. Unlike conventional methods in physical design, which only attempt to generate

a feasible layoutsolution of the chip with minimum area, performance-driven physical design has

multiple objectives, which in addition to wirability andarea minimization, include otherimportant
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Figure 1.4: Conventional vs. Performance-driven Routing

metrics underdeepsub-micron technologies, suchas interconnect delay, clockskew, crosstalk noise,

etc. The difficulty in generating a feasible layout solution having satisfactory chip performance

is further aggravated by thefact that these multiple objectives are usually incompatible with each

other. Forexample, improving interconnect delay may often require topology changes of wires that

result in longerroutes, morerouting spaceconsumption and largerchip area.

Onekey toperformance-driven physical design is theperformance-driven routing problem

in which the objective is to generate routing topologies of nets under thecurrent routing condition

of the chip such that theirinterconnect performance in terms of delays and skews are satisfactory.

In routing formulation, each net consists of a set of terminals carrying the identical signal from the

source (output of a gate) to several sinks (input of gates). The difference between performance-

driven and conventional routing canbefurther explained by thetwodifferent routing topologies of

a 6-pin net shown in Fig. 1.4.

The topology of a conventional routing method minimizes the total wire length of the

net. A performance-driven routing method, however, may produce a different topology of the net.

Although its total wire length is larger than that by conventional method, its interconnect delay at

themaximum delaynodeUmax, i.e., thetimetakenby thesignal to reach certain voltage threshold at

timaxy is smallerdue to the muchshorterpathlength fromthe source to Umax- The maximum delay

skew of the net (maximum difference between nodedelays) also becomes smaller in the topology

by performance-driven routing.

Currentapproaches to performance-driven routingfocuson either the pre-routinglevelor

the performance-driven placement and global routing phase.

• At the pre-routingstage, methodsare developed to generate routing topologiesof nets which

minimize their interconnect delays or skews via topology construction or wiresizing.
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• During placement and global routing, timing violation checking isapplied tonets' topologies

which estimates thecurrent interconnect performance of nets andprohibits changes in nets'

topologies that may lead to unsatisfactory net performance.

Both approaches can improve interconnect performance at certain stages in the layout process.

However, due to the lack of routability considerations and the inherent incompatibilities between

layout objectives, they can not guarantee satisfactory performance of a chip after its final layout

solution is generated.

Despite its growing importance in high performance circuitdesign, crosstalk noise esti

mation and reduction hasnotbeen well addressed so far. Previous approaches focus mainly on the

latestagesin the layout process: postprocessing (compaction) and detailed routing.

• At the post processing stage, existing methods try to reduce the coupling noise between

interconnectwires by adjusting the separatingspace between them.

• At the detailed routing stage, current approaches minimize the crosstalk noise at each indi

vidual net within a routing region by assigning themappropriately to corresponding tracks.

Although these localized approaches can reduce the crosstalk noise to a certain extent, their effec

tiveness often depends on the layout solutions from higher levels (e.g. global routing) since the

routing flexibility in adjusting routes of netsis very limited at latestages in the layout process.

In summary, current approaches for interconnect performance optimization are often

insufficient to generate final layout solutions with satisfactory performance interms ofrouting area,

interconnect delay, skew and crosstalk noise, etc. Forsatisfactory results, interconnect performance

mustbe addressed comprehensively at notjust one, butmultiple stages in the layout process, and

moreeffective methods for interconnect delay andcrosstalk synthesis are very muchin need.

1.2.3 Contribution - Post Routing Performance Optimization

Since boththe interconnect delay andcrosstalk noise are routing dependent, i.e., they are

determined by the topologies of interconnect wires routed on thechip, it is appropriate to address

theseissuesat thepost routing level when a feasible routing solution of thechiphas beenobtained.

Fromthe chip routing solution, the current interconnect performance can be estimated accurately

and those nets critical to chip performance can be identified and the routing resources available

for their optimization can be computed. Therefore, we propose the post routing performance

optimizationpiocess in performance-driven physical design, which consists of twomain parts: post
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routing interconnect performance optimization and post global routing crosstalk estimation and

reduction (Fig. 1.2).

For interconnect performance optimization, methods are proposed for both distributed

RC line and lossy transmission line topologies covering on-chip as well as off-chip interconnects

in deep sub-micron IC, MCM and PCB circuit. The basic ideaof these approaches is to achieve

satisfactory chip performance by improving the maximumdelay and skew ofthose critical nets using

therouting space still available onthe chip at the post routing stage. Unlike previous approaches at

thepre-routing stage or during theplacement/routing process, ourmethods consider theroutability

of those nets' topologies being optimized and keep the current routing solution feasible during

the performance optimization process. With such routing resource-constrained optimization, the

potential conflict among multiple objectives in performance-driven routing - routing feasibility

and performance - may be resolved. The proposed approaches serve as complements rather than

substitutes to otherperformance-driven routing methods, and they can be applied to any routing

topologies which are either un-optimized or have been improved in other ways. If satisfactory

chipperformance can be achieved under current routing constraints, ourpost routing optimization

approaches can speedup the physical designprocess by avoiding the time-consuming iterations in

layout that is not guaranteed to converge.

Toachieve a crosstalk risk-free layout solution ofa chip,it is important topursuecrosstalk

estimation andreduction not only at thedetailed routing level as in previous approaches, but also at

higherlevels in the layout process such as the global routing level. At the global routing stage, an

overall estimation of the current routing and crosstalksituation of the chip can be obtained and it

is possible to adjustnets' routesgloballyon the chip for crosstalkreduction due to the high degree

of routing flexibility available. By allowing early crosstalk estimation of the chip, the crosstalk

synthesisin globalroutingcan identifyandeliminatecrosstalkviolationsina timelymannerwithout

progressing further into the detailed routing stage. In addition, it partitions the risk tolerance bound

of each net - the maximum amount of noise it can tolerate without causing malfunctioning of the

circuit- among its routing regions on thechipandthus permits constraint-driven crosstalk synthesis

for each routing region at later stages in the optimizationprocess. As its output, the post global

routing crosstalk risk estimation and reduction approach generates a global routing solution of the

chip in which every region is crosstalk risk-free, plus the partitions of bounds which reflect the

current crosstalk situation of the chip. This information can greatly aid a crosstalk-driven detailed

router in generating a final risk-free solution without time-consuming layout iterations and route

adjustment.
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1.3 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis consists of two parts. The first part describes the post routing interconnect

performance optimization (Chapter2and3);Thesecondpart isoncrosstalkestimationandreduction

at the global routing level (Chapter 4 and 5).

Chapter 2 presents approaches to post routing performance optimization of distributed

RC line topologies via link insertion and wiresizing. First, the theoretical soundness of the link

insertion approach forinterconnect delay and skew reduction isestablished. Second, both single and

multiple linkinsertion and wiresizing algorithms are developed which aim atachieving satisfactory

chip performance with minimum new link routing area.

Chapter3 discusses the post routing performance optimization of lossytransmission line

topologies viahighordermoment computation. Anexactmoment matching modelis first introduced

which allows higher order moments (sensitivities) to be computed recursively from lower order

moments for tree networks. Then, a sensitivity-based wiresizing approach for maximum delay

minimization of an existing topology is designed.

Chapter 4 analyzes the region-based crosstalk estimation method at the global routing

level. A crosstalk risk graph is first constructed for each routing region representing its crosstalk

situation. The crosstalk riskof each region, which indicates whether a risk-free routingsolutionof

the region is possible, is thenquantitatively defined andestimated usinga graph-based optimization

approach.

Chapter5 presents approaches to crosstalk risk reduction at the global routing level. For

accurate risk estimation using the method in Chapter 4, the initial partitions of nets' risk tolerance

bounds are adjusted appropriately among their routing regions via integer linear prograiruning. If

positive risk regions still exist after bounds partitioning, global routes adjustment is applied for

crosstalk risk reduction.

The thesis concludes with Chapter 6, which summarizes the contributionsand proposes

future directions of this work.
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2.1 Introduction

Therecent advent of sub-micron anddeepsub-micron technologies has led to continuous

scaling down in feature sizes andincrease inchiparea. Asa result, interconnect delay hasbecome a

dominant factor inchipperformance andmust beaddressed properly inperformance-driven physical

design for high density ICs and MCMs. Next generation of layout tools must have the ability to

produce feasible solutions for sophisticated routing problems andguarantee theirperformance.

Many performance-driven routing algorithms have been proposed in recent years. Un

like conventional routing approaches which minimize the total wire length of the net, the ob

jective of performance-driven routing is to constract routing topologies which minimize the in

terconnect delays of nets. Some methods adopt a geometric approach to delay minimization

[Cong 92, Cong 93b, Hong 93], which considers both the total wire length of the net and the

path lengthsbetween source and sinksduring topology construction; others [Boese 94, Hong 93]

adopt Elmore delay[Blmore 48] or its upper bounds as the optimization goals. In addition,

[Cong93a, Sapatnekar94, Hodes94] employ interconnect wiresizing techniques to minimize the

maximum delay of a tree topology by adjusting its wire width under Elmore delay model. In

[McCoy 94], a non-tree routing approach is proposed, which greedily adds new edges into an ex

isting tree topology based on a geometric routing graph as long as that leads to reduction in the

maximum delay of the net.
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Another category of problems closely related to performance-driven routing is clock

routing, which aims at minimizing the maximum delay skew among sinks of a net. Numerous

approaches have been proposed for zero-skew solutions. [Tsay 91] proposes the first approach

for clock skew minimization using Elmore delay model. [Edahiro91] etc. develop the DME

method which builds a zero-skew clock tree with minimum total wire length in a bottom up and

top-down fashion. [Zhu 93, Pullela 93] employs sensitivity-based wiresizing method to minimize

the clock skew of a given routing topology. Recently, DME method has been extended to allow the

construction of minimum wire length routing tree with skew within prescribed bounds[Cong 95,

Huang 95].

Most of these existing performance-driven and clock routing algorithms can be charac

terized as pre-routing optimization methods, i.e., they constmct the optimal routing topology for

each net individually on a regulargrid routinggraphwithoutconsidering its routabilityon the entire

chip. During the chip routingprocess,all these initialoptimalnet topologiesare to be routed on the

chip simultaneously and they may compete for the limited routing resources available. As a result,

some of them maynot be realizable because of the routing congestions and blockages on the chip

and are therefore subject to significant modifications in order to generate a feasible solution of the

chip under routing resourceconstraints. Due to the changes in their topologies, the performanceof

these nets, which are optimized in initial construction, may no longer be satisfactory. For example,

the initial topology of the 3-pin net in Fig. 2.1 generated by the pre-routing optimization method

minimizes thenet's maximum delayat sink2. During therouting process, partof the initialtopology

is ripped up and re-routed in order to avoidcongested routing regions on its original route. Due to

the prolonged path length from source to the maximum delay sink 2 after routing, the maximum

delay of the net increases and may no longer satisfy its specified requirement.

Beside the lack of routability considerations, most pre-routing methods set maximum

delay or skew minimization as their objectives, which often comprises other important goals in

routing such as routing area minimization. In most real design situations, minimizing the net

routing area is the objective of optimization, while the maximum delay and skew of the net are only

required to satisfycertainspecified bounds. The difficulty withconstraints specification at the pre-

routing stage is that, although some initial informationon interconnect performance requirements

of the chip can be specified by the user, the actual critical nets and the constraints on their maximum

delays or skewsare routing-dependent, which can only be knownexactly after a routing solution of

the chip is obtained. Therefore, theconstrained optimization problemcannot be handledefficiently

by those pre-routing methods.
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Figure 2.1: Problem with Pre-routing Optimization

Since pre-routing approaches cannot guarantee net performance after routing, timing

violationchecking is required during the routingprocess, whichchecks the nets' delays and skews

and prohibits topologychanges that may result in unsatisfactory net performance. However, timing

violationcheckingalso has somedifficulties in generating a solutionwithsatisfactory performance

for the following reasons:

• Since the critical nets on the chip may keep on changing during the routing process, timing

checking may have to be carried out on most nets in the circuit during the routing process,

which is very time consuming. For fast checking, over-simplified delay models are often

used in actualimplementations whichmaycauseinaccurate delayestimationsand mis-guided

topology modifications.

• Since timing violation checking prohibits certain nets to be rerouted during the routing

process, it may seriously restrict the routing flexibility of the chip and result in infeasible or

over-constrained routing solutions that are un-optimized in chip area.

• Finally,the primaryobjectivein routingis to generatea feasibleroutingsolutionunder limited

routing resources. For that purpose, the topologies of certain nets may have to be ripped-up

and re-routed even if that may result in timing violation of these nets.

Due to these difficulties,timing violationchecking also cannot guarantee the chip performance after

the routing is completed.

To overcome these limitations, we propose the post routing performance optimization

approach [Xue 95a, Xue 95b] in this chapter,which is oneextrastep in the performanceoptimization

process applied after a feasible routing solution of the chip is obtained (Fig. 2.2). From the chip
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Figure 2.2: Post Routing Performance Optimization

routing solution,the criticalpath and criticalnets of the circuitcan be identified and the performance

constraints for these nets in terms of their maximum delay and skew requirements be computed.

In addition, the routing space available on the chip can be estimated based on the densities and

capacities of its routing regions. Using these information, the proposed optimization process

achieves satisfactory chip performance by improving the maximum delay and skew of those critical

nets to satisfy their corresponding specifications under routing resource constraints. The current

routingsolution of the chip is kept feasibleduring the optimizationprocess, whichhelps to speedup

the design process by avoiding the iterations in layout flows often required by the existing routing

tools which are time-consuming and not guaranteed to converge.

The basic approach for post routing optimization is link insertion and wiresizing, which

establishes new interconnect wires having the shortest feasible lengths between the source and

nodes in the existing topology of each critical net, and wiresizes each inserted link non-uniformly

under routing resource constraints for performance optimization. The objective is to satisfy the

performancerequirementsof each net with minimumlink routingarea consumption. Since the size

of a chip is largely determined by the few congested regions in its routing solution, most routing

regions on the chip are not fiilly occupied and have plenty of routing space left. These available

routing resources can be utilized by the proposed approach for link insertion and wiresizing.

Compared with previous performance-driven and clock routing methods, the proposed

approach has the following advantages:

1. It achieves reduction in both the maximum delay and skew of a net as shown by analy

sis in Section 2.3, while previous clock routing algorithms often sacrifice delay for skew

minimization.

2. It is formulated as a constraint-driven optimization process instead of maximum delay or

skew minimizationand thus allows the trade-offs between routing area and net performance.

3. It is applicable to any arbitrary topology including tree and mesh structure, while most
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Figure 2.3: Link Insertion vs Wiresizing

previousmethodsrestrict topologies to trees. Although tree structureis the mostefficient for

total wire length minimization in conventional routing, it does notnecessarily correspond to

good net performance in performance-driven routing and it limits the flexibility in routing

topology construction.

Sincelinkinsertion changes both the net topology and its admittances, it has advantages

over wiresizing-only approaches forperformance optimization as demonstrated by theexample in

Fig. 2.3. Due to its existing topology, wiresizing on Topology 1 alone can neverreduce the skew

between sink 1 and 2 to zero. On the other hand. Topology 2 with a new link added between the

source and sink 2 achieves larger reduction in maximum delay, zero skew between the sink 1,2 and

less routing area consumptioncomparedwith double wiresizingof Topology 1.

It is worth noting that the proposed link insertion and wiresizing approach is aimed at

complementing, not replacing othermethods for performance improvements suchas topology con-

stmction, wiresizing, buffer insertion, etc. It canbe applied to any routing topology - un-optimized

or improved by other approaches - in order to achieve further improvement in its performance so

that a satisfactory solution of the chipcan be obtained underthecurrentroutingconditions without

the expensive iterations in layout process.

The rest of this chapter is oiganizedas follows. Section 2.2 discusses the delay model for

distributed RC line topologies; Section 2.3 analyzes the theoretical soundness of our link insertion

approach for performance improvement; Section 2.4 investigates the single link insertion and

wiresizing method; Section 2.5 discusses the multi-link insertion and wiresizing method; Section

2.6 showsexperimental resultswhichdemonstrate theeffectiveness of ourapproach for post routing

performance optimization; finally. Section 2.7 gives concluding remarks.
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2.2 Interconnect Delay Modeling

2.2.1 Problem Formulation

In early technologies, the resistance of the interconnect wire was negligible compared to

the driver resistance and the interconnectdelay estimation modeled the total interconnect capacitance

of the net as the capacitive load at the source. Due to the scaling down of geometric features under

deep sub-micron technologies and the increase in chip area, the interconnect resistance increases

drastically along with the interconnect capacitance, and it can no longer be ignored in interconnect

delay estimation. To take interconnect resistance into account, we model each interconnect wire

segment under deep sub-micron technologies, as a distributed RC line, which unlike lumped circuit,

has the interconnect resistance and capacitance distributed uniformly along the wire. In the following

analysis, the interconnect routing topology ofcritical net n on the chip is formulated as a distributed

RC line network and denoted by N. N can be any arbitrary topology and is not restricted to tree

structures.

For routing topology N, we adopt the convention that its ground node is not numbered, its

source consists of a voltage source in series with a driver resistance Rd inserted between the ground

and reference node rtrej, which separates the source from the rest of the topology (Fig. 2.4). The

remaining nodes in N are numberedfrom 1 to |A'̂ l. The loadingcapacitance at every sink node in

N is denoted by Cs- The two key elements in delay estimation of RC network N is its resistance

matrix, R = [Rij]^ and itscapacitance vector c= [Q]. Each entry Rij in R is equal to thepotential

in volts at node i if a 1^ current were injected into node j while all nodes in N other than j were

open circuited[Ruehli 86]. By its definition, Rij is the mutual resistance between node i and j,

which reflects how the voltageand currentchanges at one node may affect the other. In the special

case where N is tree-structured, Rij is simply the total resistance along the common path shared

by node i and j. Each item Cj in the capacitancevectorc is the ground capacitanceat node j ^ N,

which includes both the sink capacitance at j and the capacitances of wires connecting to j under

TT lumped model.

2.2.2 Elmore Delay Model

We use Elmore delay for delay and skew estimation, which is the first order moment of

the impulse response [Elmore 48]. The Elmore delay at node i, £>,, can then be expressed as,

roo i>oo
Di= / tVi{t)dt= / {Ve-Vi{t))dt (2.1)

Jo Jo
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Figure 2.4: Formulation of Distributed RC Line Network N

where and Ug are thecurrent and final voltage at node i, respectively. Foran RC network, the

the voltagedifferencebetween and is givenby:

W. - RijCjMi) (2.2)
3

SubstitutingEqn (2.2) into Eqn (2.1), the Elmore delay at node i is:

Di =Y. - ''i(O)) =^ RijCj (2.3)
3 3

According to Eqn (2.3), the Elmore delay at node i takes into account both the interconnect resistance

along thepath from the source tonode i and the interconnect capacitance oftherest ofthetopology.

It is the most accurate delay metric known that can be analytically computed as a function of

interconnect resistance and capacitance, i.e., the geometric parameters of the wires. For exact

Elmore delay computation, each distributed RC line can berepresented bytheequivalent 11 lumped

model (Fig. 2.4), in which R and C are the total resistance and capacitance of the wire segment,

respectively. Thismodeling isnotonly valid fortreestractures, butalsoforany arbitrary topologies

which may contain meshes [Yu 95].

[Robinstein 83] shows that the response waveforms at nodes in a distributed RC line

topology is monotonic, indicating that the impulse response at node i is non-negative. The 50%

delay of the step response, r„ can then be expressed as:

-Ti

Vi{t)dt = 0.5 (2.4)
0L

i.e., the 50% delay r,- is the median of the impulse response. Since /q®® Vi(t)dt = 1, the non-

negative impulse response vi(f) can be treated as a distribution function and theElmore delay is its

mean according to Eqn (2.1). Therefore, Elmoredelay D,- estimation approximates the actual 50%

delay r,- (the median) by the mean. When the impulse response is symmetric, its mean equals its

median and Elmore delay estimation is accurate. However, the actual impulse response is always
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skewed asymmetrically towards left (Fig. 2.5), thusmaking its meanan upperboundon its median,

i.e., Elmore delay is an upper bound on the 50% delay. [Gupta95] indicates that Di is also the

upper bound on r, for any monotonic input signalsbesides the step input, and Di asymptotically

approaches r,- if t), {t) becomes "less skewed" underthe conditions that: 1. node i is far away from

the source. 2. the rising ramp of the input signal is slow.

Unlikesimulation which requires perfect fitting between actual and approximated wave

forms, the delay estimation used in guiding theconstruction of routing topologies is only required

to have highdegree of reliability, notprecise accuracy. Here, high reliability means thattheoptimal

solutionconstmcted using Elmoredelayestimation is also nearly optimal in terms of actual delay

measured by SPICE simulation. [Boese 93] shows that although Elmore delay may not be the

most accurate metric for delay estimation, it is very reliable for the construction distributed RC line

topologies, which is alsowitnessed inourexperiments. Therefore, Elmore delay ischosenfor delay

estimation in our proposed post routing performance optimization approach.
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2.3 Analysis of Network with an Inserted Link

2.3.1 Definitions

Forperformance analysis, Dmax is denoted as themaximum node delay of topology N,

i.e., Djnax —rnax{Di\i £ N). The delay skew between node isdefined as DSij = Di - Dj

andthemaximumdelay skewinTVis: DSmax = Tnax{DSij\iJ e N}. Tostudytheimpact of link

insertion on delay and skew of the net, weestablish a new routing topology {N)n by introducing

an additional link e„ between Urej and node n chosen in N. The wireresistance and capacitance

of Cn are denoted by i2e„ and respectively, the interconnectdelay introducedby e„ due to

and Ce„ is denoted by De„. Denote the resistance matrix of {N)n by R„, the delay at node i and

the delay skew betweennode ij in (N)n by (D,)„ and (D5,respectively. Since the inserted

linkbetween Ure/ and nodein N doesnot affect thedriver resistance Rd of the net (which is partof

Rij between every pairof nodeij € A^), Rd is excluded from RijSin thefollowing discussions.

2.3.2 Changes in Node Delay

For node delay analysis, we first compare the entries in resistance matrices of N and

(iV)n, i.e.,R= [Rij] and Rn= [(^tj)n]- The inserted linke„ at node n introduces extra admittance

at n, and thus causes reductions in the mutual resistances between node n and the rest of nodes in

N. Since e„ may provide an additional path to Urej via node n fromeachnode in N, it may affect

themutual resistance Rij between node pairs i, j n as well. Thechange in Rij dueto theinserted

link at n is determined by the following factors: 1. The wire resistance of the inserted link Re„; 2.

The resistance at the chosen node i2„„; 3. Valuesof and i.e., how strongly node i, j are

related to n. Intuitively, an insertion link at node n has strong influence on its neighboring nodes,

plus, a link having small resistance introduces large admittance into the topology, resulting in large

reduction in resistances between nodes. The mutual resistances between nodes after link insertion

can be quantitatively expressedby the followingLemma (its proof is given in Appendix Al):

Lemma 2.1 (MutualResistances afterLinkInsertion) Whenlinke„ is insertedbetween the reference

node Uref and node n £ N, the mutualresistance between nodef, j € N, (Rij)n> can be expressed

as:

{Rij)n = Rij —"5 "TTd (2.5)
•Tlnn "T -Tten

Lemma 2.1 indicates that mutual resistances between node pairs can be reduced via link

insertion. Since Elmore delay is determined by the product of R and c according to Eqn (2.3), link
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insertion has the potential to achieve reduction in node delays. On the other hand, the inserted link

en also introduces certain amount of wire delay jDe„ into the topology due to its own wire resistance

i2e„ and capacitance The delay at node i after link insertionat node n can be expressed by the

following theorem based on Lemma 2.1:

Theorem 2,1 {Node Delay afterLink Insertion) When a link e„ is inserted between Urej and node

n ^ N, the delay at node i ^ N after link insertion, (Di)n, can be expressed as:

(D.)„ =A- ^2 (D„ - AJ +ACe„ (2.6)
Xtjin T tte

Proof:

In our proof, the delay changes due to interconnect and driver resistance are separated,

and (Di)n can be expressedaccording to Elmore delay definition as:

(A)n = ^^(Ri3)n{Cj)n-\-RdPcn
3

which can be further divided into delay contributions from nodes in original network N and from

the inserted link, respectively:

(A)n = E (fl.i)n(C;)„ + E + RdCe„
3€N jeen

Since De„ is the delay of e„ due to its own wire resistance and capacitance, it can be easily shown

that the delay introduced by e„ after it is inserted at node n £ N can be expressed as:

{Rij)n{Cj)n = "5 -—5 Den (2-7)
R-nn "H Renj€en

Therefore,

(A)n = E RiiCi - E B fin,A + A„ +ACe„

R
= Di- " (A-A„) + AA„

•"•nn I rie

•

It can be seen from Theorem 2.1 that whether the delay at node i can be reduced after

link insertiondependson the mutualresistance between node i and n, and the wire delay of e„.

Den, which is typicallymuchsmallerthan the delayat the node it connects,i.e.. Den < unless

the length of the inserted link is much larger than the total wire length of the net. Therefore, link
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insertion at node n leads to delay reduction at node i if the delay reductiondue to reduced mutual

resistances between nodesoffsets the delay increase due to its wirecapacitance.

Toanalyze the impact of /?,„ on delay reduction, wedecompose topology N into several

sub-components N\,N2i.. Nkat itsreference node rirej• These sub-components branch outfrom

Uref andconnect to each othervia n^e/ only, i.e., theremoval of Urej results in thedecomposition

ofN into k-h 1disjoint components. In graph theory terminology, Urej isdenoted asan articulation

point of N (Fig. 2.6). Suppose node n is chosen within the sub-componentNk, the value of i2j„ is

analyzed in the following cases:

1. If node i belongs to the same sub-component as n, i.e.,n G Nk, Rin ^ 0 and the delay at

node i can possiblybe reduced by link insertion at node n according to Theorem2.1.

2. If nodei ^ Nk, Rin = 0, indicating that thedelay at node i can not be reduced by link Cn.

If Uref isnotanarticulationpointof N, i.e., there exists only one component at n^e/ and

N = Nk, the delay at eveiy node in N can possibly be reduced, so does the maximum delay of

the net {Dmax)n = max{{Di)n\i € N). The delay reduction under the situation when Uref is an

articulation point of N and there exist multiple sub-components rooted at Urej can be handled by

inserting links to each sub-component containing the maximumdelay node(s).

2.3.3 Changes in Delay Skew

The reductions in delays at different nodes in N after link insertion are influenced by

their mutual resistances with n, and therefore can be different: The delays at nodes "closer" to n

i.e., having larger RniS, are reduced more than those at nodes "further" away from n. Due to the
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unbalanced reduction in node delays, the delay skew between nodes may also change, which can

be expressed by the following corollary obtained directly from Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 2.1 (Delay Skew afterLink Insertion) When a link Sn is inserted between Uref and node

n ^ N, the delay skew between nodepair i, j, (DSij)n, can be expressed as:

(DSiiU =DSij - ' l'" (D„ - PeJ (2.8)
•^nn "T -rten

According to Corollary 2.1, the change in delay skew between node i, j is determined by

the difference between their mutual resistances with node n: RS{i,j^ n) = Rin - Rjn, assuming

that Den ^n- To study the impact of link insertion on RS{i,j,n), we further decompose

component Nk into two sub-components, and Nk2- Here, n is an articulation point of Nk and

Nki is a branched out component from n, connecting to Nk\ and rest of the topology only at n (Fig.

2.7). The value of j, n) is investigatedunder the following cases;

1. If both iyj € Nk2, each path from i,j to the Urej must pass through node n. Thus,

Rin —Rjn = Rnn and RS(i,jy u) = 0, which implies that the inserted link does not affect

the delay skew between node i and j.

2. If i G Nk2 and j e Nk\, Rin = Rnn > Rjn and RS(i, j, n) > 0, the delayskewbetween i, j

decreases as the result of the link insertion.

3. If i € Nk andj ^ Nk, Rin # 0 butRjn = 0, thusRS(i,j, n) > 0 and {DSij)n decreases.

4. If both i, j ^ Nk, DSij will not be affectedby the link insertion.

The delay and skew analysis in this section indicates that, unlike previous methods which

often sacrifice delay for skew minimization, the proposed approach can achieve reduction in both

nodedelay anddelay skew simultaneously if a linkis inserted appropriately between Ure/ and node

in N. This establishes the theoretical soundness of the link insertion and wiresizing algorithms for

post routing performance optimization, which are discussed in the following sections.
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2.4 Single Link Insertion and Non-uniform Wiresizing

Inthissection, weinvestigate themethod of inserting anadditional interconnect wire into

the existing topology ofa critical net obtained from a routing solution and adjusting itswire width

appropriately so that the performance of the net can be best improved. This link insertion and

wiresizing approach at the post routing level is formulated as a constrained optimization process,

which instead ofminimizing the maximum delay and skew ofthe critical net, minimizes therouting

resource needed to achieve satisfactory net performance:

Improve theperformance ofa criticalnettosatisfy itsspecified requirements byintroduc

ing minimum amountof linkrouting area into its existing topology via linkinsertionand wiresizing

under routing resource constraints.

The reasons for choosing link area as the optimization objective are as follows:

1. It minimizes the wire capacitance of the inserted link and thus is consistent with interconnect

delay and power reduction.

2. It saves available routing space in the regions on the chip for the possible inserted links in

other critical nets and further performance optimizationat later stages in the layout process.

3. The performance of critical nets is only required to satisfy certain specified constraints in

most cases, minimizingdelay or skew may consume more routing resources than necessary

and result in un-optimized chip area.

Denote ADmax andADSmax as the reduction in maximum delayand delayskew, respec

tively. ADmax exists at the maximum delay node rimax, ADSmax exists between Umax and the

minimum delay node Umin in N. According to Eqn (2.6) and (2.8), ADmax and ADSmax due to

link insertion to n can be expressed respectively as:

{ADmax)n = TTp ~ ~ ^dCe„ (2.9)
rtnn r

{AD5„„)n = ^°T"T p""""Pn-geJ (2.10)
•^nn 1 -tcn

which indicate that the reduction in maximum delay and delay skew are determined by the following

two factors:

• The choice of node n for link insertion.

• The R, C values of the inserted link e„, i.e., the length and width of e„ which are determined

by link insertion and wiresizing.
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These two issues are discussed separately in the following sections.

2.4.1 Node Choice for Link Insertion

2.4.1.1 Upper Bound on Performance Improvement

Although the choice of node for link insertion and the geometric dimensions of the inserted

link can both influence the reduction in maximum delay and skew of the net, the upper bound on

the best performance improvement achievable is determined by the node choice as shown by the

following corollary, which is obtained directly fromEqn (2.9)and (2.10)with i?e„,C'e„ 0.

Corollary 2.2 (Upper Bound on Net Performance Improvement) The upper bounds on maximum

delay and skewreduction via link insertion and wiresizing are determined by the choice ofnode n

for link establishment, i.e.,

(2.11)
Jtnn

^nmaxn ~ Rr
(A£)S„ax)n < (AD5„„)„ = (2.12)

Since Rnmaxn < Rnn (i.e., Rnmaxn/Rnn < 1), according to Corollary 2.2, only those

links which are inserted to nodes having large delays and are "close" to Umax (i.e., having large

Rnmaxn) can have significant impact on maximumdelay and skewreduction. Therefore, only those

nodes in the neighborhood of n^nax need be considered as possible candidates for link insertion. In

particular, the link to the maximumdelay node Umax has the greatest potential for maximumdelay

and skew reduction as shown by the followingtheorem (its proof is given in Appendix A2):

Theorem 2.2 A link to Umax has the largest upper bound on both maximum delay and skew

reduction.

Theorem 2.2 implies that the maximum delay node Umax is a good candidate node for

link insertion. However, the best node choice is also influenced by the geometric dimensions of

the feasible links to the nodes, which are determined by the currentroutingconditions on the chip.

For example, if the link to rimax. ^nmax^ is very long due to the detours under routing congestions,

it may not have the best effect onperformance improvement due to its large Renmax ^^nmax

compared to links to other nodes which have much smaller lengths. For constrained optimization,

a link is preferred over others if it can achieve the best performance improvement under same

routing area consumption. In the next two sections,the node choice problemis discussedunder two

mutually-exclusive situationscharacterized by nodedelays,net topologyand potentiallink lengths.
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2.4.1.2 Situation I

Denote /„ as the length ofthe feasible link €n inserted between Urej and node n, as

the length ofthe route from node n toUref through the existing topology N (when multiple routes

exists between n and Uref in a non-tree topology, p„ denotes the shortest one). Situation I is then

definedunder the followingtwo assumptions:

Al. 7i„ios is unique.

A2. Inmaxf^n ^ Pnmax/Prn^f^ € N.

Al states that there is one unique maximum delay node in N. A2 asserts that the ratio

between lengths of inserted links to Umax and n is no larger than the ratio between the lengths of

paths from these two nodes to the source through theexisting topology. According to Eqn (2.6),

the maximum delay reduction favors a short link to node having large delay and Theorem 2.2

indicates thata linkto Wmax has thebestpotential for performance improvement. Under these two

assumptions inSituation I, Umax is the best node choice forlink insertion as stated bythefollowing

theorem (whose proof is given in Appendix A3):

Theorem 2.3 (Choice ofNodefor Link Insertion: Delay) With thesame routing area consumption,

the linkto Umax achieves the largest reduction in Dmax compared with linkto any other nodeunder

Al and A2 in Situation I.

According to theanalysis inSection 2.3,linkinsertion mayleadto simultaneous reduction

in both the delay and skewof a critical net. Sincemaximum delay skew DSmax is defined as the

difference between themaximum and minimum delay ofthenet, larger reduction in Dmax may also

result in larger reduction in DSmax i^ Dmax is reduced more than Dmin• Therefore, conclusion

similar to Theorem 2.3 can be also drawn about the reduction in DSmax, which is formally stated

as follows (its proof is given in Appendix A4):

Theorem 2.4 (Choice ofNodefor Link Insertion: Skew) With thesamerouting area consumption,

the link to Umax achieves the largest reduction in DSmax compared with link to any other node

under Al andA2 in Situation!

Theorem 2.3 and 2.4 indicate that maximum delay and skew reduction are consistent in

Situation I when a link is inserted between rirej and Umax' For constraint-driven performance

optimization, whose objective is to achieve satisfactory netperformance with minimum linkrouting

area consumption, the following corollary can be established:
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Corollary 2.3 (Node Choice: Situation I) For the same amount ofreduction in maximum delay and

delay skew, the link to Umax consumes minimum amount ofrouting area compared to links to other

nodes under AJ and A2 in Situation I.

Proof:

Assume that the route (length) of the inserted link e„ to node n is fixed, then the increase

in its link routing area due to wiresizing leads to reduction in its resistance J?e„ and increase in its

capacitanceC.„. With appropriate wiresizing of the link, whichwill be discussedin later sections,

the maximum delay and skew of the net decreases as the link routing area increases until the wire

delay due to Ce„ dominates the delay reduction due to reduced mutual resistances. Therefore, two

curves, denoted by Cuvn and can be plotted for links to node n and Umax respectively,

representing the trade-offs between the link routing area and maximum delay (skew) of the net

during link insertion and wiresizing (Fig. 2.8).

According to Theorem 2.3 and 2.4, the link to Umax achieves smaller Dmax and DSmax

compared with the link to node n under same link routing area consumption, i.e., is

"lower" than Cur„, Therefore, for any performance specification on Dmax and DSmax which is

achievable by links to both nodes, the link to Umax consumes less routing area than the link to node

n, i.e., the link to Umax is the most link area-efficient compared to links to other nodes for the same

amount of improvement in net performance.

•

Figure 2.8 also implies that a link to Umax can possibly achieve larger reduction in Dmax

and DSmax with less routing area compared with links to other nodes, which is witnessed during
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Figure 2.9: Conditions under which A1 in Situation n holds

our experiments.
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2.4.1.3 Situation II

Situation II considers the node choice problem in the cases when at least one of the two

assumptions in Situation I no longer holds, i.e.:

A1. There exists multiple maximum delay nodes in the net.

A2. 371 € N, S.t., Inmax/^n ^ Primax/Pn-

A2 happens if thepath lengths from node n and Umax to n^e/ through topology N, pn

2nd respectively, arecomparable, butoneof the following conditions about thelinklength is

true:

•̂ ^nmax much louger than /„ due to thepossible detours of emax toavoid routing congestions
under the current routingconditions of the chip (Fig. 2.9a).

2. Node n is actually much "closer" to the source than Umax in terms of Manhattan distance.

As a result, /„ < (Fig. 2.9b).

According to Eqn (A.7) to (A.9), and (/„„„//„)^ >

Dmax/Dn hold under A2 in Situation II. In this case, node n could be a better choice for link

insertion compared to Umax for performance improvement according to Eqn(2.6) and (2.8), due to

its relativelyshort link length to Urej-

If A1 in Situation 11 holds,Nmax isdenoted as thesetof nodeshaving the maximum delay

in the net, i.e., Nmax = {p\Dp = Dmax,P € N]. Since the lengths of links to different nodes in

Nmax niay be different, the effectiveness of these links for performance improvement also varies.
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Furthermore, if A1 and A2 in Situation n are both true, the bestnode choicefor link insertion may

not even belong to Nmax- Therefore, there is no longer a definitivenode choice for link insertion in

Situation n that can be determined simply from theconfigurations of the net topology N. Instead,

multiplenodesin N which have the potential to achieve goodperformance improvement shouldbe

considered and Ncand is denoted as the set of possible candidate nodes for link insertion.

Define {^ADfnax)n ((A.PtSTnaj)n) 3nd (AZ)niox)n 2S the lower and upper

bounds on maximum delay (skew) reduction by link to n, respectively; ((AZ)max)n, (ADmax)n)

and ((A£>5max)n> (AD5mox)n) are theperformance intervals of node n, indicating the potential

improvements in performance that could possibly be achieved by a link to node n. The acmal

improvements in performance after insertion and wiresizing of a link to n always fall within its

performance intervals, i.e..

(Ai7max)n ^ {,^Dmax)n ^ {^I-^max)n and {ADSmax)n ^ {^HSmax)n ^ {^DSTnax)n

According to Eqn (2.11)and Eqn (2.12) inCorollary 2.2, the upper bounds onperformance

improvement by link e„ are given by:

'̂TlmaxTl r\ / a r\ ri \ ^^nmaxTl P'l
(An„.x)„ = (2.13)

•^nn "nn

The lowerboundson performanceimprovements are computedby assumingthat €„ is un-optimized

with minimum wire width wq (denoted by e„o), i.e.,

(APmax)n = " (D„ - (A£>5„,.)n = pI B
rtnn T -n-eno /tnn ~r

Node p should notbeconsidered for link insertion if there exists node q s.t. (ADmax)p <

(APrnaxjg or {ADSmax)p < (^DSmax)q, i.e., their performance intervals do not intersect and the

best performance improvement possibleby link to p is not as good as the least achievable by link to

q. Therefore, Ncand can be established by comparing the performance intervals of nodes. First, the

performance intervals ofeachnodeiscomputed according to Eqn(2.13) to (2.14) andnoden having

the largest lower bound on performance improvement is identified. Then, each node whose interval

intersects with that of n (which indicates that it has the potential to achieve better performance

improvement than n), is added into Ncand- Sincea link to a maximum delay node has the largest

upper bound on reduction in both Dmax and DS^ax according to Corollary 2.2, intervals of nodes

in Nmax definitely intersect with the one having the largest lower bound, and Nmax Q Ncand- The

candidate node set can then be constmcted as follows:

Candidate Node Set Construction Algorithm{
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1. Compute delaysof nodesin topology N, identify Nmax, set Ncand = Nmax-

2. Estimate the performance interval of each node in the net.

3. Identify node n having the largest lower bound on performance improvement, set Ncand =

Ncand C •

4. Addevery nodep whose performance interval intersects withthat of noden into Ncand-

}

TheNcand soconstmcted contains allcandidate nodes for link insertion that can possibly

achieve the best improvement in netperformance. An alternative way toconstruct Ncand at Step 4

is tocompare theperformance specifications of thenetFspS with theperformance intervals and add

each node whose intervals contain Psp to Ncand- This approach is valid if PgpS areachievable bya

single inserted link.

2.4.2 Link Insertion and Wiresizing

Although the choice of node for link insertion dictates the upper bounds on possible

performance improvements by the link, the actual route and wire width of the inserted link determines

its routing area and the actual reduction in maximum delay and skew of the net. Therefore,

appropriate link insertion and wiresizing is critical for constrained optimization, which aims at

achievingsatisfactory net performance with minimumroutingarea consumption.

2.4.2.1 Problem Formulation

Suppose link e„, inserted between n^e/ and node n € iV, consists of k wire segments,

each having its distinct length and width in a certain routing region on the route of e„. Define

le„ = and We„ = (wi,...,Wk) as the length and width vector of e„, (We„)/6 and

(We„)ufe as the vectors of lower and upper bounds on We„ respectively, i.e., (We„)/6 < <

(We„)u6. Here, (Wc„)i6 is usually set to the minimum wire width wq allowed for any interconnect

wireonthechip,(We„ )ub canbeestimated based ontherouting somceavailable in theregions along

the route of e„. The R, C values of each segmenti e e„, C,-, are functions of its length /,• and

width Wi, and can be expressed as:

Ri = To—, Ci = coliWi (2.15)
Wi
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where tq, co are the unit resistance and capacitance of the wire underminimum width wq, respec

tively. Notice that Eqn (2.15) is only the most commonly used expression for jR, and C,, more

sophisticated expressions for Ri andC, can also be used in place of Eqn (2.15) without affecting

the validity of the entire optimizationapproach. Accordingto Eqn (2.15), the total R, C values of

link e„, i2e„ and , can be computed by:

^ I- ^
Re = ro^ —, Ce = ColiWi (2.16)

,=1 ,=1

For constrained performance optimization, we measure the performance of the net by

A', which is the relative difference between the maximum delay (skew) and its corresponding

constraints, i.e.,

Kp = {P-Psp)/P,p (2.17)

where P is the current maximum delay or skew of the net, Pgp is its specified constraint. Define

Kmax = max{Kdelays Rskew}- According to thedefinition in Eqn (2.17), Kmax < 0 implies that

the performance requirements for the maximum delay and skew of the net are both satisfied, i.e.,

the performance of the net is satisfactory.

2.4.2.2 Link Establishment

Eqn (2.6) and Eqn (2.8) in Sec. 2.3 indicate that both the maximum delay and skew

reduction favor the inserted link c„ to have small Ae„ and Ce„ which are both proportional to the

length of /e„ according to Eqn (2.16). Plus, inserting a short link is consistent with routing area

minimization. Thus, link e„ should be established between node rirej n with the shortest

feasible length in order to achieve the best result during constrained optimization.

The shortest possible length of e„, (/e„)mm> is equal to the Manhattan distance between

the two nodes. However, the actual feasible length of e„, le„, may be longer than (le„)mindue to the

possible detours of e„ to avoid congested routing areas on the chip. In addition, the routing space

available in the routing regions along the route of e„, which determines the upper bound on wire

width(We„))u6. shouldalsobe considered when e„ is routedsinceWe„ alsoaffects the performance

of the net. Therefore, a shortest path algorithm should be adopted for the establishment of link

e„ between rire/ and n, which includes the routing congestions of the chip in its cost function for

routing.
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2.4.2.3 Non-Uniform Link Wiresizing

Once the route of link Cn is determined, its length vectorle„ is fixed and its width vector

We„ becomesthe onlyadjustablevariable duringperformance optimization, i.e, the maximumdelay

anddelay skewof the net bothbecome functions of We„. According to Eqn (2.6)and Eqn (2.8), the

maximumdelay and skewof the net after link insertion at node n can be expressed as:

(Omax(WeJ)„ = Dma. - j, f"""" .Pmax -
+i2dCe„(WeJ (2.18)

(Z)5niox(We„))n = DSmax p P i^max ~ ^emaxi^en)) (2.19)
•Knn + Fe„[yfen)

Unlike in the case of le„, C'e„(we„) is proportional to We„ while i?e„(we„) is inversely

proportional to We„ according to Eqn (2.16). Thus, both (i9mox(we„))„ and {DSmaxi'WeJU are

non-monotonic, non-convex and non-posynomial with respect to We„ and the wiresizing of the

inserted link should be formulated as a constrained optimization process which can be stated as

follows:

Determine the optimal wire width vector ofthe inserted links.t. the performance of the

net satisfies its specified requirements and the total routing area ofthe link is minimized.

The routing area of the inserted link e„ is defined as the product between its length and

width vectors, which is a function of We„ during the wiresizing:

Area^„ (We„) = (2.20)

Denote Dmax.p and DSmax.p the specified constraints for the maximum delay and

skew of the net respectively, the constrained optimization problem can then be formulated as:

Minimize Areoe^ (we„)

Subject to:

(Dmax(^en))n ^ ^maxtp

(DSmax(^en))n ^ L^^maxap

(We„)/6 < We„ < (We„)„6

In actual implementation, only one of (L>mox(we„))„ and {DSmax('We„))n needs to be

considered as active constraint during the optimization since the maximum delay and skew reduction

are consistent according to previous analysis.
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2.4^.4 Wiresizing Analysis

The formulation of the inserted link as a sequenceof wire segmentsrouted through various

routing regions on the chip allows non-uniform wiresizing of the link, i.e., each wire segment of

the link may have its distinct wire width. Non-uniform wiresizing provides extra flexibility in

optimization compared to uniform wiresizing which enforces same wire width for the entire link

(the later is actually a special case of the former), and its advantages can be summarized as follows:

• The delay introduced by the inserted link e„ is influenced not only by the values of its wire

resistance and capacitance, and Ce„. but also by the way they are distributed along the

link. Under fixed link route and routing area, the distribution of i2e„ and Ce„ are determined

by the wire width vector We„ which can be adjusted via wiresizing of the link. Intuitively,

large capacitive loads should be placed close to the source so that they will only be charged

through small amount ofwire resistance and contribute little to the delay ofthe net. Therefore,

non-uniform wiresizing may result in smaller delay introduced by the inserted link and better

improvement in net performance compared with uniform sizing.

• The upper bound on the wire widthof the link, (We„)u6. isdetermined by the routing resources

available along the route of the link in the current routing solution. Due to the difference

in routing congestions in different regions on the chip, the allowance for wiresizing of each

segment of the link may vary significantly. Unlike uniform sizing, which require an identical

wire width for the entire link that can be to be no more than the minimum width upper

bound along the route, non-uniform wiresizing is better suited to handle the various upper

bounds situation by allowing We„ to follow (we„)ti6 closely in the routing regions of €„•

Therefore, it may yield a wiresizing solution of the link having smaller Rg^ and achieving

better improvement in net performance than uniform sizing.

From the analysis above, the following conclusion can be drawn about the wiresizing of

the inserted link:

Proposition 2.1 For the optimization ofan inserted link, non-uniform wiresizing can achieve better

improvementin net performance compared to uniformsizing with the same routing area consump

tion.

Analogousto the proof of Corollary2.3, two curves, Cuvnon and Curuni>can be plotted

representingthe trade-offsbetweenimprovement in net performanceand the link routingarea under
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theuniform and non-uniform wiresizing ofa link tonode n, respectively. Since Curnon is "lower"

than Curtint according to Proposition 2.1, the following corollary can be established similar to

Corollary 2.3.

Corollary 2.4 For the same amount of reduction in maximum delay and skew of the net, the

non-uniform wiresizing ofan inserted link consumes less routing area than the uniform wiresizing.

2.4.2.5 Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP)

Due to the non-convex nature of (D^ox(we„))„ and (I>5,nax(we„))„ as functions of

We„ according to Eqn (2.18) and (2.19), the link wiresizing process formulated in Sec. 2.4.2.3 is a

non-linear programming problem, which is solved in our approach using the Sequential Quadratic

Programming (SQP) method also known as "Constrained Quasi-Newton Method". SQP is an

iterative procedure which attempts tosolve theKuhn-Tucker (KT) necessary condition foroptimality

of the problem using the quasi-Newton method for non-linear equations. At every iteration, a

Quadratic Programming (QP) sub-problem is formulated based on an approximation made of the

Hessian of the Lagrangian function, which solution is then used to establish a new search direction

for the optimization. The basic idea of SQP can be described as follows:

Suppose that theconstrained optimization problem is formulated in general as:

Minimize f{x)

Subject to: flfi (a:) < 0, z = 1,..., m

Denote L{x, A) = f[x) + Kgii^) as itsLagrangian function with A,s as its Lagrangian multi

pliers, its KT equation can then be expressed as:

h{x,X) = dL/dx = = 0 (2.21)

where fx = dfjdx^gx = [dgi(x)/dx], X= [A,].

Applying quasi-Newton method to solve the non-linearequations, we obtain:

fx-I BAx-h 9xX' = 0 (2.22)

9{^)-\-9xAx < 0

where A' = A-1- AA and B approximates the Jacobian of h (Hessian of L)by fxx + pJ^A.

Since Eqn (2.22) is the KT equation of the following QP problem with the quadratic

approximation of L as its objective:

minimize f(x)-\-fjAx-\-\/2Ax'^BAx (2.23)
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s.t. gi{x)< 0

A QPsub-problem of Eqn(2.23) canbesolved at each iteration during theoptimization process for

constrainedoptimization mimicing Newton'smethod. The solutionof the QP problem is then used

to form a new iterate

Xk+l = Xk-\-Qk^X

where ak is determined by a line search procedure so that a sufficient decrease in a merit function

is obtained [Brayton81]. B approximating the Hessian matrix is updated at each iteration by any

quasi-Newton method of update. Analysis [Brayton81] shows that SQP method can guarantee

super linear convergence by accumulating secondorder information regarding KT equations and is

efficient for solving non-linear optimization problems.

2.4.3 Single Link Insertion and Wiresizing

Based on the previous analysis on node choice for link insertion and approach for link

construction, a single link insertion and wiresizing algorithm is designed. It establishes a link

between Urej and the node chosen for best performance improvement with the shortest feasible

length and wiresizes the link using a constrained optimization approach. The objective is to

achievesatisfactory net performance with minimumlink routing area. The constrained optimization

of the inserted link terminates when the performance requirements of the net are satisfied, i.e.,

Nmax = max(Kdeiay^ Nskew) < 0, or nofurtherimprovement in net performance can be obtained.

SingleUnk Insertion and Wiresizing Algorithm{

1. Initialization:

1.1 Inputcriticalnettopology N anditsspecified performanceconstraints Psps onmaximum

delay and skew.

1.2 Calculate the node delays, identify maximum delay node(s) and initial performance gap

Nmax before optimization.

1.3 Estimate the lengths and wire width upper bounds of the shortest feasible links from

Urej to nodes in N under current routing conditions of the chip (Sec. 2.4.2.2).

2. If assumptions A1 and A2 in Situation I are satisfied:

2.1 Establish link to maximum delay node nmax-
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2.2 Wiresize for performance improvement (Sec. 2.4.2.3).

3. Else (Situation n):

3.1 Constmct candidate node set Ncand for link insertion. (Sec. 2.4.1.3).

3.2 Estimate therouting area oflinktoeach node n inNcand underconstrained optimization.

3.3 Choose the linkthatcan achieve satisfactory performance with minimum routing area.

}

2.5 Multi-Link Insertion and Wiresizing

The problem of node choice for link insertion discussed in Sec. 2.4.1 is based on the

original nettopology and it implicitlyassumes that themaximum delay node(s) donotchange during

the optimization. Since insertion and wiresizing of link €„ to the current node choice n results in

different amount of reductions in delays and skews at different nodes (largest at the maximum

delay nodes accordingto our node choice method), the maximumdelay node(s) as well as the ratio

between nodes delays may change. When this happens, continued wiresizing of link e„ may no

longer be able to improve the net performance with the best link area efficiency and some other

node n' in thetopology may emerge as thenew best node choice for link insertion and wiresizing.

Due to this possible change in best node choice during the constrained optimization process, and

thefact thatoptimizing multiple links canachieve betterperformance improvement than optimizing

a single linkonly, multi-link insertion andwiresizing algorithms are designed, whose objective is

similar to that of the single link optimization:

Insertand wiresize multiple links tonodes in criticalnet topology N s.t. theperformance

requirements ofthenetare satisfiedwith minimum totallinkrouting area consumption underrouting

resource constraints.

2.5.1 Sequential Link Insertion and Wiresizing

Wefirstdiscussa sequentiallink insertionand wiresizingalgorithm,which always inserts

and wiresizes a link to the current best node choice for performance improvement during the

optimization process. Initially, a link e„ is established to node n which is chosen based on the

original net topology, node delays and estimations on feasible link lengths before optimization.

Then, link e„ is wiresized to satisfy performance constraints reduced gradually from the original
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Dmax (DSmax) toDmaxsp iDSmax,p) undcF the wifcsizing fomiulation described inSec. 2.4.2.3.
This process continues until thebest node choice for linkinsertion and wiresizing changes from n

to n' based onthe estimation ofcurrent node delays. When this happens, the optimization switches

from sizing Cn to the optimization of link between nre/ and n' instead. This sequential link

optimizationprocesscontinuesuntil thenetperformance requirements are satisfied (i.e.,Kmax < 0)

at any step in the algorithm.

SequentialLinkInsertionand Wiresizing Algorithm {

1. Initialization:

Same as Step 1 in the single link algorithm.

2. Choose the best node n for link insertion.

3. While performance requirements of the net are not satisfied (Kmax > 0):

3.1 Establishlink e„ between Urej and node n.

3.2 Wiresize link e„ to satisfy a gradually reduced performance constraints (Sec. 2.4.2.3)

until a different best node choice emerges.

3.3 Identify the new best node choice n'.

3.4 If e„' between Urej and n' already exists:

Set n = n'y goto Step 3.2 to wiresize Cn' instead.

3.5 Otherwise,

3.5.1 Estimate therouting area of linke„/ having minimum wire width, Areae>^ (it;o).

3.5.2 If continued sizing of e„ can not achieve Kmax < 0 or it consumes more additional

areathan AreOe'̂ (lyo):

Set n = n', goto Step 3.1 to establish e„/.

3.5.3 Otherwise,

goto Step 3.2 and continue sizing c„.

}

There are several points worth mentioning about this sequential link optimization algo

rithm:

1. Since same node may repeatedly become the best node choice during the optimization process,

link€n' between Ure/ and ra' may already exist when n' is identified at Step3.3. In thatcase,

the algorithm simply switches to wiresize e„/ instead of e„ (Step 3.4).
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2. The establishment of a new link consumes certain amount of link area Areue^, (wq), even

under minimum wire width wq. Therefore, continued wiresizing of the current link e„

is preferred if it can lead to satisfactory net performance with less additional routing area

assumption than Areae*^{wo) (Step 3.5.3). Otherwise, link to n' is established and

wiresized in place of e„ (Step 3.5.2).

2^.2 Optimal Multi-Link Insertion and Wiresizing

Thesequential linkinsertion andwiresizing algorithm described above isgreedy innature,

sinceit always inserts and wiresizes a linkthat is best for performance improvement at the current

step during the optimization process. Thus, the final solution it generates may not be the global

optimal one due to the following reasons:

• Thenetperformance improvement achievable bylinks todifferent nodes arenotindependent

of each other. Therefore, a best node choice by the sequential algorithm at the current

optimization step may not the best for a global optimal solution which includes a set of

inserted links. Inother words, it may preclude further performance improvement andsavings

in subsequent stepsof link insertion and resultin localoptimality.

• A definitive node choice for link insertion may notalways exist due to possible ties among

multiple node choices that could lead to equal performance improvement and link area

consumption at certain step in the optimization process. In that case, any arbitrary tie-

breaking strategy may cause the sub-optimality ofthefinal solution. Foroptimal results, each

link to oneof thesetied nodes should be triedandcompared.

In order to generate a multi-link solution which achieves satisfactory performance with

minimum total link routing area, we design an optimal multi-link insertion and wiresizing algorithm.

It adopts a recursive Branch-and-Bound approach, which at each step during the optimization,

considers a set of candidate nodes Ncand (constructed similar to the algorithm in Sec. 2.4.1.3) for

possible linkinsertion and wiresizing. During theDepth-First-Search process, if theoptimization

of the current link Cn to a node n in Ncand results in larger total link routing area than the best

solution obtained sofar thatachieves satisfactory netperformance, linke„ is pruned andthesearch

backtracks to the previous step to try another node in Ncand for link insertion. This Branch-and-

Bound method is applicable to link insertion and wiresizing in searching for an optimal solution

since the total linkrouting area increases monotonically with the insertion and wiresizing of links
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into the existing topology. The entire algorithm is outlined below in which size^ol{en) is denoted
as the current wiresizing solution of link e„.

Optimal Unk Insertion and Wiresizing Algorithm {

1. Initialization:

Same as Step 1 in the single link algorithm.

2. Denote the initial routing topology as Nq, call Add-LinklNo).

}

Add-Unk(N){

1. Identify the candidate node set Ncand for link insertion (Sec. 2.4.1.3).

2. For each node n in Ncand'

2.1 Establish link e„ between Urej and node n.

2.2 Wiresize link e„ to n to satisfy a gradually reduced performance constraints (Sec.

2.4.2.3) until maximum delay node(s) changes or performance requirements for the ent

are satisfied.

2.3 If current total routing area of topology N, Area{N) U size^ol{en)y does not exceed

the best solution,Area{Nopt), obtained so far:

2.3.1 If performance requirements are satisfied:

Nopt = NU {sizing.sol(en)}.

2.3.2 Else

Call Add-Link(N U{sizing.sol (en)})-

2.4 Prune restore topology N and node delays to the values before e„ is introduced.

)

Notice that a node n may repeatedly appear in Ncand^ along a path in the Branch-and-

Bound searching tree from root to the leaf. Its first appearance leads to the insertion of link

to n, while its later appearances cause the continuous wiresizing of e„. The size of the candidate

node set lA^conrfl at each iteration is small since only links to a few nodes in the topology may

have significant impact on the performance improvement of the net according to the analysis in

Sec. 2.4.1. Therefore, the optimal multi-link insertion and wiresizing algorithm is feasible in real
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Table 2.1: Interconnect parameters

Technology Rd(^) ro(n//im) co(/F///m) CsUF)
IC 270 0.112 0.039 1.0

MCM 25 0.008 0.06 1000
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applications as shown by our experimental results. In cases where very fast solution is needed,

either the single link (Sec. 2.4) or the sequentiallink insertionand wiresizingalgorithm(Sec. 2.5.1)

can be used instead.

2.6 Experimental Results

The link insertion and wiresizing algorithms for post routing performance optimization

have been implemented and tested onaDEC 5000/125 workstation. Since interconnects are typically

modeled asdistributed RC lines under deep-submicron ICand certain types ofMCM technologies,

our methods are tested under both 0.5 micron IC (courtesy of Micro-electronics Center of North

Carolina) and MCM technologies (courtesy of Prof. Wayne Dai of UC Santa Cmz from data

provided by AT&T) respectively (Table 2.1). Here Rd is thedriver resistance of thenet, ro, cq are

unit resistance and capacitance ofthe wire with minimum width wq, Cs is the loading capacitance

at each sink.

2.6.1 An Example

We illustrate our link insertion and wiresizing methods using a 8-pin net under MCM

technology, whose original topology before optimization is shown in Fig. 2.10. The response
waveforms atthe maximum delay node timax and minimum delay node fimtn before optimization
obtained by SPICE3f5 simulation are shown in Fig. 2.15 (a). It can be observed that the rising
portion ofthe un-optimized waveform at Umax isnot "sharp" and there exists a large gap between
waveforms at Umax and nmtn» indicating a significant maximum delay and delay skew. For
satisfactory chip performance, the performance specification of the net requires that itsDmax and

DSmax be reduced by 50%and 70%, respectively.

We first show the optimization results by the single link insertion and wiresizing algorithm.
It chooses node n for link establishment based on the original routing topology and wiresizes it

either uniformly, i.e., the entire link must have the same width, or non-uniformly, i.e., each wire
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segment of the link isallowed tohave itsdistinct wire width initsrouting region. The optimization

solutions are shown in Fig. 2.11. Notice that the length of the inserted link e„ is longer than the

Manhattan distance between thesource and n due to possible detours under routing congestions in

the current routing solution of the chip. The wire width of the inserted link is measured in terms of

the minimum wirewidth and its upper bound Wub is set to 4xti;o in our testing. In both sizing

solutions, the net performance is improved significantly, and the non-uniform wiresizing achieves

better performance improvement (47% vs. 45% in Dmaxy 69% vs. 68% in DSmax) and less link

area (20m7nxwo vs. 24mmxu;o) than uniform wiresizing. However, the best results by single link

methods fail to satisfy the performance requirements of the net.

To achieve satisfactory net performance, we apply the multi-link insertion and wiresizing

algorithm (both sequential and optimal methods yield the same solution for this example). First,

link e„ is established to the chosen node n and wiresized gradually until maximum delay node

changes and a new node n' emerges as the new best node choice for link insertion (Fig. 2.12(a)).

Since continued wiresizing of link e„ alone can not achieve satisfactory net performance, we stop

optimizing e„ and establish the second link between rire/ and n' instead. Link is then

wiresized until the performance requirements of the net are satisfied. The final solution shown in

Fig. 2.12 (b) consumes a total link routing area of \6mmxwo. Therefore, the multi-link insertion

and wiresizingalgorithmcan achieve betterperformance with less link areaconsumption compared

to single link optimization.

Fig. 2.13 shows the area-performance trade-offs between the maximum delay (skew) of

the net and the total link area during the optimization by single link uniform sizing, single link

non-uniform sizing and the multi-link approaches, respectively. Here, both and DS'̂ ^ax

measuredas the percentages of their originalvalues beforeoptimization. Pointpi in the two figures

marks the insertion of link e„ into the topology. Initially, the curves by single link non-uniform

sizingand the multi-link approach overlap, sinceboth methods are optimizing the same link. At

pointp2> anotherlink is introduced bythe multi-link approach, whichspeeds up thereduction in

both the maximumdelay and skew of the net. It can be observedfrom Fig. 2.13 that the multi-link

method achieves the best improvement in performance with the least amount of total link area

among the three approaches.

Fig. 2.14and 2.15comparethe responsewaveforms at the maximumand minimumdelay

nodes of the net before and after optimization respectively using SPICE simulation. It can been

seen that the waveform at n^ox rises much faster and the "gap" between the waveforms at Umax

and Umin is "narrowed" significantly after optimization, indicating significant reduction in both the
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maximum delay and delay skew of the net.

An important concern in adopting Elmore delay as the performance measure during the

optimization process is its "fidelity" in guiding the optimal routing topology construction. To verify

this, we compare the percentages of reductions in Dmax and DSmax of the net measured by Elmore

delay and SPICE simulation (measured at 50% voltage threshold), respectively. The difference

between the correspondingratios is only 1 - 2%, indicatingthat Elmore delay is highly reliable for

guidingthe optimization of distributed RC linenetworks. Similarconclusions about the fidelity of

Elmore delay for performance-driven routing have also been made in [Boese 93].

2.6.2 Benchmark Testing

For post routing performance optimization, the optimal multi-link insertion and wire-

sizing method has been applied to topologies of critical nets in actual circuits after their global

routing solutions are obtained. Fourtestcircuits from theCBL/NCSU building-block benchmarks,

ami33, xerox, hp and spert are used, the first three are IC circuits and the last one is a MCM

circuit. Theplacement/global routing solution ofthese chips are generated byaperformance-driven

placement[Esbensen 96] and global router[Wang 96] respectively. Once their global routing so

lutions become available, the critical nets in these chips can be identified and their performance

requirements in terms of theirmaximum delay and skew specifications areknown. In addition, the

routes, lengths and upper bounds on wire widths of the shortest feasible links to nodes in those

topologies from their sources can be estimated based on the current routing solutions ofthe chips.
With these information, the optimal link insertion and wiresizing algorithm described inSec. 2.5.2

can be applied.

Table 2.2 - 2.5 show the testing results on critical nets from circuit ami33, xerox, hpand

spert, respectively. The average number of pins of these critical nets varies from 9 to 44. The

total wire length of each topology is measured in terms of the number of units it crosses on the

global routing graphs of these chips and the area of each inserted link is measured in unit x wq.

The performance requirements for maximum delay and skew are so specified that the performance
of these critical nets canbe significantly improved by inserting no more than twolinks into their

original topologies. Recall that Kmax isthe relative difference between the current net performance
and its corresponding specification. Itcan be observed that K^ax ispretty large before optimization
(whose average is in the range from 1.0 to 1.9), indicating that the original net performance is
far from being satisfactory. After multi-link insertion and wiresizing, satisfactory performance
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(A'maar < 0) is achieved for all critical nets with no more than two links inserted. On average,

Dmax and DSmax are reduced by 29% and 54% respectively for IC circuits; the reduction is even

larger for MCM circuit at 50% and 60% respectively. The total link routing area introduced into

each topology counts for 30% to 90% of its original net routing area, i.e., less than double sizing

the original net in the worst case, which is moderate compared to other wiresizing approaches.

Notice that the performance improvement listed in these tables are not the best achievable, since

the constrained performanceoptimizationterminatesfor link routing area efficiency as soon as the

performance requirements of the nets are satisfied. For example, if the optimization of net RXAS

in circuit spert continues,Dmax and DSmaxcan be further reduced to 51% and 59% respectively,

with a higher link area utilization at 1486. On the other hand, the performance improvement in net

RX.48 by two inserted links is bounded, which can not reach 60% and 70% reduction in maximum

delay and skew respectively if the performance requirements of the net are so specified.

2.7 Conclusions

This chapter discusses the post routing performance optimization of distributed RC line

topologies, which unlike previous methods for performance-driven and clock routing at the pre-

routing level, achieves satisfactorychip performanceby improving the performance of those critical

nets via constrained optimization after a feasible routing solution of the chip is obtained. The

basic approach for post routing optimization is link insertion and wiresizing, which can reduce the

maximum delay and skew of a net simultaneously to satisfy their specifiedperformance constraints

by introducingnew interconnect wires into its topology. This is accomplished without invalidating

the current routing solution of the chip, therefore the proposed approaches can speed up the chip

design cycle by avoidingthe time-consumingiterationsin the layoutprocess. In addition, our method

no longer restricts routing topologiesto tree structuresand thus allows more flexibilities in routing.

Both singleandmulti-linkinsertionandwiresizingalgorithmsareanalyzedand designed,whichaim

at achieving satisfactory net performance with the best link area efficiency. Experimental results

on critical nets in actual routed circuits demonstrate that our approaches can achieve significant

reduction in both the maximum delay and delay skew of all critical nets tested with moderate link

routing area consumption.
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Table 2.2: Test Circuit ami33 (IC)

Crit. No. Total Spec. (-%) Before After Optimization
Net Pins Length Dmax ^^max Kmax L^maxi'^) DSmaxi-%) Hmax Link Area

P2F 47 1760 32 50 1.0 34 51 -0.01 370

PIF 44 1431 28 52 1.1 30 53 -0.02 710

PIG 50 1541 24 54 1.2 26 55 -0.01 534

POW 35 1540 38 66 1.9 38 66 0.00 340

avg 44 1578 30 55 1.3 32 56 -0.01 488

Table 2.3: Test Circuit xerox (IC)

Crit. No. Total Spec. (-%) Before After Optimization
Net Pins Length Dmax L^Smax A max •^max("^) DSmaxir^o) Hmax Link Area

PHI 72 528 40 60 1.5 45 60 -0.01 240

VDl 20 495 40 60 1.5 42 60 -0.01 331

PH2 28 448 6 30 0.4 7 32 -0.02 284

NPH2 20 377 15 46 0.7 15 48 -0.02 344

avg 35 462 25 50 1.0 27 50 -0.02 300

Table 2.4: Test Circuit hp (IC)

Crit. No. Total Spec. (-%) Before After Optimization
Net Pins Length Dmax DSmax Nmax •^max(~^) DSmax(-%) A'max Link Area

vdl 14 219 20 50 1.0 24 51 -0.02 219

mkl 8 189 35 60 1.5 37 60 -0.02 147

busa2 7 196 15 50 1.0 15 52 -0.01 200

busal 7 161 30 60 1.5 30 60 0.00 194

avg 9 192 25 55 1.3 27 56 -0.01 190

Table 2.5: Test Circuit spert (MCM)

Crit.

Net

No.

Pins

Total

Length
Spec. (-%) Before

A max

After Optimization
Dmax DSmax Dmaxi.'^^ DSmax(-%) Amox Link Area

RYAll 9 510 56 70 2.3 59 70 -0.01 512

RXA8 9 593 46 54 1.5 48 55 -0.02 607

RXA6 9 642 50 60 2.6 50 60 0.00 620

RXA20 9 517 55 64 1.9 57 65 -0.02 387

RXAW 9 533 45 52 1.1 45 52 0.00 471

avg 9 559 50 60 1.9 52 60 -0.01 519
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3.1 Introduction

Thepostrouting performance optimization methods discussed in Chapter 2 are designed

for interconnects modeled as distributed RC linetopologies. Such modeling is appropriate for on-

chip wiresunder deep sub-micronIC and some typesof MCM technologies, where the resistanceof

the interconnect wiredominates its inductance and the transmission lineeffect can be ignored. The

modeling of interconnects in otherMCM andPCB circuits, however, is quitedifferent. Due to their

relatively large cross-sections, longinterconnect lengths and large distances above ground planes,

theseoff-chip wires usually have lowresistances, large inductances andsignificant time-of-flight for

signals traveling across the interconnects. Therefore, it is appropriate to model thesewires as lossy

transmission line(distributed RLC line) topologies, which beside wire resistances andcapacitances,

also take into account the inductances distributed along the interconnect wires.

Due to the strong inductive effect of lossy transmission line topologies, the estimation

of their interconnect delays during performance optimization is difficult. Unlike in the case of

distributed RC lines, Elmore delay[Elmore48] is no longer accurate for guiding the optimization

of transmission line topologies, since it does not incorporate the inductance of the wire in its

computation. Several estimation methods other than Elmore delay have been used for delay

estimation in recent years. [Wang 94, Zhu 93] adopt the S-parameter macro delay model for

maximum delay and skew minimization, but the sensitivity computation in these methods uses finite
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differenceapproximationwhichrequiresexpensive analysis. [Menezes94,Menezes 95] adopt high

order moments for delay and skew minimization. The moment and sensitivity model they adopt

during computation, however, requires decomposition of each wire into a sequence of segments,

which is computationally inefficient. In addition, the methods in [Menezes 94, Menezes 95] can

onlybe appliedto distributedRCline topologiesandtheyassumeperfectshapesof output waveforms

for delay and sensitivity computation which are unrealistic in real design.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the wiresizingof an existingtopology is an effectiveapproach

to interconnect optimization and is especially well-suited for post routing performance optimization

since the availableresources in the routing regionscan be incorporated easily as sizing constraints

during the optimization. Methods in [Cong 93, Sapatnekar94] can be applied to distributed RC

line topologies only, because they adopt Elmore delay for performanceestimation. For delay and

skew optimization of lossy transmission line topology, [Menezes 94, Menezes 95, Zhu 93] adopt

the Levenberg-Marquardtmethod which uses sensitivity informationfor least-square minimization,

i.e., it minimizes the differences between delays at different sinks or between current and targeted

delay values. These matching-based methods are better suited for generating zero-skew solutions

rather than maximumdelay minimization, since the later requirestarget delay specification for each

sink of the topology. In addition, these approaches are inflexible for interconnect performance

optimization since they strictly enforce the final delay and skew values allowed.

In this chapter, we present an analytical delay sensitivity computation method and a

sensitivity-based wiresizing algorithm for lossy transmission line topologies [Xue 96a, Yu 96]. As

a post routing performance optimization process, it minimizes the maximum delay of a lossy trans

mission line topology identified as critical for chip performance, using the routing resource still

available on the chip. For interconnect delay estimation, it computes the maximum delay and

its sensitivities with respect to the widths of wires in the topology via high order moments. For

moment computation, an exact moment matching model[Yu 95, Yu96] is adopted to represent each

transmission line in the topology, whose parameters can be computed efficiently from the parasitics

of the interconnect wires. Compared to other interconnect modeling methods[Bracken 92, Zhu 93]

which are often computationally expensive, the model we adopted achieves analytical sensitivity

computation and calculates higher order moments (sensitivities) recursively from lower order mo

ments for tree networks. The obtained delay sensitivities are then used to guide the wiresizing of

the topology for maximum delay minimization. This sensitivity-based wiresizing algorithm can

achieve optimal interconnect performance under routing resource constraints. Experiments show

that the delay approximation using high order moments is very accurate compared with SPICE sim-
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ulation and theproposed algorithm can reduce maximum delay byaverage of over 60% with small

penalties inrouting area. Besides delay minimization, our approach also reduces the overshootings

of response waveforms andgenerates final wiresizing solutionsof topologies which arerobust under

parameter variations in the manufacturing process.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 discusses the moment

models of lumped circuit elements and lossy transmission lines; Section 3.3 analyzes the delay and

sensitivity computation viahigh-order moments; Section 3.4describes thesensitivity-based delay

minimization algorithm;Section3.5showsexperimentalresults whichdemonstrate the effectiveness

of our approach;Finally,Section 3.6 givesconcludingremarks.

3.2 Moment models

The methods for delay and sensitivity computation via higher order moments are based

on the moment models of circuit elements, which include both the lumped elements and lossy

transmission lines. Denote as a lossy transmission linetopology, consisting of floating resistors,

inductors, lumped capacitors and lossy transmission lines. Denote V{s) and I{s) as the Laplace

transform of thenodevoltage andcurrent vectors of thislinearcircuit in thefrequency domain, both

can be expanded into Taylor series at s = 0 as,

F(s) = V» - V's + vV + ...+ + ... (3.1)

and

I{s) = /O - I's + /V + ... + + ... (3.2)

Here, andP arecalled thep-thordervoltage andcurrent moment vector, respectively. A circuit

N^ induced from N by setting its voltage and current vectors to and P is called a p-th order

moment model of N.

A circuit modeldescribing the relationship between the voltage and current moment of

an elementis calledits moment model. A modelrelating a p-th ordervoltage momentwith the j-th

ordercurrent moments (J < p) or relating a p-th ordercurrent moment with the j-th ordervoltage

moments (J < p) of a circuit element is called a p-th order moment model. The moment model for

the lumped circuit elements and lossy transmission lines are discussed separately in the next two

sections.
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Figure 3.1: Moment Models of Lumped Circuit Elements

3.2.1 Moment model of lumped circuits

For 2-terminal lumped circuit elements: resistance R, inductance L and capacitance C,

their corresponding moment models can be computed as follows:

1. For resistance = RP, i.e., the p-th order moment model of a resistance R is itself, as

shown in Fig. 3.1 (a).

2. For inductance L, = —LP~\ i.e., its p-th order moment model isa voltage source with

its directionoppositeto thatof the inductance currentandits valuedetermined by L and

as shown in Fig. 3.1 (b).

3. For capacitance C, P = its p-th order moment model a current source with its

direction opposite to thatof thecapacitance voltage anditsvalue determined byC and V**"',

as shown in Fig. 3.1 (c).

For the momentmodelsof bothcapacitance and inductance, the momentcomputationcan

be implementedrecursively from low ordersup to high orders, where the p-th order moment model

is an independent voltage (for inductance) and current source (for inductance), respectively. For

a given lumped circuit, its p-th order moment model can be formed by replacingeach element in

the circuit with such model. Once all the p-th order moments of the node voltagesand currents are

found through circuit analysis, the (p -I-1 )-th order momentmodelof the circuit can be formulated.

In this way, the moment computation can be implemented recursively from order 0 to any order

desired.

3.2.2 Moment model of lossy transmission line

DenoteTL as a uniformlossytransmission line withr, I, c being its resistance,inductance

and capacitance per unit length respectively. Define d as its wire length, thus, R = rd, L = Id and
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C = cd become its total wire resistance, inductance andcapacitance respectively underfixed wire

width. Denote V{x, s) and /(re,5)as its linevoltage andcurrent moments at coordinate x along the

line, where re = 0 andx = d correspond to thetwoends of theline, respectively. TheTelegrapher's

equations of the line can then be expressed as follows:

dV(x^s)
dx

dl{x, s)

= -r/(rc, s) - sll{x, s) (3.3)

= -scV(rr,s) (3.4)
dx

These two equations are in fact the KVL and KCL equations for an infinitesimal section

of the lineat coordinate x. Similarto Eqn(3.1) and(3.2), V(rc, s) and /(x, s) can be expanded into

Taylor series as:

V(x,s) = V°(x) - y'(x)5 + y^(x)s^ + ... + (-l)PFP(x)sP + ... (3.5)

and

/(x,s) = /°(x) - /'(x)s+ /^(x)s^ + ... + (-l)''/P(x)sP + ... (3.6)

Substituting Eqn. (3.5) and (3.6) into Eqn. (3.3) and (3.4), the coefficients of (p =

0,1,2,...) on both sides of the equations satisfies.

+ //"''(x) (3.7)

= cV''-l(x) (3.8)
dx

To obtain a moment model for the transmission line TL, we integrate both sides of Eqn

(3.7) and (3.8) along the wire [Yu 95, Yu96]. First, a relation between the p-th order current

moments at x and d can be established via integration of Eqn.(3.8) from d to x.

/"(a;) - Fid) =c r V'-'{y)dy (3.9)
J d

In the special case when x = 0, Eqn (3.9) becomes

/"(O) =F{d) - c( V^\y)dy (3.10)
Jo

Define as the mean of the p-th order voltage moment V^{x) along the line (which is

also called the p-th order mean for simplicity), i.e.,

V=2jyny)dy (3.11)
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Thus, Eqn (3.10) can be simply written as:

I''{0) = I''(d)-CU<'-' (3.12)

Here, CV'' represents the total p-th order current moment through the capacitance ofthe line.

Next, we derive an equation relating the p-th order voltage moments at 0 and x by

integrating both sides of Eqn (3.7) from 0 to a; and using Eqn (3.9):

V''(x) - ^(0) = -rxF(d) +lxP-\d)-rc r r V-Uz^dzdy
Jo Jd

+/cIfVP-^(z)dzdy (3.13)
where V~Ms defined as 0 when p = 1. In thespecial case when x —d^ Eqn (3.13) becomes

V^(d) - VP(0) = -RP(d) -b LF-\d) - rc T VP-Uy)dydx
Jo Jd

+lc f f V^~^{y)dydx (3.14)
Jo Jd

It can be shown via integration manipulations that

"d rx rd

f f V^(y)dydx =- f xV^{x)dx (3.15)
Jo Jd Jo

Thus, the double integrals in Eqn (3.14) can be transformed into single ones, and Eqn (3.14) becomes

yP(d)-VP(0) = -RP{d) + LP-'{d)

+rc f xV^~^ (x)dx —Ic f xV^~^[x)dx (3.16)
Jo Jo

Define as the mean value of weighted p-th order voltage moments along the line with

the weightequals to the relative distancex/d (whichis called thep-th ordera:-mean for simplicity),

i.e., ^
W'' = ^ f xV'(x)dx (3.17)

d^ Jo

Eqn (3.14) can be rewritten as:

V^id) - VP(0) = -RP{d) -f LP-^{d) -b RCW^-^ - LCW^-^ (3.18)

InEqn(3.18), thefirst part, -RP{d) + LP~^{d), represents thecontribution to voltage

moment from the load current I{d). Since I{d) can be regarded as a current component flowing

through the whole line, its effect is the same as if it passed through a lumped RL branch. The second
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f(0) ® ^ f(d)
O—n

»-l
v'lo) v '̂cd)

Figure 3.2: Moment Model of Lossy Transmission Line

part, RCW^'^ - represents the voltage drop caused by capacitance currents. For this

part, the a;-mean W characterizes thecontribution to voltage moment from the capacitive currents.

Theweight x/d is introduced in W because thecurrent flowing through thecapacitance at position

Xonly causes a voltagedrop in the region [0,a:].

For equivalent circuit derivation, Eq.(3.18) can be rewritten as:

VP{d) = yp(0) - RF{d) + J5P (3.19)

where is defined as

= LI"-' (d) + RCW"-' - LCW"-^ (3.20)

To summarize, Eqn (3.12) and (3.19) characterize the the 2-port equations for the lossy

transmission line TL. The equivalent p-th ordermoment model for TL is shown in Fig. 3.2. In

this lumped model, ^^(0) and V^(d) are regarded asnode voltages, P{0) and P(d) are regarded

as node currents at the two ends of the line, respectively. CU^~' and are independent current

and voltage sources respectively, since they are only dependenton voltageand current moments of

lowerorder. Clearly the cmx of this transmission line modeling lies in the computation of and

which is discussed in the next subsection.

3.2.3 Computation of and

The voltage moment expression in Eqn (3.13) can be rewritten as:

V"(x) = ^>(0) + + ll"-\d))x + - lcA"-\x) (3.21)

where

A^{x) =—J j V^{z)dzdy (3.22)
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Table 3.1: Coefficient Array C

According to the definition of 17^, in Eqn (3.11) and (3.17), we have:

1

and

where

Since

we have

v =^(0) +^{-RF{d) +LP-^d)) +RCX'-' - LCX"-'̂

W" =1^(0) +i(-R/''(d) +Ll'-'id)) +RCZ'-' - LCZ'-'̂

X' = ^J\'(x)dx
—-Ix f xAHx)dx

Jo

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

Denote 7®, V® asthe 0-th order current and voltage moments ofthe topology, respectively.

^0(1) = ^0(0) - rl°{d)x (3.27)

U° = y"(0) -

W" = ivO(O) -

(3.28)

(3.29)

The high order U^s and W^s can be calculated from current moments and lower order X and Zs.

According to Eqn (3.25) - (3.22), and can be computed recursively starting

from j —0, and a coefficient array C used for characterizing X^ and Z^ is shown in Table 3.1

[Yu 95, Yu 96]. It can beobserved that X^ and Z^ are polynomials of variables y^(0) and 7^(d)

where k ranges from 0 to p. For 0-th order moments.

X" = ciV°{0) + C2{-Rl'̂ (d))

= c2V®(0) + e3(-i?/"(d))
(3.30)

(3.31)
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Forhigher order moments computation, an operator called shift{) is defined which has

the following properties:

• Fora term A = CiPwhere F is independent of c,-, shift{A) = Ci^iP.

• For a term A = B + C, skift{A) = shift{B) + shift{C)

And the following recursive formulas can be obtained fromEqn (3.25) - (3.22):

XP+t = ciV'̂ '{0) + C2{-RI'+'(d) + LI''(d)) + RCshift{X'')

-LCshiMX"-^) (3.32)

7"+' = C2V'+\0) + C}(-RI''+'{d) + LI''(d)) + RCshift{Z'')

-LCshiftiZ'-') (3.33)

For example,

Jf' = CiV\0) + C2{-RlH<i) + Ll'>{<[)) + RCshift{X'')

= ciK'(0) + C2(-iJ/'(<i) + i/''(<i)) + flC(c3K''(0) + C4(-fl/"(d))) (3.34)

Z' = C2V'(0) + C3(-Rl'{d) + LI°{d)) + RCshift(2f>)

= C2V'(0) + C3(-iJ7'(<)() + Z,/<'(d)) + flC(c4V''(0) + C5(-fi/°(d))) (3-35)

Initially, /°(rf) and V®(0) can befound via circuit analysis by replacing each transmission
linewith a resistance. After thep-th order moments of the original network are obtained, KP(0)

and P{d) are known, Z^, and can then becomputed and the(p+ l)-th order moment

model of the circuit can be formed.

The moment models discussed here is used to compute the interconnect delays and

sensitivities as described in the following section.

3.3 Delay and Sensitivity Computation via Moments

33.1 Delay Computation Based on High Order Moments

For lossy transmission line topology N of critical net n, each wire segment in N is

formulated as an uniform RLCtransmission line. The transfer function at node t € AT in frequency

domain, Hi{s)y is definedas:

rr 7 X K (S)
— T7~T\ = "^0 - "ZiS + 77225 . . . (3.36)Vm(5)
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where Vin (s) and Vi (s) are theLaplace transforms ofinput signed Vin (<) and output response atnode

i, respectively. m„s are the moments of Hi{s) under Taylor expansions. Since L{<5(i)} = 1,

hi{t) = {i7i(s)} is the impulse response atnode i. Under g-pole approximation, Hi{s) can be

expressed as:

(3.37)

wherepjS and kjs are the polesand residues of Hi(s), respectively.

Due to the wire inductance and capacitance of the transmission lines, signal takes certain

flight time, r,-, to propagate along the path from source s to node i £ N, and the actual transfer

function at i, G, (s), becomes:

Gi{s) = = niQ — ... (3.38)

where m^s are the moments of G,(s), which are in fact the n-th order voltage moments y"(s)

discussed in the previous section assuming impulse signals at the source. Since,

e-"' = 1- sTi + {sTif/2 (3.39)

The relations between moments mnS of Hi{s) and m^s of Gt(s) can be established according to

Eqn (3.36) to (3.39):

mo = rriQ, mi = m\ - rimj,, m2 = mj + - r,mj,... (3.40)

Since L{u{t)^ = 1/s, the step response at node i inthe frequency domain, Vi(5), can be

computed by:

K(s) = G.WA =i 2 (3.41)

And the step response in the time domain, u,(f), becomes:

".(«) = -E^C-(3-42)
j=l

Interconnect delay f at node z, deflned as the time takenfor the response waveform at i to reach

certain specified voltage vxh* can then be expressed as:

-E—=Ta (3.43)
i=i Pi
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where kj,pjS can be obtained from moments, mo, mi,..according to Eqn (3.36) and (3.37):

9

m.n= (-ir+'Er(;r)". (3.44)pi Pi Pi

In the special case of2-pole approximation, i.e., q = 2,analytical expression ofkjs and pjs can be

obtained using up to 2-nd order moments [Kahng93]:

2
Pi,2 = y (3.45)

—mi ± w4m2 - 3mj

1ki = -k2 = y (3.46)
y4m2 —3mj

3.3.2 Delay Sensitivity Computation

3.3.2.1 Delay Sensitivity w.r.t. Wire Width

Under ^-pole approximation, the sensitivity of delay at node i with respect to width of

wire segment I in topology N can be expressed using high order moments as:

^ dtdj drrin
dwi ^ dmn dwi

and dtdildmn and drrinldwi can becomputed respectively by:

dkj dtdj dpj
dkj drrin dpj drun

drrin _ drrin dRi drrin dli drrin dCi
dwi " dRi dwi dLi dwi dCi dwi ^^^

where i?/, L/ and C/ are the total resistance, inductance and capacitance ofwire /, respectively.

Therefore, thecomputation of delay sensitivity with respect to wire width ly/, dtdjdwi,

usinghighordermoments canbedivided intotwoparts: thecomputation ofdelay sensitivities with

respect to moments, dtdi/drrin, and moment sensitivities with respect towire width, drrin/dwi for

each moment m„, 0 < n < 2^ —1.

33J2.2 Computation of dtdJdrrin

The computation of dtdJdrrin involves the calculation of td, 's sensitivities with respect

to kj,PjS, and kj,pjS* sensitivities with respect to moments. These sensitivities can be computed
by differentiating Eqn (3.43) and (3.44), respectively.
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By differentiating Eqn (3.43) with respect to kj^pj at we can obtain dtdjdkj and

dtdjdpj from:

+ = 0 (3.50)
Pj Pj

k _ ^ Htii - ^ 0 (3 5,)
rj P] Pi ' dpj

To find dkj/dmnS and dpj/drrinS for a certain m„, we differentiate both sides of Eqn

(3.44) with m„ and obtain 2q linear equations:

where dmufdmn = 0, if u ^ n; and dm^jdmn —1, otherwise. 2q variables, dkj/dmnS and

dpj/dmnS, can be obtained by solving the 2q equations in Eqn (3.52).

Again, in the special case of 2-pole approximation, dkj/dmnS and dpj/dmnS can be

computed analytically by differentiating Eqn (3.46) directly without solving the linear matrix in

Eqn (3.52):

dk\/dm\ = —dki/dmi = . (3.53)
y (4m2 —3rn\)^

dk\/dm2 = —dk2ldm2 = , ^ = (3.54)
yf(4m2 - 3m])^

dpialdrti] = / -(-lq:-y=J" '̂ ) (3.55)
(-mi ± w4m2 —3m,)2 \l^fn2 —3m,

dp\,2ldm2 = ^ -(± . ^ ) (3.56)
(-mi ± w4m2 - 3m^)2 JAm2 —3m\

3.3.2.3 Computation of drrij/dwi

Since dRi/dwi,dLi/dwi and dCifdwi can be easily obtained by differentiating the

expressions of Ri, Li and C/ whichare functions of wu the calculationof dmn/dRi, dmnfdLi and

drrinfdCi becomes the major part in computing dm^ldwi using Eqn (3.49).

According to the relations between mnS and specified in Eqn (3.40), moments m^s

and their sensitivities with respect to R\^ Li and C/ can be obtained by computing mj^s and their

sensitivities first, i.e.,

dmo/dwi —drriQ/dwiy dmildwi —dm\/dwi —Tidmydwi... (3.57)
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Since m{jS are in fact the n-th ordervoltage moments discussed in the previous section under

impulsesignal, the method for high order moment and sensitivity computation is presented in the

following sectionbasedon theexactmomentmatchingmodel [Yu 95, Yu 96] for lossytransmission

line introduced in Section 3.2.

3.3.3 Recursive Moment and Sensitivity Computation for IVee Network

In the following discussion of recursive moment computation for tree network N, the

transmission line connecting to node k e N from root direction is numbered k, Rk.Lk^Ck aiQ

denotedas the wire resistance, inductance and capacitance of transmission line k, respectively. Csk

is denoted as the loading capacitanceat node k, son{k) is the set of son nodes for a non-leaf node

ky which connects to k away from the root in the tree topology. is denoted as the abbreviation for

differentiation, dyfdxy where x isa variable representing eitherR, L, orC value ofanytransmission

line in N.

Using the exact moment matching model for lossy transmission line discussed in Section

3.2, moments and sensitivitiesof N can be computedefficiently from lowerorders to higher orders

in a recursive manner. Notice that for tree topology Ny node 0 and d in the model refer to the near

and far end of the transmission line from the root, respectively.

Moments and SensitivitiesComputation Algorithm {

1. Start from 0-th order moments of the topology:

The equivalent 0-th order moment network of N is formed simply by replacing each loading

capacitor with an open circuit and each transmission line with a resistor. It can be easily

shown that for each transmission line:

V°=l,I° = 0,U°=\,W°=\/2 (3.58)

Here, and are the means of voltage moments defined by Eqn (3.11) and (3.17),

respectively.

2. Compute (p -1- l)-th order moments recursivelyfrom p-th order moments:

For the computation of (p -|-1)-th order moments, we construct the p-th order moment model

of Ny N^y which has exactly the same moments as N up to p-th order at each node by

replacing each transmission line in N with its p-th order moment model as shown in Fig. 3.2.

The (p + l)-th order moments and sensitivities of N can then be computed in a bottom-up

and top-down fashion:
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2.1 Compute current moments 's and their sensitivities from leaves toroot (bottom up):

2.1.1 For each transmission line k £ N, its current moment and sensitivity at the near

end can be computed by Eqn (3.12) and its differentiating form:

/p+J(0) = P+\d)-CkU^
^/p+|(0) ^ (3.59)

2.1.2 If the far end d of line A: is a leaf node of iV, we have:

C/W = -CskV,l,,{d) (3.60)

2.1.3 Otherwise, the current moment and sensitivity at the far end can be computed from

its son nodes as:

/r'(d) = -c.tv^{d)+ Y, ^r'(o) (3.61)
jeson(A:)

fr'"' = y (3.62)
j£son{k)

2.2 After /p+'s and their sensitivities are calculated, the voltage moments V^+'s and

sensitivities are computed from root back to leaves (top-down):

For each transmission line k £ N, the voltage moment and sensitivity at its far end is

obtained from Eqn (3.19) and (3.20),

VP+^{d) = yP+'(0)-i?fcP+'(d)-f^P+'

BJ+' = W(d) + iJ*CitW"'-LtCtW"'-'

and their differential forms are,

iVP+'Cd) ^ + (3.63)

/"(<() +iA<5f('')+++

S '̂-CkW"-^ - LkS '̂W"-' - LkCtS^'" (3.64)

Notice that for each node k £ W — (0)» € son(/:).

2.3 Compute C/p+' , andtheirsensitivities for each transmission linek:

Once the (p -I- l)-th order current and voltagemomentsare obtained, the C/p+' ,
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of each transmission line k can be computed usingEqn (3.23)and (3.24):

j/P+i = yp+i (0) + (d) + LkPid)) + RkCkX'

-LkCkX'-'

jyp+l l/2V''+^{0) + l/3(-RkI''+'(d) + LkI''(d)) + RkCkZ'

-LkCkZ"-^

where are calculatedrecursively using Eqn (3.31) to (3.33).

Similar to the sensitivitycomputationin previous steps, and

can be obtained by differentiating these equations.

}

Notice that for each transmission line k e N, 6^'',6^''= I, only when x represents

the respective Rk, Lk, Ck variable of line A;; inall other cases, S '̂̂ yS '̂̂ yS '̂' = 0. The complexity

of Step 2 of the algorithm is linear to the numberof nodes, i.e., the numberof wire segments |iV|,

in the tree network N. The complexity of computing moments of N up to p-th order is therefore,

0{\N\p).

3.4 Delay Optimization Based on Sensitivity Analysis

Once the sensitivities of node delays with respect to the widths of wire segments in an

existing topology of a critical net are computed using the methods discussed in Section 3.3, they

can be utilized in a sensitivity-based wiresizingalgorithmwhichminimizes the maximum delay of

the net. This optimization process improves the net performance by adjusting the widths of wires

in the existing topologyappropriately using the routing space still available on the chip at th post

routing stage.

3.4.1 Problem Formulation

Denote w = (u;i,..., Wn) and1= (/i, as therespective width and length vector

of a lossy transmission line topology N having n = |iV| wire segments. The R, L, C values of each

transmission line k e N can be expressed simply by:

Rk = Lk = /q—, Ck = colkWk (3.65)
Wk Wk
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where r©, Iq and coare the unit resistance, inductance and capacitance of a wire having minimum

width wq. Eqn (3.65) is the simplest way to represent the interconnect parasitics of a lossy

transmission line,more accurate expression forR^LyCvalues undervarious interconnect modelings

can be used inplaceof Eqn (3.65) without invalidating the sensitivity-based optimization discussed

in this section.

During the wiresizing of routing topology N at the post routing stage, the length vector

of N, 1,is fixed and w is the only adjustable vector. Since topology N is obtained from a feasible

routingsolutionof the chip, the upperboundon the wire widths of iV, Wuj,, can be specified based

on the available space in the routing regions on the route of N. The lower bound on w, w/^, is

defined as the minimum wire width wq allowed for the topology. Together, and w/f, define

the boundaries of a n-dimensional feasible space 5 for w during the wiresizing. The objective

of sensitivity-based delay minimization is to find a width vector Wopt in thefeasible space 5 via

directed search such that the maximum delay of N asa function ofw isminimized atWopt- Since

the maximum delay of a lossy transmission line topology, can not be analytically expressed

as a functionof w, it is calculated usingEqn (3.43)at eachw in the feasiblespace. Thisconstrained

wiresizing problem can be formulated as:

Minimize td^^^(w)

Subject to:

"Wlb < Wub

For lossy transmission line topology, the delay at each node i consists of both the flying

timeon the pathfrom the source to i andthe rising delay of theresponse waveform at i. According

to Eqn (3.65), the wiresizing of N can improve the maximum rising delay of the topology, while

the signalpropagation timefrom source to each node, determined by X), y/LiCi of eachsegment i

on the path, is independent of w.

3.4.2 Sensitivity-based Wiresizing Algorithm

The sensitivity-based wiresizing algorithm is an iterative optimization process using the

directedsearchmethod. Starting at a feasible pointw G 5, it analytically computes the maximum

delay sensitivities with respect to the widths of wires in the topology via high order moments and

adjuststhewidthof themostsensitive wireappropriately within5 formaximumdelayminimization.

The entire algorithm is outlined as follows:

Sensitivity-basedWiresizing Algorithm {
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1. (Initialization)Choose the initial feasible point w € 5, set the wire width increment Aw and

sensitivity threshold e,

2. (Direct Search) Repeat

2.1 (Moment and delay computation)Compute the high order moments and the maximum

delay of AT at w.

2.2 (Delay sensitivity computation) Compute the sensitivity vector of the maximum delay

2.3 (Wiresizing) Choose a sizable wire i at w having maximum \dtd^^^/dwi\:

2.3.1 If dtdmax/^'^i > decrease Wi by Ait;.

2.3.2 otherwise, increase w,- by Aw.

2.4 Update Aw accordingly.

3. Terminate when maxII< c.

}

Wire i isdefined assizable atw if itcan be adjusted by Aw within S, i.e., Wi —Aw > "^in,

when dtd^^^/dwi > 0, and Wi + Att; < Wi^,^ when dtd^^^/dwi < 0. Ait; may not be fixed in the

wiresizing process, which can bereduced gradually at Step 2.3 as wapproaches Wopt toallow fine

adjustments of wire width within the feasible space. The algorithm usually starts at w having the

minimum width wq for all wires and alwayschooses the steepestdescent direction at each iteration

in orderto speed up theconvergence of thealgorithm andto minimize themaximum delay with the

least amount routing resource consumption.

3.4.3 Algorithm Analysis

It is observed during our experiments of the sensitivity-based algorithm that the mono-

tonicity property for the wiresizing of tree networks, i.e., wires should be non-increasingly sized

on any path from the source to a sink for maximumdelay minimization,still holds for lossy trans

mission line topologies, as also witnessed by results obtained with other methods [Menezes 95,

Wang 94, Zhu 93]. This observation can be explained as follows. According to Eqn (3.62) to

(3.64), the moment(voltage) sensitivities at the maximum delay node with respect to the resistance

and inductanceof a wire includecurrents from its entiresub-tree, while its sensitivities with respect

to the wire capacitance are computed based on the path from source only. Therefore, the maximum
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delay sensitivities with respect to the wires near the source are dominated by the resistive and

inductive sensitivities and are much larger than its sensitivities with respect to the wires near the

leaves. In another words, the widths of those wires close to the source have much higher impact

on node delays than thosenear the leaves. This impliesthat, for delay optimization, the widthsof

wires near the source should be sized up compared to wires near the leaves and the wire widths

of the topology should be non-increasing on any path from the source to sinks. In addition, a

monotonically-sized path can lead to faster rising slope of the waveform and smallerdelay at the

sink than a non-monotonically sized one according to the properties of waveform transmission

[Bakoglu 90].

Themonotonicity property for wiresizing implies that there exists an optimal ratio Vopt

among widths of wires in N for any stmcturally unsymmetric tree network TV, which uniquely

defines a width vector Wopt at which themaximum delay of N is minimized in the feasible space

5.

Property 3.1 Fora structurally unsymmetric tree network N, there exists an unique pointWopt € 5

such that maximum delay of N is minimized at Wopt-

In thegeneral cases where tree topologies arestmcturally symmetric, wedefine Wopt as

the set of points at which maximumdelay of N is minimized. Due to the existence of the optimal

widthratio Vopt of the delayat any non-optimal pointw € 5 can always be reducedby adjusting

the width of at least one wire in N so that the current wire width ratio at w, r, becomes closer to

r opt-

Property 3.2 Foranypoint yt ^ Wopt, themaximum delaycan beimprovedinat leastonedirection,

i.e., there existsat least one wire i satisfying \dtd^aj./dwi\ > 0, such that

where W is obtained by adjusting Wi with Aw.

The two properties above indicate that, although the maximum delay of N may not be a

convex function of w, the sensitivity-based wiresizing algorithm will not be "trapped" at any local

optimal point in the directed search process. In fact, it can always move to a new point in the

feasible space S having a smaller maximum delay until a global minimum point is reached. For

example. Fig. 3.3 shows the maximum delay of a transmission line topology (Testing Topology

One in Section 5) plotted as a function of the widths of three wires in it (while the widths of the

other wires remain unchanged). It can be seen that although the maximum delay function is not

convex, (w) at any point w € 5 can be improved in at least one direction on the function

surface until it reaches a global optimal point in 5.
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Figure 3.3: Example: Maximum Delay vs. Wire Widths

3.4.4 Other Advantages of the Algorithm

Besides maximum delay minimization, the sensitivity-based wiresizing algorithm de

scribed in Section 3.4.2 also reduces the overshootings of response waveforms at sinks of the

topology and generates a final wiresizingsolutionrobust under parametervariations.

3.4.4.1 Overshooting Reduction

Under lossy transmission line formulation, the damping condition of the topology is

largely determined by the ratio between the driver resistance Rd at the source and the characteristic

impedance Z of wires connecting to it [Bakoglu 90] (if there are multiple wires connecting to the

source, theactual characteristic impedance Z canbe computed as Z = Zi ||Z2...). If Rd <Z,N

isunder-damped and strong transmission lineeffect may cause overshootings oftheresponse wave

forms at sinks in AT, resulting in waveform oscillations andpossible malfunctioning of the circuit.

According to the analysis in Sec. 3.4.3, the solution by the sensitivity-based wiresizing algorithm

follows the monotonicity property, which implies that the wires connecting to the source should

havethe largest widthsin N. Sincecharacteristic impedance isproportional to wirecapacitance and

inversely proportional to wire inductance [Bakoglu 90], it is inversely proportional to wire width

according to Eqn (3.65) and can be reduced remarkably after wiresizing. As the result, the ratio
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between Rd and Zk becomes much closer to 1 and the overshootings of the response waveforms

can be largely eliminated due to improved dumping conditions.

3.4.4.2 Robustness under Parameter Variations

Another advantage of the sensitivity-based wiresizing is its ability to generate final so

lutions robust under parameter variations. During the manufacturing process, the widths of in

terconnect wires in the routing topologies may vary from their computed values in layout design.

This fluctuation in wire widths may affect the optimality of the solutions obtained in routing in

terms of their interconnect performances. Therefore, for the best performance of the circuit, the

sensitivities of maximum delay with respect to the widths of wires in the topology should be

minimized so that interconnect performance is affected little by the changes in wire widths. The

sensitivity-based wiresizing algorithm in Sec. 3.4.2 generates the optimal solution Wopt satisfying

max \dtd^^^/dwopt\ -¥ 0. This implies that the maximum delay will vary little when w fluctu

atesaround Wopt during manufacturing, i.e., the wiresizing solution Wopt is robust underparameter

variations.

3.5 Experimental Results

The sensitivity-based wiresizing algorithm using high order moments has been imple

mented and tested on a DEC 5000/125 workstation. Various groups of interconnect parameter

values are tested on each of the three testing topologies shown below to verify the effectiveness

of the algorithm. In our experiments, 2-pole approximation is used for delay estimation and opti

mization. Although larger number of poles can be used in our optimization method, experiments

demonstrate that 2-pole approximation is accurate enough for guiding the delay minimization as

illustrated in Sec. 3.5.1. For all testing topologies, the response waveforms at the maximum delay

node by 2-pole approximation and simulation using SPICE3f5 are compared and the maximum

delays are measured at threshold voltage of 0.5. The upper bound on the width of each wire during

wiresizing is set to 6xi/;o. where wq is the minimum wire width allowed for an interconnect wire.

The first testing topology (Fig. 3.4) is a tree network consisting of seven lossy transmission

lines. Each wire segment is 0.01m in length and the loading capacitance Cs at each node is IpF.

For the testing results shown in Fig. 3.5 to 3.7, the values of interconnect parameters of Topology
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Figure 3.4: Testing Topology One

One are set as follows (Results under other groups of parameter values are listed in Table 3.2):

Rd=\5^, i2 = 8(}0O/m, L = 3.Sx\0^pH/m, C = 30pF/7n

3.5.1 Accuracy of Delay Approximation via Moments

Unlike moment matching method in simulation, whose goal is to achieve perfect fitting

between the actual and approximated waveforms, interconnect performance optimization via mo

ment computation only requires accurate delay approximation, i.e., the waveform generated via

high order moments should well follow the rising slope of the actual response waveform. There

fore, fewer poles are actually needed in our sensitivity-based wiresizing approach compared to

matching-based simulation methods.

Fig. 3.5 and 3.6 show the response waveforms at the maximumdelay node of Topology

One before and after optimization, generated by 2-pole approximation and SPICE simulation

respectively. It can be seen that the waveforms by 2-pole approximation match well with the rising

slopes of the actual response waveforms by SPICE. The difference between the delays measured

at 0.5V is small, and the actual delay is cut by nearly the same amount as the estimated one after

optimization. This demonstrates that 2-pole approximation is very accurate for delay estimation of

lossy transmission line topologies. It can also be observed that the overshooting of the response

waveform is eliminated after the optimization, verifying our analysis in Sec. 3.4.4.1. Furthermore,

the 2-pole approximation generates the waveform three orders of magnitude faster than SPICE

simulation due to the efficiency of our moments computation method.

3.5.2 Accuracy of Sensitivity-based Delay Analysis
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Figure 3.3: Waveforms at Maximum Delay Node Before Optimization
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Figure 3.7: Accuracy of Sensitivity-based Delay Analysis

To investigate the accuracy of sensitivity-based wiresizing via high order moments, we

pick a feasible widthvector w = (1,1,1,3,2.4,1.2,1.2) of Topology One and computethe sensi

tivity vector of the maximum delay node 7 at w: didmax/^^ = (15,-3,-3,—16, —14,10, —12).

indicates that, if only one wire width is allowed to be increased by Awin the feasible

space, the wires in N can be ordered as (4,5, 7, 2&3,6, 1)according to the changes theycause in

^dmax maximum decrease to maximum increase. Thisorder suggests thatthe maximum delay
at w, tdmax (w), canbereduced most bysizing upwire 4, while it is most penalized if width of wire

1 is increased.

Fig. 3.7 shows the actual changes in maximum delay by sizing up each wire in N one

at a time, measured by the actual response waveforms at the maximum delay node generated by

SPICE. It can be observed that they follow the same order as predicted by dtd^^^/dv/ and are

proportional to thesensitivities estimated, i.e., themaximum delay will decrease if wire 4,5,7,2&3

are sized up, while it will increase if the widths of wire 6,1 are increased. This demonstrates that

the sensitivity-based delay analysis is very accurate. It can also beseen from dtd^^^/dw that the

widths ofwires closer to the source have larger impact onmaximum delay than those further aways

from it along thepath from the source to the maximum delay node7, which is consistent with our

analysis on the monotonicity of wiresizing for delay minimization in Sec. 3.4.3.
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Table 3.2: Maximum Delay Minimization for Testing Topology One

Parameters Before Optimization After Optimization
Im Maximum Delay Maximum Delay

Rd R L C Area 2-pole SPICE Area 2-pole Cut SPICE Cut

a Q nH pF mxwo ps ps mxwo ps -% ps -%

15 800 380 30 0.07 197 157 0.16 76 61 71 55

10 1600 380 60 0.07 217 151 0.17 72 66 60 60

25 3200 1520 15 0.07 432 365 0.24 141 67 131 64

3.5.3 Delay Minimization

3.5.3.1 Testing Topology One

For maximum delay minimization, Fig. 3.8 shows the trade offs between the maximum

delay and total routing area of Topology One during wiresizing, starting with minimum width wq

for all wire segments in the topology. It can be observed that the maximum delay of the topology

can be cut significantly by the sensitivity-based wiresizing approach with small increase in routing

area.

For further testing of the wiresizing algorithm for delay minimization, various groups

of interconnect parameter values are tested on Topology One and the results of maximum delay
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Table3.3: MaximumDelayMinimization for Testing Topology Two

Parameters Before Optimization After Optimization
Ifim Maximum Delay Maximum Delay

R L C Area 2-pole SPICE Area 2-pole Cut SPICE Cut

Q pH fF pmxwo ps ps prnxwo ps -% ps -%

0.15 2.46 0.176 850 343 294 2870 123 64 103 65

0.15 2.46 1.76 850 359 300 2610 156 57 126 58

0.15 0.246 1.76 850 380 307 2673 179 53 141 54

minimization are listed in Table 3.2. On average, the maximum delay is reduced by 65% and

60% after wiresizing, measured by 2-pole approximation and SPICE simulation respectively. The

difference between the delay cutting ratios is less than 5%. The routing area becomes 1.71 times

larger after wiresizing, indicating a good area-delay trade off.

3.5.3.2 Testing Topology Two

The second testing topology is a tree network studied in [Kahng 93, Zhou 94]. The driver

resistance is set as lOOl, and the loading capacitance at each sink is 2pF.

It can be seen from Table3.3 that, under variousgroupsof interconnectparameter values,

the maximum delay of Topology Two is cut by average of 58% and 59%, measured by 2-pole

approximationand SPICE simulationrespectively. The difference between the two cutting rates is
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Figure 3.10: Testing Topology Three

Table3.4: MaximumDelayMinimizationfor TestingTopology Three

IpF

IpF

IpF

IpF

Parameters Before Optimization After Optimization
lunit Area Max Rising Delay Area Max Rising Delay

Rd R L C unit 2-pole SPICE unit 2-pole Cut SPICE Cut

Q C1 nH pF XWo ns ns XWo ns -% ns -%

15 150 200 50 0.82 1.05 0.78 1.44 0.33 69 0.20 74

50 300 400 10 0.82 0.85 0.73 1.35 0.35 59 0.26 64

50 75 200 10 0.82 0.56 0.54 1.07 0.23 59 0.20 63

only 1%. The routing area increasesan averageof 2.19 times after wiresizing.

3.5.3.3 Testing Topology Three

The third testing topology is one of the benchmarks of 1993 IEEE Multi-Chip Module

Conference (MCMC-93), providedby Performance Signal Integrity, Inc.

Table 3.4 shows that,withanaverage of only57%increase in theroutingareaofTopology

Three, the optimizationvia wiresizing cuts its maximum delay measured by 2-pole approximation

and SPICE by average of 62% and 67% respectively under various groups of parameters. The

difference between the two reduction rates is within 5%.

3.5.4 Summary

Each optimal solution in Table 3.2 to 3.4 is generated in less than 10 seconds ofCPU time

on a DEC 5000 workstation, due to the efficient moment and sensitivity computation at every step

during the wiresizing process.

From the experimental results of these testing topologies, it can be observed that:
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1. The sensitivity-based wiresizing algorithm canreduce maximum delay significantly by aver

ageofover 60%. Thedelay sensitivitiescomputed using high order moments arevery reliable

in guiding the wiresizing process. The increase in routing areaafterwiresizing is moderate,

ranging from 0.57 to 2.19 times of the original net area under minimum wire width. This

indicates that our approachcan achievegood area-delaytrade offs.

2. Theaccuracy ofthedelay approximation using high ordermoments isvery good, thedifference

in delay cutting rates measured by 2-pole approximation andSPICE simulation respectively

is only 1 to 5%. This demonstrates that 2-pole approximation provides goodestimation for

guiding theperformance optimization of lossy transmission linetopologies.

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter discusses the post routing performance optimization of lossy transmission

line topologies, which are typical for modelingoff-chip interconnects under MCM and PCB tech

nologies. A sensitivity-based approach is presented which improves theperformance of an existing

routing topology by adjusting the widthsof its wires under routing resourceconstraints. The maxi

mum delay andits sensitivities with respect to thewidth of each wirein thetopology arecomputed

via high ordermoments based on an exact moment matching model for each lossy transmission

line. Compared with previous approaches, it achieves analytical moment (sensitivity) computation

and calculates higher order moments (sensitivities) recursively from lower order moments for tree

networks. Experiments showthat the delay estimation using high order moments is very accurate

compared with SPICE simulation and the sensitivity-based wiresizing approach can reduce max

imum delays of the testing topologies significantly with small penalties in routing area. Besides

delay optimization, the final solutions generated by the wiresizing algorithm also eliminate the

overshootings of the response waveforms and are robust under parameter variations during the

manufacturing process.
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4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Motivation

Due to the scaling down of device geometries in deep-submicron technologies, intercon

nect wires are placed in increasingly closer proximityand higher density (Sec. 1.2.1). As a result,

the couplingcapacitance between adjacent nets has increased significantly and the crosstalknoise

it causes has become an important concern in high performance circuit design. If un-optimized,

crosstalknoise may cause signal delay, logic hazards, and evenmalfunctioning of a circuit.

The crosstalk noise is routing-dependent, since the coupling capacitances between nets

are determinedby the routes of interconnect wires on the chip. Therefore, similar to interconnect

performance optimization discussed inChapter 2 and3, it is most appropriate to address crosstalk

risk estimation and reduction at the post routing stage in layout after a feasible routing solution of

the chip has been obtained.

According to the circuit layout flow, crosstalk synthesis can possibly be pursued at two

levels in the routing process: the detailed routing level and the global routing level. Inspite of its

increasing importance in high performance circuitdesign in recent years, crosstalk minimization

is still a largely un-addressed problem and most of the previous approaches to crosstalk synthesis

in routing are localized optimization methods at the post processing or detailed routing level

[Chen92, Chaudhary 93,Gao 93,Gao 94,Kirkpatrick 94]. Theyadoptnet-based approaches which
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estimatethecrosstalknoiseateachnet inachannelorswitchbox individually andreducethecoupling

betweenadjacentwireswithineachregionviaspacing(adjustingtheseparationspacebetweenwires)

[Chen 92, Chaudhary 93], track permutation [Gao 94] or assignment (assigning nets appropriately

to tracks) [Kirkpatrick 94]. Although these methods can achieve some reductions in the crosstalk

noiseofa circuit, theyaloneareofteninsufficient toachieve acrosstalk risk-fteefinal layoutsolution

of thechip since the optimization at the detailed routing level has very limited routing flexibility,

i.e., it can only adjust the routes of nets locally within one routing region, not globally among all

regions ona chip. Consequently, their effectiveness forcrosstalk reduction depends heavily on the

global routing solution ofthe circuit, and they often fail toachieve satisfactory results especially for

those regions having high densities of sensitive nets and limited routing resources. For example,

it is impossible to avoid crosstalk noises among three nets that are sensitive to each other and are

routed ina region having only four routing tracks atthe detailed routing level (Fig. 4.1).

Due to the limitations of these localized approaches, it is important to address crosstalk

optimization not only indetailed routing, but also inglobal routing aswell. Unlike "net-based" risk

estimation and reduction "within" each routing region at the detailed routing level, the approach
at the global routing level should be "region-based", which estimates the crosstalk risk for each

routing region on the chip as a whole and reduces the risks by adjusting nets' routes globally
"among" routing regions on the chip. Instead of generating a specific risk-free final solution for

each region, its objective istoproduce a global routing solution of the chip in which there exists a

risk-free final solution ofeach region. The differences between net-based and region-based methods
are summarized in Table 4.1.

The crosstalk synthesis inglobal routing can significantly improve the chances ofgener
ating a final risk-free routing solution ofa chip for the following reasons:

1. It allows global estimation of the crosstalk violations on the chip and avoids the time-

consuming iterations in routing by identifying and eliminating the crosstalk violations at an

early stage. In many cases, once the nets routed through a region are known, it is possible
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Table 4.1: Net-based vs. Region-based Crosstalk Synthesis
Approach Net-Based Region-Based

Based on Detailed routing solution Global routing solution
Estimation Coupling noise on each net Crosstalk risk of each region
Adjustment Among tracks within one region Among regions on a chip
Objective A specific risk-free final solution The existence of a risk-free final solution

to identify the feasibility of a risk-free final solution of the region before moving further to

the detailed routing stage. For example, from the density and capacity of the region shown

in Fig. 4.1 (obtained from a global routing solution), it is quite clear that a risk-free routing

solution of the region is not possible regardless of the choice of the detailed routing methods

and the current global routing solution must be adjusted for crosstalk avoidance.

2. Synthesis at the global routing level, which allows the routes of nets to be adjusted globally

among all routing regions on the chip, provides much more routing flexibility for crosstalk

risk reduction than those at the detailed routing level.

3. Whether a net is subject to crosstalk violation depends not only on the coupling noises from

its adjacentnets, but also on its risktolerance bound- the maximumamountof crosstalk noise

it can tolerate without affecting the functionality of circuit. Therefore, the crosstalk synthesis

should be formulated as a constrained optimization instead of noise minimization problem as

in most previous methods. Typically, the risk tolerance bound is specified for each sensitive

net which may suffer crosstalk noises within all of its routing regions on the chip. Thus, for

constrained crosstalk synthesis of each region using risk tolerance bounds as constraints, the

bound ofeach sensitive net must be partitioned appropriately among its routing regions on the

chip (Fig. 4.2). Again, this risk tolerance bound partitioningproblem can only be addressed

at the global routing levelbased on an overallestimation of the current routing and crosstalk

situation of the chip.

4.1.2 Algorithm Overview

In this and next chapter, we present a post global routing crosstalk optimization approach

[Xue 96b, Xue 96c], which to our knowledge, is the first to estimate and reduce crosstalk risk at the

global routing level. Givenas its input a feasibleglobal routingsolutionof the chip, sensitivitiesand
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risktolerance bounds ofnets, ourapproach produces a risk-free global routing solution in which all

regions on thechiparefieeofcrosstalk violations. Compared totheoriginal global routing solution

before optimization, this risk-free solution is a much better starting point for a crosstalk-driven

detailed router to generate a risk-free final routing solution of thechip, i.e., much of theroutability

problems at the detailed routing level due to crosstalk violations can be eliminated at an earlier

stage. In addition, it generates partitions of risk tolerance bounds of nets among their routing

regions which reflect the current crosstalk situation of the chip. These partitioned bounds in each

routingregionprovidenecessary constraints (which are otherwise not available) for theconstrained

crosstalk optimization of each routing region at laterstages in the layout process (Fig. 4.3).

Theentire postglobal routing optimizationapproach iterates among three key components

(Fig. 4.4): crosstalk risk estimation, risk tolerance bound partitioning and global routes adjustment.

The region-based crosstalk risk estimation first constructs a crosstalk risk graph foreach routing

region representing its crosstalk situation based on the initial partitions of nets* risk tolerance

bounds. The crosstalk risk of the region, which indicates whether a risk-fiee routing solution is

possible, is then quantitatively defined and estimated using a graph-based optimization ^proach.

For accurate risk estimation, the impact of bound changes on regions* risks is analyzed and the

current partitions of nets* risk tolerance bounds are adjusted via integer linear programming to

minimize thepositive risks on thechip. If positive riskregions stillexist after bound partitioning,

global routes adjustment is £q)plied. First, nets whose removal leads to the elimination of positive

risksof thechipareidentified, then they areripped-up andre-routed with minimum costalternative

routes which consider both the routing congestions and crosstalk risks of routing regions on the

chip. The entire iterative optimization process continues until a risk-fiee global routing solution is
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obtained.

The rest of this chapterfocuses on the methods for crosstalk risk estimation (the bound

partitioning and risk reduction problem are discussed in Chapter 5) and is organized as follows:

Section 4.2presents thegraph-based crosstalk representation; Section4.3introduces thequantitative

definition of crosstalk riskof eachrouting region; Section 4.4 analyzes the region-based crosstalk

riskestimation methods; Section 4.5 shows some experimental results of riskestimation viagraph

construction.

4.2 Crosstalk Risk Representation

4.2.1 Definitions

For graph-based crosstalk risk representation at the global routing level, G = (V, E) is

defined as a regular-grid global routing graph imposed on a chip (Fig. 4.5), in which each edge

€ e E represents a horizontal or vertical routingregion on a routinglayer. Denote AT as the set of

nets routed on the chip. Underglobal routing formulation, the pins of each net n € iV are mapped

onto node set V of G, i.e., e V, and the route of n consists of a series of routing regions on

the chip, i.e., route{n) C E. Theset of nets routed in e is denoted as N{e), According to this

formulation, each net n £ N(e) is allowed to toberouted in only onedirection, eitherhorizontally

or vertically within each region e € route(n) and it occupies an entire track in the region. Once

the size, wirepitchof the chipand the graphpitchof G are known, the numberof available routing

tracks in region e can be specified, which is denoted as the capacity of e, C(e). The crosstalk

synthesisdiscussed in this thesisfocuses on the intra-layer crosstalk noisebetween parallelcoupled

wires on the same layer, and it considers every routing region of a chip simultaneously during

optimizationfor both two-layerand multi-layerdesign styles.

Although couplingcapacitance existsbetween every pair of adjacent nets,crosstalknoise

betweensomeadjacentnet pairs maynot affect the properfunctioning of the circuitdue to logical

and temporal isolations [Kirkpatrick 94]. For example, net i may be immune from the noise spike

caused by the signal switch on its adjacent net j ifthese two nets are not active at the same time. This

implies that not every pair of nets is subject to crosstalkconcem during crosstalk synthesis and the

crosstalk sensitivity, Sij, can be specified for eachnet pair (i,i). For digital circuits, € {0,1}

and Sij —1 implies that nets i, j are subject to crosstalkconcem during optimization,otherwise,

theyareregarded as "crosstalk-safe" when routed in adjacent tracks. Sij canalsobe a real number.
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representing the amount of interactions between nets i^j. OnceSo-s are known, sensitive net set

Na C N is defined as the set of nets that are sensitive to at least one other net on the chip, i.e.,

Ns = {i\Sj € Ny s.t. Sij ^ 0} and iVs(e) Q N(€) is defined as the set of sensitive netsrouted in

region e, i.e., Ngie) = {i e iV(e)|3j € N(e)y s.t, Sij ^ 0}.

In our discussion, it is assumed that crosstalk noise exists only between net pairs routed

in adjacent tracks in a region, noise betweennets one or more tracks apart can be ignored. Denote

noise(iyj) as the crosstalk noise between adjacent net pair iyj. Since it is determined by the

coupling capacitance between j, which is directly proportional to their coupling wire length,

noise(iy j) can be measuredby:

nois€{iyj) = Sijlen{iyj) (4.1)

Here, l€n(iyj) is the potential coupling wire length between nets i and j, if they are placed in

adjacent tracks.

Define Bound{i) as the risk tolerance bound of sensitivenet i € Nay i.e., the maximum

amount ofcrosstalk noise i can tolerate without affecting the functionalityof the circuit. Thus, net

i is "safe" fromcrosstalk violations if and only if the summation of noisesfrom all of its adjacent

nets along its route is less than Bound(i)^ i.e.,

2 noise(iyjye)- ^ Sijlen(iyjye) < Bound(i) (4.2)
e€route(t) j^Adj{i,e) e€route(t)

where Adjiiyc) is the set of nets adjacent to net i in region e, len(iyjye) and notae(t, j,e) are

the potentialcouplinglengthand crosstalk noise between nets t, j respectively if theyare adjacent

in region e. Both the sensitivity information and risk tolerance bounds of nets can be extracted

usingtemporal and functional analysis or specified by user. Theyare given as input to our crosstalk

optimization processtogetherwitha feasible globalroutingsolutionof the chip (Fig. 4.3).
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Since crosstalk noise at neti comes from allregions on its route according to Eqn (4.2),

Bound{i) must be partitioned accordingly among route(t) for region-based crosstalk estimation

and constrained optimization of each routing region on the chip. Denote Bound{i^ e) as the

partitioned risk tolerance bound ofnet i inrouting region e € route{€). The partition ofBound(i)

can then be expressed as:

Bound(i) = ^ Bound{i^ e) (4.3)
e€route(t)

The risk tolerance bound partitioning methods for accurate riskestimation is discussed in Chapter

5.

4^.2 Crosstalk Violations and Risk-free Routing Solution

Although thecrosstalk noiseat eachnet i in region e,determined byits couplings withits

adjacent nets, can becalculated exactly only from a detailed routing solution of e, wecan identify

whether there a routing solution of e may exist in which each sensitive net is fiee of crosstalk

violations oncea global routing solution of e is obtained andNs(e)yC{e) are known.

4.2.2.1 Crosstalk VIolatioiis

Since each net routed in region e occupies an entire track in the region under global

routing formulation, no two nets share the same track in e. Therefore, each net i € ^^(e) can be

adjacent to nomorethantwonetsin itsabove andbelow tracks in e andthecrosstalk violation may

occur at net i in region e only in the following two cases:

• Case 1. The noise from one of i*s adjacent nets in e violates its risk tolerance bound, i.e.,

3j € Adj(i,e) s.t. noise{i^j,e) > Bound(i^e)

• Case 2. The surmnationof noises from both of t*s adjacent nets in e violates its bound, i.e.,

3i, k e Adj{iy e) s.t. noise(i,j^ e) -H noise(i^ Ar, e) > Bound(i^e)

These two cases are referred to as crosstalk violation Case 1 and 2 in later discussions.

4J222 Risk-Free Global Routing Solution

In our following discussion, a routing solution of region e at the global routing level is

defined asa routing orderofnetsin N (e) inadjacent tracks (including empty ones)in e ranked from

onesideof the regionto the other. If thereexistsa routing orderof regione according to whicheach
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net is free of crosstalk violation^ it is denoted as a risk-free routing solution of e and e is defined

as risk-free (nets thatcause crosstalk violations at i underCase 1 and2 cannot be placed adjacent

to t in a risk-fiee routing solution of region e). If every region on the chipis risk-fiee, the current

global routingsolutionof the chip is defined as risk-free. Although multiplerisk-firee solutionsof

a region may exist at the global routing level, the goal of our region-based crosstalk risk estimation

method is to identify the existence of one such solution for each region on the chip, not to find a

specific one. Notice that the risk-free solution defined hereat the globalrouting level is for the use

of riskestimation andreduction purpose only, it does notnecessarily correspond to thefinal routing

solution of the region which is to be generated at laterstages in the layoutprocess.

4JZ3 Graph-Based Crosstalk Representation
\

To identifythe existence of a risk-free globalroutingsolutionof each routingregion,we

introduce twotypesof crosstalk riskgraphs to represent its crosstalk situation considering violation

Case 1 and 2 defined in Sec. 4.2.2.1.

4.2.3.1 Crosstalk Risk Graph

Fromtheglobal routing solution ofa region e (Fig. 4.6(a)), itscapacity C(e) andsensitive

nets set iV«(e) are known. For the crosstalk representation of region e, a weighted crosstalk risk

grapK CRG(e) = (Naie),Es(e)) is first introduced (Fig. 4.6(b)). Each node i in CRG{e)

corresponds to a sensitivenet routed in e, its weight represents the partitioned risk tolerance bound

of net i in e, B(i, e). The weight of each edge between nodes ijj is the potential crosstalk noise

between netsi, j in region c, noise(e), if they arerouted inadjacent tracks, andedge (t, j) e Ea(e)

if andonlyif noise(i, j, e) is lessthanthepartitioned risktolerance bound of bothnets in region e,

i.e.,

noise(z,jj€)<Bound(i,e) and noise{i^j^e)<Bound(j^e) (4.4)

According to Eqn (4.4), each edge (i^j) in CRG{e) implies that nets can be routed

in adjacent tracks without causing crosstalk violations at nets i^j. Therefore, the crosstalk repre

sentation by CRG{e) excludes crosstalk violations underCase 1. However, the net compatibility

r^resented by CRG{e) is only pair-wise, i.e., the fact that nets j^k are compatible with net i

separately does not guarantee they can be placed adjacent to i at the same time, since the summation

of noises fiom j, k may causecrosstalk violation at i under Case 2. For example, although both

nets c, d can be placed adjacent to a separately according to Fig. 4.6(b), the total noise fri)m c, d
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Figure4.6: (a) Routing Solutionof Region e (b) CRG(e)

violates the risk tolerance bound of net a in e and thus they are not allowed to be adjacent to a

simultaneously in a risk-free routing solution of e.

4^.3.2 Constrained Simple Path Sub-graph

For further crosstalk representation, we define a constrainedsimplepath sub-graph of

CRG(e)^CRGcap{^) = (iV3(e), £^p(e)) where £^p(e) C Ea{e) (Fig. 4.7). CRGcspi^) contains
simple path segments only (isolated nodes are regarded as special simple path segments), i.e.,

degree(i) < 2 holds for every node i in CRGcapi'̂ )' I" addition, the weight of each node

i £ CRGcsp(e) is laiger than the summation of weights of its adjacent edges (whichare no more

than 2). In other words,the sununation of the noisesfrom netsy, k is less than the partitioned risk

tolerance bound of net i in e, if nodes k areadjacent tonodei in CRGcsp(e)t i.e.,

noise(iJ, e) + noise(i,kje) < Bound(i,e), (i,i), (i,k) € £?p(e), Vi € Na{e) (4.5)

According to Eqn (4.5), crosstalk violation under Case 2 is also excluded for each net with

respect to its adjacent onesaccording to thecrosstalk representation byCRGcspi^)^ Oneimportant

difference between CRG{e) and GRGcspM is that, CRG{e) is uniquely determined once the

crosstalk information and the routing solution of e are known, while numerous CRGcsp(^)^ of

CRG(e) exist asitsconstrained simple path sub-graph. Forexample, theminimum C/2C7c«p(e) of

CRG{e) is the one consisting of isolated nodes only withno edges. On the contrary, our focus in

crosstalk estimation is to constroct a CRGcspif^) from CRG(e) having the maximumnumber of

edges, as discussed later in Sec. 4.4.
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Figure 4.7: Constrained Simple Path Sub-graph CRGcap(e)

4.3 Region-based Crosstalk Risk Definition

Based on the crosstalk risk graphs introducedabove,our region-basedcrosstalk synthesis

method quantitatively defines andestimates thecrosstalk riskofeachregion as a wholeat the global

routing level.

43.1 Risk-free Routing Solution vs. Crosstalk Risk Graph

As previously analyzed, the objective of region-based estimation is to determine whether

there exists a routing solution of each routing region on the chip in which every net is free of

crosstalk violations under Case 1 and 2. According to the definition of CRGcsp(e)* every net i

in region e is free of crosstalk violations if it is routed in adjacent tracks with nets k under the

condition that nodes j,i,k are adjacent in that order on a simple path segment in a CRGcspie).

Therefore, netsni,..., rip are crosstalk risk-free in region e if theyare routedin e in thesameorder

as their corresponding nodes appear ona simple path segment p= (ni,..., rip) in a CRGcsp(€),

i.e., each simplepath segment p € CRGcspic) corresponds to a risk-free routingorder of a subset

of nets in For example, path segment p = (6,c, /) in Fig. 4.7 corresponds to a risk-free

routing order of nets 6, c, / in the region.

In gr^h theory,a Hamiltonianpath in graphG is definedas a specialsimplepath segment

thatvisits every node inG exactly once. According tothisdefinition, aCRGcap(e) isa Hamiltonian

path itself if it containsjust one simplepath segment (recall that isolated nodes are regarded as

special segments). From the definition of a routing solution in global routing in Sec. 4.2.2.2, a

Hamiltonian path in CRGcap(e) corresponds to a risk-free routingsolutionof all the sensitivenets

Na(e) routed in e. Thus,region e is identified as risk-fme if a Hamiltonian pathexists in oneof the

CRGcsp(e)sofCRG{e).
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Proposition 4.1 A routing region e is risk-free in global routing if one of its CRGcap(e)s has a

Hamiltonian path.

4J.2 Shields

By its definition, a Hamiltonian path in CRGcap(f) is a simple path segment having

|iVa(e)| —1 edges. Dueto the configuration of CRG(e) of region e, it is not always possible to

find a CRGcap('̂ ) Q CRG(e) which contains a Hamiltonian path. For example, noCRGcapi^)

maycontain a Hamiltonian path if CRG(e) itselfhasless than |iVs(e)| - 1edges. When multiple

simple pathsegments existin a CRGcapi^) of region e, thenetscorresponding to theend nodes of

these path segments can not be routed adjacent to each other in region e free of crosstalk violations

under Case 1 or 2.

Togenerate a risk-free routingsolutionof the region, we introduce the conceptof shields,

whichare the non-sensitivenets or emptytracks in the region,each havingzero crosstalk with other

netsandinfiniterisk tolerancebound. Theseshieldscanbeusedtoseparatethosenetscorresponding

to the end nodes of the simple pathsegments in CRGcapic) so that they are no longersubject to

crosstalkviolations.Fromgraphpointof view, each shields can "connect"twodisjointsimplepath

segments pi andp2in aCRGcapic) intoa longerpathsegment, pi U{s} Up2» which corresponds to

a risk-freeroutingorderof nets on bothpi andp2. Therefore, if there are enoughshieldsin regione

to connect all the simple pathsegments in CRGcap(e) together as one,a risk-free routing solution

of region e can be found and e is risk-free in global routing.

Fig. 4.8 shows an exampleof shield application. Tvo disjoint path segments (a, d) and

(6,c, /) are connected togethervia shieldnodeg to forma Hamiltonian path, whichcorresponds to

a risk-free routingsolutionof the region in the orderof (a, d, g, /, c, 6).
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4.3.3 Analytical Crosstalk Risk Definition

4.3J.1 Shield Estimation

Denote P(€) asthenumberofsimplepath segments inaCRGcsp (e)ofCRG(e),Savail(e)

as the number of shields available in region e and Sneed(e) as the number of shields needed in e

to generate a risk-free routing solution of the region. According to the shielddefinition, SavaiM

equals the total number of empty tracks and non-sensitivenets in e and can be expressed as:

Savaii(e) = C{e)- |iVs(c)| (4.6)

Toestimate 5need(€) in region e, the followinglemma is introducedfirst:

Lemma 4.1

P(e) = |iV.(e)| - \EM\ (4.7)

where iVg(e), Ep{e) are node and edge setofa CRGcsp{e), respectively.

Proof:

Consideran initial graphG consistingof IFI isolatednodesonly, which corresponds to

|V| simple path segments. Since each edge links two path segments (including isolated nodes)

together as one, it can reduce the number of simple path segments in G by 1. Therefore, for a

CRGcspie) having |£^p(e)| edges, the number of its simple path segments is reduced by |£^p(e)|

from its initial value |, i.e.,

P{e) = me)\-\Ep(e)\

a

According to Lemma4.1, Sneedi^) of region e, which is determined by the configuration

of CRGc3p{e)t canbe calculated by thefollowing theorem:

Theorem 4.1

Sneed(e) = |iV,(c)| - |Ep(e)| - 1 (4.8)

Proof:

Byitsdefinition, Sneed(c) is thenumberofshields needed in region e toconnect all simple

path segments inCRGcapi^) intoa Hamiltonian path. Since each shield can "adhere" twodisjoint
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simple path segments together as one and thus reduce the number ofpath segnaents in CRGcsp{e)
by one, 5„ee(i(c) can be expressed as:

Sneedi^) ~ -^(c) ~ 1 (4.9)

According to Eqn (4.7), we have:

Sneedie) = liV,(e)| - \Ep(e)\ - 1

•

43.3.2 Risk Definition

According to Theorem 4.1, the numberof shieldsneeded for a risk-free routingsolution

ofregion e isrelated to thenumber of simple path segments inoneofitsCRGc3p{e)s. Thepossible

CRGcap(€)s ofa CRG{€) are not unique, plus, there may exist multiple CRGcap(e)s having the

samenumberof edges |£^p(e) |, For riskestimation, we are interested in the existence of a risk-free

routing solution of region e, which is determined by the number of shields currently available,

Savaii{e), and the minimum number of shields needed in e. 5„eed_m»n(c). •Sneed-mm(e) can

be estimated based on a special CRGcspi^) of CRG{e), CRGcap-max(€)i having the maximum

number of edges, \Ep-rnax{€)\. Therefore, the risk of region e, Risk(e) is quantitatively defined

as the difference between Sneed-min (c) and 5ovat7(e)» whichcan be uniquely specified for region

€ once its CRG{e) is known.

Risk(^e) ~ Sneed—min{^} ~ Savaili^) —2|^s(e)| — max(c)l G{e) —1 (4.10)

The example in Fig. 4.7 corresponds to a CRGcap-maxi^) of CRG{€) of region e

shown in Fig. 4.6, having (7(e) = 6, \Ns{e)\ = 5 and \Ep-rnax(e)\ = 3. Thus, Savaii(e) =

•S'need—min (c) —1 and Risk(e) = 0, i.e., thereexista risk-free routingsolution of the regionusing

a shield as shown in Fig. 4.8.

Rie^(e) indicates whetherregion e is risk-free in global routing. If Risk{€) < 0, there

are more than enough shields in region e to generate a risk-free routing solution of e and e is defined

as risk-free. Otherwise,Risk{e) is the minimumnumberof extra shieldsneeded in e for a risk-fiee

routing solution, which should be minimized during the risk reduction phase discussed in Chapter

S. According to this analysis, the following proposition can be established.

Proposition 43 The current global routing solution ofthe chip is crosstalk risk-free ifand only if

Risk{e) < 0 holdsfor every routing regione on the chip.
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4.4 Crosstalk Risk Estimation

4.4.1 Problem Analysis

According to Eqn (4.10),the key to the crosstalkrisk estimation of regione is to identify

|£^p-maa;(c)|* maximum number of edges possible in a constrained simple path sub-graph of
CRG{e)y CRGc3p-max(€)' Similar to the non-uniqueness of Hamiltonian pathin a graph, there

may existmultiple C/2Gc5p-moa:(c)s ofCRG(e), allhaving |£'p-mo»(e)| edges. Forcrosstalk risk

estimation, one of these Ci2Gcsp_mox(e)s is constructed. The construction ofa CRGcsp-max{^)

from CRG{e) can be formulated as a generalized approach for finding a Hamiltonian path in a

graph and the following theorem holds:

Theorem 4.2 The construction ofa CRGcsp-max{^)fi^^CRG(e), i.e., thecrosstalk riskestima

tion problem, is NP-complete.

Proof:

Weestablish the proof by reducing the Hamiltonian path problemfor an arbitrary graph

to theCRGcsp-maxi'̂ ) construction problem in polynomial time.

A Hamiltonian path in graphG is the largestpossible maximum simple path sub-graph

Gsp-max of G, since it has only one simplepath connecting all nodes in G. In other words, if a

Hamiltonian path exists inG, it is also a Gsp-max ofG andcanbefound viaGsp-max construction

method. Therefore, the problemof finding a Hamiltonian path in G can be reducedin polynomial

timeto the problem of constructing a CRGcsp-maxi^) from CRG(e) by setting C/2G(e)'s nodes*

weight to infinity and edges' weight to 1, which effectively eliminates the noise constraints in

GRGcsp—maxi^)'

Sincenotransitive relations holdfor thesensitivitiesandcouplingwirelengthbetweennet

pairs, i.e.,Sij isindependent of5,jtandSjk* len(i^ c) isindependentof /e7i(i, Ar, e) and/en(j, A?, e),

the potential crosstalk noise noise{i,j,e) between nets in region e is also independent of

noise(s, A;, e) and noise(J, A;, e). This implies that the possible edges and their weights among

nodes in CRG(e) arenot related to each other, i.e., CRG(e) is a totally arbitrary graph.

Since finding a Hamiltonian path in an arbitrary graph is known to be NP-complete,

the construction of a CRGcap-max('̂ ) froni CRG(e), i.e., the risk estimation of region e is also

NP-complete.

•
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4.4.2 Crosstalk Risk Estimation Algorithm

Duetothenon-uniquenessofCRGcsp-max(e)sofCRG(e)andthevarious possible ways

ofapplying shields toconnect thesimplepath segments inthem, there may exist many possiblerisk-

free routing solutions of region c. For crosstalk risk estimation, we are interested in the existence of

a risk-free routing solution of region e rather thanfinding a specific one,which is the task of later

stages in the layout process.

Dueto the NP-complete nature of the crosstalk estimation problem, we develop a two-

stepiterative algorithm to construct a CRGcsp-max(e) from CRG(e). First, weconstract an initial

CRGcsp-max{'̂ ) bysequentially removing minimum number ofedges from CRG(e). Second, the
graph is iteratively improved to include more edges so that local optimal solution canpossibly be

avoided. Since we arenotconfined.to keep any specific configuration ofCRGcap-max(^) for risk

estimation, edges canbe inserted or removed from CRGcsp(e) freely during thegraph construction

process.

4.4.2.1 Initial CRGcap-maxi'^) Construction

Define the degree of edge (i,j) in Ci2G(e), d€gree(iij), as the summation of its node

degrees inCRG(e)y i.e., d€gree(i, j) = depree(i) -f degree{j). Ifdegree(iy j) > 4, thedegree of

at leastoneof i, j is laigerthan2, which is notallowed in CRGcsp-max(c)'

For the constraction of the initial CRGcsp-maxi^)* edges are removed sequentially

from CRG(e) until the degree of each node is no more than 2 and the noise constraints for

CRGcsp-maxi^) ^ alsoSatisfied. According to thedefinition of edgedegree, thoseedges having

the largest degrees shouldberemoved from CRG(e) first in orderto minimize thenumberof edges

which need to be deleted under thenode degree constraints forCRGcsp^maxie)' To thisend,the

following two heuristics are adopted:

HI. Remove edges with the largest degrees first.

H2. Among edges having the same degree, remove those having the largest weight (noise) first.

H2 is applied herein orderto speed up the satisfaction of noiseconstraints forCRGcap^max(c)'

Denote the set of edges removed during the initial CRGcsp-max(c) construction as

^rem(e)* the algorithmcan then be outlinedas follows:
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InitialCRGeap-max(€) ConstructionAlgorithm {

1. Set initialgraphG(e) = CRG(€).

2. Whilethereexistsnodei in current G{e) withdegree(i) > 2:

2.1 Compute degrees ofedges inG(e),

2.2 Removeedges from G(e) according to HI and H2.

3. While there still exist crosstalk violations at nodes:

Removeedges from G(e) according to H2.

4. Output G{e) as the initial CRGcsp-max{e).

4A2J1 Iterative Ci2Gc3p-max(€) Improvement

In Sec. 4.4.2.1, the initial CRGcsp-maxi^) is constracted from CRG{€) in a greedy

fashion. To avoid a local optimal solution, we design a two-phase improvement process which

incrementally addsnewedges into the initial CRGcsp-maxie)- These two phases iterate until no

furtherincrease in thenumberof edgesin current CRGcap-maxi^) can be obtained.

Phase I:

Since edges are removed sequentially from CRG{e) during the initial construction

step, some removed edges in the process can possibly be "safely" added back to the current

CRGcsp-maxic). Therefore we check if any previously removed edges in Erem{^) can now be
re-inserted intoC/2Gcsp-max(c) without violating itsnodedegree andnoiseconstraints. Thecom

plexityof this phase is the size of Erem {e) Q E3(e), i.e.,O(|(e) |).

Phase II:

To further improve the CRGcap-maxi^) obtained after Phase I, we apply the so-called

^-Optheuristics in PhaseU, which is similar to theoneusedby [Johnson 90]to solvetheTraveling

Salesman Problem. A;-Opt checks whether morethank previously removededgescanbeadded back

to the currentCRGcsp-maxi^) when k edgesrandomly picked from it are removed. A successful

sqrplication of k-Opt results in at least one moreedges in CRGc3p-max(e)- If A;-Opt heuristics

is applied with k ranging from 1 to |£a(c)| —1» i.e., an exhaustive search on all possible edge

configurations, a globally optimal CRGcap-max(^) can be found. However, this is not feasible in

practice due to the 0(|£'5(e)|*'+^) complexity of Ar-Opt. In typical global routing situations, each
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routing region contains 10-30 tracks and routed nets, thus, the number ofnodes inthe corresponding

CRG(e) and CRGc8p-max(e) is also within the same range. For graphs of this size, 1-Opt and
2-C)pt are sufficient toyield excellent results for iterative CRGcsp~maz{e) improvement asshown

by the experimental results in Sec. 4.5.1.

4.5 Experimental Results

Theriskestimation method discussed inprevious sections has been implementedonaDEC

5000 workstation. To verify it effectiveness, we tested separately the graph construction approach

on graph examples and the region-based estimation method under various crosstalk specifications

on a circuit from the CBL/NCSU building-block benchmarks.

4.5.1 Examples of Graph Construction

We first apply the two-phase CRGcsp-maxi^) construction method to three gr^h ex

amples adopted as CRG{e)s in ourexperiment. These graphs are often used in thestudy of the

Hamiltonian path problem in graph theory. Since the focus in this part of experiment is on the

construction ofa maximum simple path sub-graph of these examples using theproposed two-step

method, we ignore the crosstalk noise constraints for CRGcsp-maxi^) setting the weight of

its edges and nodes to 1 and oo, respectively. Risk estimation results under various crosstalk

specifications are investigated in Sec. 4.5.2.

4.5.1.1 Test Example One

Fig. 4.9 shows the CRG{e) of a fully-routed routing region having 20 sensitive nets

and routing tracks. Afterthe initial CRGcsp-max(e) construction step in Sec. 4.4.2.1, one of the

Hamiltonian paths of the graph is found which has 19 edges (Fig. 4.10). According to the risk

definition in Bqn(4.10),Ri8k{€) = 2 * 20 —19 —20 —1 = 0, i.e., region c is crosstalkrisk-free.

4.5.1.2 Test Example Two

The CRG{€) shown in Fig. 4.11 is for a routing region having 15 sensitive nets and

routing tracks. Fig. 4.12 showsits initial CRGcsp-max{e) constructed as in Sec. 4.4.2.1, which

contains twodisjoint simple path segments and13edges. Theinitial riskestimation is; Risk{€) =

2 * 15 —13 —15 —1 = 1, indicating one more shield is needed in region e for a risk-free
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Figure 4.9: Ci2(?(c) of TestExample One

r\

Figure4.10: A CRGc3p^max(c) of TestExampleOne

routing solution. For more accurate estimation on the region's risk, the iterative CRGap-maxi^)

improvement method in Sec. 4.4.2.2 is used. When 1-opt is applied to theinitial CRGcsp^maxi^)*

two edges, b and c, which are removed duringinitial CRGcap-maxic) construction, can be added

back into CRGcsp-max(^) after edge a is deleted from it. As a result, the numberof edges in

CRGcap-max(€) IS increased by 1 anda Hamiltonian pathof CRG(€) is found (Fig. 4.13). The

final risk estimation based on the improvedgraph becomes: Risk(e) = 2 %15 —14 —IS —1 = 0,

indicating that region e is risk-free in global routing.

45.U Test Example Three

As analyzed in previous sections, it is not always possible to find a Hamiltonian path in a

CRG(e) evenwhen thetwo-step CRGcsp-maxie) construction method is applied. Fig. 4.14shows

the CRG(e) of a routing region e having 16 sensitive nets and tracks. Its final CRGcsp-maxl^)

after improvement (Fig. 4.15) still contains 3 disjoint simple path segments. This indicates that at

least 2 more shields are needed in region e for a risk-fiee routing solution of e, i.e., region e should
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Figure 4.11: CRG(e) of TestExample TWo

Figure 4.12: AnInitial CRGcap-maxi^) ofTestExample IWo

A edges added during iteration
. edges deleted during iteration

r \

Figure 4.13: AFinal CRGcap-max(c) ofTest Example TVo After Iterative Improvement

have at least 18tracks to be risk-free in global routing.

4.5.2 A Testing Circuit

For crosstalk estimation of an entire circuit, we test the region-based risk estimation

method ona global routing solution ofcircuit amiSS which isone ofthetesting circuits constructed

from the CBL/NCSU building-block benchmarks and used inour experiments. The specification
ofami33 is listed inTable 4.5.2, where Gsize refers tothe size ofglobal routing graph ofthe chip
specified by itsnumber of rows and columns. The number of routing regions in global routing
equals rowxcol.

The feasible placement/global routing solution ofthe chip isgenerated by aperformance-
driven placement [Esbensen 96] and a global router [Wang 96], respectively. In our experiments.
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Figure 4.
•

CRG(e) of TestExampleThree

Figure4.15: A Final CRGcsp-max(€) of Test Example Three

Table 4.2: Specifications of Circuit ami33

Circuit # macro cells #nets #pins Gsize (row Xcol)

ami33 33 123 442 28x23
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two types of crosstalk specifications are used:

• Netsensitivity ratio: the percentage of netpairsin the circuitthat are subjectto crosstalkrisk

concern (i.e.,Sii = 1)duringtheoptimization.

• Risktoleranceboundofnet: the percentage of total wirelengthof eachnet that is allowed to

be coupledwith its sensitive nets duringoptimization.

Since there is no standard benchmark having these crosstalk information, our approach estimates

the average crosstalk risk of all routing regions on the chip undervarious possible values of both

net sensitivity ratio, ranging from 60% to 100%, andthe risk tolerance bound of eachnet, ranging

from 5% to 100%.

Fig. 4.16illustrates howtheaverage riskofregions onami33 changes underdifferent net

sensitivity ratiosand risk tolerance bounds. Here, the results are measured with the risk tolerance

bound of each net partitioned uniformly among its routing regions (results under more accurate

bound partitionings are shown in Chapter 5). It can be observed that the crosstalk risk decreases

as the risk tolerance bound increases and net sensitivity ratio decreases. This is due to the fact

thatnets having largerbounds are leSs vulnerable to crosstalk violations and fewershields, whose

number equalspositive risk, areneeded in each region on thechipwhen fewer net pairsare subject
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Figure 4.16: Region-based Crosstalk Estimation under Various Parameters
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tocrosstalk concem. Theriskestimation of theentire circuit takes approximately 1 second of CPU

time.

The testing results on ami33 illustrate the relation between regions* risks vs. the sensi

tivities and risk tolerance bounds of nets in a circuit. Region-based risk estimation is the core of

both the risk tolerance bound partitioning and risk reduction methods that are to be discussed in

Chapter 5, more testing results involving the risk estimation method discussed in this Chapter will

be presented in Sec. 5.5.
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Chapter 5

Crosstalk Risk Reduction at the Global

Routing Level

5.1 Introduction

Once the crosstalk risk of each routing region on the chip is estimated using the graph-

based approach in Chapter 4, those regionshavingpositiverisks can be identified. Accordingto the

risk definition in Eqn (4.10), the total positive risk of these regions, ^(Ri5A;(e) > 0), equals the

total number ofextra shields needed to generate a risk-free global routing solution of the chip. The

objectiveofcrosstalk reductionat the global routing level can then be stated as:

Eliminate thosepositive risk regionsso that everyrouting regionon the chip has a risk-free

global routing solution.

5.1.1 Approaches to Crosstalk Risk Reduction

As analyzed in Ch^ter 4, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the crosstalk

risk gnq)hof regione, Ci2G(e), and its riskestimation, Risk{€). In other words,once the CRG{e)

of region e isconstmcted, thenumberofedges |£^p_max(€)| in itsmaximumconstrainedsimplepath

sub-graph CRGap^maxi^) can becomputed and Risk{e) isuniquely determined byEqn (4.10):

Risk(e) = 2|iV,(e)| - |£?p.max(e)| - C(c) - 1

Since the capacity of region e, C(e), is fixed during global routing, the two adjustable

variables in Ri8k(e) are:
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1. Thenumberofedges inCiiGap-mo«(c)» |£^p-moa:(c) |, which canbeestimatedonceCRG{€)

is known.

2. The number of sensitivenets routed in region e, |iV5(e){, determined by the global routing

solution of the chip.

Notice that the configuration of CRG(€) is determined by the partitioned risk tolerance

bounds B(iye)s of sensitive nets in Na(e), once the global routing solution and the sensitivities

between net pairs are known. Therefore* there are two ways to reduce Risk(€) of positive risk

r^on e:

1. Adjust the partitioned risk tolerance bounds B(ij e)s so that more edges can be added into

CRG(e) andCRGsp-maxi^)* iaiBcr |£^p-ma®(e)| value. During thisbound partitioning

process, the current routing solution of the chip remains unchanged. This approach is

discussed in detail in Sec. 5.3.

2. Change thecurrent routing solution byreducing thenumber ofsensitive nets Na(c) routed in

e via net ripping-up and re-routing (Although reducing liV^e)! may also affect \Ep^max{£)l

it does notcause increase in Risk(e) asanalyzed inSec. 5.4). This ^proach isdiscussed in

detail in Sec. 5.4.

5.1.2 Examples

We use examples to further illustrate how therisk tolerance bound partitioning and net*s

ripping-up and re-routing affect the configuration ofCRGap-maxS and the risk estimation ofrouting
regions.

Fig. 5.1 shows the CRGap-max^ oftwo routing regions, Region 1and 2. They have 5and

4 routed sensitive nets respectively and each has 5 routing tracks, i.e., C(l) = C(2) = 5,Na(l) =

5, Na(2) = 4. Sensitive net / is routed through both regions, which has a total risk tolerance

bound of 5 units, Bound{f) = 5. TheCRGap-max^ in Fig. 5.1 are configured under Partition

One ofBound{f) among Region 1and 2: Boundi (/) = Boundi (/, 1)+ Bound] (/, 2) = 2-h 3.

According to the risk definition in Eqn (4.10), i2taA;i(l) = 2*5-3-5-1 = 1 >0 and

Risk\{^) = 2*4-3-5-1 = -1 < 0, i.e.. Region 2 is risk-free under Partition One of

Bound(f), while Region 1 is not, which needs one extra shield in it to have a risk-free routing

solution.
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5.1^.1 Risk Tolerance Bound Partitioning

To achieve more accurate crosstalk estimation considering the crosstalk situations ofboth

regions, we generate Partition Two of Bound(f) by increasing Bound(f, 1) from 2 to 3 and

reducing Bound(/,2) from 3 to 2, i.e., Boundzif) = Bound2(f, 1) + Bound2(f^l) = 3 + 2.

The partitioned bounds ofothernetsremain unchanged. Dueto the increase in Bound(fy 1), edge

(a, /) € CRG(1)with weight 1.5, which violates Bound\ (/, 1) = 2(noise{a, /) + noise(c, /) =

2.5,causing violation Case 2) and is excluded from CRGap^maxW under Potion One, cannow

beincluded into it. Asa result, Risk2{l) = 2*5 —4 —5—1 = Oisreduced from 1to0, indicating

a risk-free estimation forRegion 1canbefound. On theother hand, edge (/, g) with weight 2.5is

removed from CRGap-maxi^) since itviolates Bound2(e, 2) = 2 (violation Case 1)under reduced

Bound{f^ 2). Nevertheless, Risk2{2) = 2*4 —2 —5 —1 = 0 is stillnon-positive, since there is

one empty track inRegion 2 that can beused asa shield toconnect the two path segments (/) and

(g,i,h) in CRGap-max(2) together as one. Therefore, both regions are risk-free under Partition

Two ofBound{f). Notice that the increases inBound(i, e)s in some regions must becompensated

by thedecreases in Bound(i,c)s in other regions on route(i), since the risk tolerance bound of

each net is a constant.

Theexample above indicates that a smaller and more accurate estimation ofregions* risks

can beobtained if the partitions ofthe risk tolerance bound ofnets are adjusted appropriately among

their routing regions onthe chip. Our goal for risk tolerance bound partitioning can then bestated

as:

Partition the risk tolerance bound ofeach netamong its routing regions to reflect their

crosstalk situationsso that the totalpositive riskofregions is minimizedandan accurateestimation

ofregions* risks can be obtained.

5.1,2.2 Global Routes Adjustment

Besides appropriate risk tolerance bound partitioning,anotherway toeliminate thepositive

risk ofRegion 1inFig. 5.1 isglobal routes adjustment. One possibly way ofdoing itistorip-up net
6from Region 1and re-route it through Region 2. As a result, node hand its connecting edge (6, c)
are removed from CRGap-max{i)> while node 6and edge (6, h) are added into CRGap-max(2Y
where Bound(b^ 2) = 3and noise(6, /i, 2)= 2. Since ripping-up net hreduces |iV5(e)| by one and

frees onemore track inRegion 1,theupdated Risk{\) becomes: 1) = 2*4-2-5-l =0,

i.e.. Region 1becomes risk-free. On the otherhand,although there is one moresensitive net routed
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in Region 2 which consumes an empty tracks there, Risk(2) = 2*5-4-5-1 = Ois still

non-positive sincenet 6 can be adjacent to e without causing crosstalk violations. Therefore, both

Region 1 and 2 are risk-fiee afterglobally adjusting the routeof net 6.

This example demonstrates that we can eliminate those positive risk regions byripping-up

certain nets from them and re-routing thenets appropriately through other low riskregions on the

chip. Thus, the objectiveof global routesadjustmentcan be stated as:

Rip'Upa set ofnetsfrom positive risk regionsand re-route the nets with the best alternative

routessuch that every routingregionon the chip becomes risk-five in global routing.

For the rest of this chapter. Sec. 5.2 analyzes the impactof boundadjustmenton region's

risk; Sec. 5.3 presents the risk tolerancebound partitioningalgorithm; Sec. 5.4 discusses global

routes adjustment via net ripping-up and re-routing; finally, Sec. 5.5 shows experimental results.

5.2 Adjustment in Risk Tolerance Bound

For risk tolerance bound partitioning, we first analyze the impact of risk bound changes

on the configuration of crosstalk risk graphs and the risk estimations of routing regions.

5.2.1 Risk Tolerance Bound vs. Crosstalk Risk Graph

According to thedefinition of CRG(e) andCRGap-max{'̂ )* an edge {i, j) fails to appear

in CRG8p-max(<£) onlyin the following twocases:

1. It is excluded from CRG(e) if the potential noise between net pair i^j causes crosstalk

violation under Case 1 at either net i or j in region e, i.e.,

noise{iyj) > Bound(i,€) ornoise(i,j) > Bound(jye).

2. It is excluded from CRGap-maxi^) Q CRG(e) if oneof thefollowings happens:

2.1 It causes node degree violationat node i or j, i.e., degree(i) > 2 or degree(j) > 2.

2.2 It causes crosstalk violation under Case 2 at either net i or j, i.e.,

3(t, k) or {jy k) € CRGap.~tnax(€) s.t. noise(iyj) -j- 7iotse(t,k) > Bound(iye) or

noise(i^j) -I- noise{j^k) > Bound(j^ e).

Therefore, anedge(f, j) cannotbe included inCRGap^maxi^) undernoiseconstraints if notse(t, j)

causes crosstalk violation under Case 1 or 2 to happen:
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1. At both nets i and andedge (i, j) is denoted as "locked".

2. At only one of nets i and jy and edge (i, j) is denoted as "half-locked".

Edge (i, j) is characterized as "free" if it causescrosstalk violations at neithernet i nor j.

Given a global routing solution of region e and the sensitivities among net pairs, the

configuration of CRG{e) and CRGap-max(^) are determined by the partitioned risk tolerance

bounds of sensitive nets routed in e. By increasing Bound(iy e) or Bound{jy e) appropriately, we

caneliminate thecrosstalk violations atneti or j andswitch thestatus ofedge(i, j) from "locked"

to "half-locked" or from "half-locked" to "free". If edge (i, j) is switched to **fiee", it maybecome

a new edge in CRGsp-max{'̂ ) (when the degree constraints at nodes i and j are also satisfied),

and Risk(e) is reduced by 1according toEqn (4.10). On the other hand, reducing Bound(ij e) or

Bound{j, e) may cause crosstalk violations tohappen atnet i orj and switch ^fiee" edge (e, j) to

"half-locked" or"locked" status. As aresult, there may beone less edge inCRGsp-maxie) and an
increase inRisk{e). The change inRisk{e) due toadjustment inBound(iy e)can becharacterized

by the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1 The change inRisk(€) of region e caused by adjusting the risk tolerance bound of
neti € Na(e), Bound(iy e), equals one o/{—2, -1,0,1,2).

Proof:

The increase (decrease) in Bound(iy e) can lead to more (less) "half-locked" or "free"

("locked") edges connecting to node i. Since CRGap-maxie) consists of simple path segments
only, degree(%) < 2 holds for every node i inCRGsp-max(e). Therefore, the increase (decrease)

in Bound(iy e) can at most add (remove) the two edges connecting to node i into CRGap-max(^)*
i.e., the change in edge number ofCRGap-max —max(c)|, equals one of{-2, -1,0,1,2}.
Accordingto the definition of Risk(e) in Eqn (4.10),

Risk(e) = 2|iV,(c)| - \Ep
—max

the change inRisk{e) due toadjustment inBound{iy e) also equals one of{-2, -1,0,1,2}.
•

5.2.2 Characterization of Adjustment in Risk Tolerance Bound

Theorem 5.1 implies that the change in Risk(e) is not continuous with respect to the

adjustment in Bound{i, e), since Bound{i, e) may affect the status ofconnecting edges at node i
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inCRGsp-maxic) andthus |£'p-Tnoa;(€)| only when it satisfies or violates thenoise constraints for

net i. Inaddition, theimpact ofadjustment inBound{iy e) onRisk{e) isbounded by2. Therefore,

it ispossible tocharacterize the adjustment in Bound(i, e) into discrete amounts according to the

changesit maycause in i2i5A;(e).

For risk reduction, the amount of increase in Bound{iy e), 7nc(e), can be characterized

as:

• /nco(i, e): theamount ofincrease in Bound{ije) thatdoesnotaffect Risk{e) butmayswitch

some edges from "locked" to "half-locked".

• /nc],2(i, e): the minimum amountof increase in Bound[i^ e) that createsnew **fiiee" edges

and reduces Risk(e) by 1 and 2, respectively.

For further characterization of /nco(t,e), /ncojb(i,e) < Inco(i^e) is defined as the minimum

amount of increase in Bound{i, e) that can release k "locked" edges connecting to i.

Clearly, Inco(i^e) < Inci(i^e) < /nc2(i,e). Notice that it is not always possible to

specify /nci(i,e) and Inc2(h €) since "free" edges connecting to i may not always becomenew

edges inCRGap-max(^) and contribute to thereduction inRisk(e)dueto theconstraints onnodes*

degree.

Similarto /nc(e), the amount of decrease in Bound(i, e), Cut(e), can be characterized

as:

• Cufo(^ c): the maximum amount of decrease in Bound(i^ e) thatdoes not affect Risk(e)

but may switch some edges from *half-locked" to 'locked**.

• Cuti,2(i)e): themaximum amount ofdecrease in Bound(i^ e) thatreduces "free** edges and

increases Risk(e) by 1 and 2, respectively.

CutQk(i', c) < c) is further specified as the maximum amount of decrease in Bound(i, e)

that switches k edges fix)m "half-locked** to "locked** status.

Again,Cuto{h e) < Cuti (i, e) < Cut2(h e) and Cufi,2(i, c) can not be specified if the

removal of certain "free** edgesconnecting to i doesnotaffect \Ep^rnax{f^) \and Risk(e). Sincethe

increase inRisk(e) caused byreduction inBound{i^ e) isbounded by2,Cutk{h £) = Bound{iy e),

where A; € {0,1,2} is the maximum impacton Risk{€) that can be specified.
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5.3 Risk Tolerance Bound Partitioning

5.3.1 Problem Statement

The adjustments in the risk tolerance bound ofeach net are characterized using the current

crosstalk risk graph and risk estimation of each routing region on the chip, both are obtained based

on the current global routing solution and the partitions of nets' risk tolerance bounds. Starting with

an initial partitionsof bounds,the risk toleranceboundpartitioningprocess iterativelyestimates the

impactof boundchangesof each net on its routing regions' risks,and adjuststhe currentpartitions

ofbounds appropriately so that the total positive risk ofthe chip is minimized and the risk estimation

becomes accurate.

The key step in the risk tolerance bound partitioningprocess is the adjustmentof bound

of eachnetamong its routing regions forpositive riskminimization. Since Bound(i) is partitioned

among alltherouting regions ofneti, theadjustment initspartitioned bound inoneregion willaffect

itsbounds in otherregions (andthustheirrisks)alongroute(i). Therefore, the riskminimization of

different routing regions are notindependent of each other and must beconsidered simultaneously

during thepartitioning process. Due to thediscrete nature of Iiisk(€) as functions of adjustments

in Bound(i^ c)s, the risk tolerance bound partitioning process is formulated as an integer linear

programming (ILP) problem.

Within each routing region e, the adjustments in risk tolerance bounds of nets routed in e

arenot independent of each other, i.e., although Risk{e) can be reduced by 1 due to the increase

in Bound(i^ e)by Inci(t,e)and Bound{j, c) by Inci(j, e) separately, itmay not bereduced by 2
if both Bound(i, e) and Bound(j^ e) are increased at the same time. In our ILPformulation, the

impactofthe bounds* adjustmentsonRisk(e) islinearized, i.e., we assume the changes inbounds of

different nets incare independentofeach other. Despite its inaccuracy, this assumptionsignificantly

simplifies theoptimization formulation and can still guide the bound adjustments toward theright

direction for risk reduction. Theaccurate estimation on regions' risks can always be obtained for

thenext round ofadjustments after the current partitioned bounds areupdated according to theILP

solutions.

Since adjustments in Bound(i^e)s may not have immediate impact on Risk{e) if

/nci,2(2, c)sorCufi,2(i, e)scan not bespecified, a two-phase ILP formulation isdesigned with the
following objectives:

• Phase I:Switch maximum number ofedges from "locked" to"half-locked" status sothatthey
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may later become "ftee" edges for risk reductionin Phase U.

• Phase n: Minimize thetotal positive risk ofthe chip byswitching maximum numberofedges

to **ftee*' in CRGgp-max(c) for riskreduction.

Thesetwo phases are discussed separately in the following sections.

5.3^ ILP Formulation for the Release of 'locked" Edges

The risk tolerance bound adjustmentfor switchingedges from "locked" to "half-locked"

status is served as the pre-processing step for risk reduction. Since the releaseof "locked" edges

does not aifect the current risks of routing regions, the adjustments in Bound(i, e)s should be

boundedby Cuto{i, e)s and /nco(i, e)s respectively, i.e., the risk of no regionshouldincreasefor

the release of "locked" edges in other regions.

In our ILP formulation, e) and e) are defined as binary variables indicating

whether k edges will switch from "locked" to "half-locked" or from "half-locked" to "locked"

status due to respective adjustment in Bound(i^ e). In other words, Bound(i^ e) will increase by

IncQk(h e) if e) = 1 and it will decrease by Cutok(h if Vik(i) e) = 1. This ILP phase aims

at maximizing the total number of "half-locked" edges in CRGs of those positive risk regions so

that their risks can be reduced most during the Phase n of the optimization, and it can be formulated

as follows:

Maximize Risk(e) > 0

Subject to:

^ (®»~ 2 Z) Risk(e) > 0
i€N,(e) k i€N,(c) k

^ Jncok(h e)uk(h e) < ^^^Ok(h e)vk(i, e) Vt 6 Ng
e€route(i) k e€route(t) k

0 < ^k(h e) + c) < 1, Uk(h e), e) € {0,1} Ve 6 roufe(t), V« € Ng
k k

The first constraint defines E(e) as the change in the number of "half-locked" edges in

CRG(€) of region e afterbound adjustment. NoticethatE{e) is thelinearized approximation of the

actual changes, since the bound adjustmentsof differentnets in Ng{e) are not independent ofeach

other. The second constraint specifies the "supply" and "demand" relation for the partitioning of

Bound{i) ofeachnet i € Ng,i.e.,theincreases inBound(i, e)s insomeregions mustbebalanced by

the decreases in Bound(i, e)s in other regionson route(i). Both types of adjustmentsare bounded
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by Incok{ite) and Cutok{i,e), respectively. The third constraint indicates that Bound(i^ e) can

only be increased or decreased by a certain amount once at a time for every net i in a region e.

Althoughonly portionsof Inc^s and Cut^s are used for bound adjustment in Phase I, the

new bound partitions after ILP may result in changes in regions* risks. This is due to the fact that

Incs and Cuts are estimatedfor each net separately, whileboundsat differentnets in a region may

be adjusted at the same time. As discussed later, Phase I can be integrated with Phase n of E^Pfor

risk minimization in actual implementations.

53.3 ILP Formulation for Positive Risk Minimization

As previously analyzed, Risk(e) can possibly be reduced when edges are switched from

"half-locked" to **free" andbecome eligible in CRGcsp-max(^)- InPhaseII of ILPformulation for

positive riskminimization, e)and 2/0-2(e) are defined asbinary variables indicating whether

Risk{e) is reduced by 1 and 2 or increased by 0, 1 and 2 due to the respective adjustments in

Bound(i^e), In other words, Bound{%,e) is increased by /nci,2(i,e) if a;i,2{i,€) = 1 and it is

decreased byCuto_2(i, e) if yo_2(c) = 1. Theobjective of this ILPphase is to minimize the total

positive risk of all regions on the chip and it can be formulated as:

Minimize J2e Risk{e) > 0

Subject to:

Risk(e) -I- (2/1 (i,e) + 2y2(«, e) ~ («, e) - 2a:2(«, e)) = R{e) Ve, Risk(e) > 0
*'€/V,(e)

Risk{e) + ^ (2/1 (i, e) + 21/2(2, e) - 0:1(2, e) - 20:2(2, e)) <0 Vc, Risk{e) < 0
ieN,{e)

(Inci (2, e)o:i(2, e) + Inc2(i, 6)0:2(2, e))
e6rott<e(»)

^ (^^^0(2, e)2/o(2,e) -t-Cut](2, c)2/i(2, €)-{-Cut2(2,6)2/2(2,6)) Vi e N3
e&route{i)

0 < (2. e)+ 0:2(2, e) -H 2/0(2, e)-|- 2/1 (2, e)+ 2/2(2,6) < 1 Ve e route(i),

®i(«»c)»«2(2,6),yo(2,6),yi(i,e),y2(2,e) 6 {0,1} V2 € iV,

Similar to theILP formulation in Phase I, thefirst constraint defines R(e) as theupdated

risk of positive risk region e after bound adjustment. The second constraint indicates that the

adjustments of bounds of sensitive nets among their routing regions for positive risk reduction

should not negatively affect the risks of those non-positive*risk regions on the chip. The third

constraintenforces that the"demands** for boundincreases in someregions can be no more thanthe
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"supplies"frombounddecreases in otherregions alongthe routeof eachsensitive net. The fourth

constraint specifies that Bound{i^ e)can beupdated only once ata time for each neti and region e.

Like ^(e), /2(e) isalinearized approximationofthe actual risk ofregion eunder theupdated bounds

partitions dueto thedependencies among thenets* bounds adjustments. Nevertheless, minimizing

R(e) pointsto the rightdirection of bound adjustment for positive riskminimization.

53.4 ILP Implementation Techniques

Due to their discrete nature, ILP problems are usually difficult and time-consuming to

solve. To speed up the risk tolerance bound partitioning process, we adopt several techniques in its

actual implementation.

53.4.1 Integration of the Two Phase ILP

It can be observed that the two phase ILP optimization for release of "locked** edges

and risk reduction discussed separately in Sec. 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 are formulated in similar fashion.

Therefore, it is possible to integrate them into one ILP in actual implementation in order to simplify

the bound partitioning process. One way to achieve this is to treat all "locked** edges as "half-

locked** duringoptimization and thus skip ILP PhaseI of boundpartitioning. In other words, it is

assumed that the adjustment in Bound{i^ e) can always change the status of edge (z, j) to "free**

and affect the risk of region e regardless of the noise constraints at net j. Although this may over

estimate the improvement in Risk{e) if Bound{i^ e) and Bound(j^e) are not adjusted during the

sameroundof ILP, it nonetheless pointsto the rightdirection for adjusting Bound(i^e) and edge

(i, j) canactually become **fiee** afternomore thantwoconsecutive rounds of adjustments in both

Bound{i^ e) and Bound(j^ e) (it is regarded as *free'* but mayactually be "half-locked** afterone

round of adjustment). Since the accuraterisk of each routingregionis estimatedbased on updated

risk tolerance bounds after each round of ILP adjustment, the inaccuracy during the ILP formulation

does not affect the quality of the final risk tolerancebound partitions.

5.3.43 Control of Problem Size

Theefficiency of ILPsolvingprocessis determined to a largeextentby the sizeof the ILP

problem in termsof the numberof variables and constraints in it. In our ILP formulations, binary

variables are adopted and they are further constrainedunder the restriction that the bound of each

net can only be adjusted once at a time in each region. Still, effective implementation techniques
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need to be adopted in order to solve ILP problemsefficientlyfor testing circuits having large number

ofpositive risk regions and sensitive nets.

One way to reduce the size of the ILP formulationfor risk reduction is to decompose it

into a series of n^P problemsof smallersizes. More specifically, we can substitute the optimization

objective of:

]^/2(e) Vc, Risk{e) > 0 (5.1)
e

by a series of objectives in the form of:

i2(e) Ve, Risk(e) = k, A? = 1,.. .^maxjrisk (5.2)
e

where A? is a positive number ranging from 1 to the maximum positive risk of all regions. Thus,

instead of minimizing the total positive riskon thechip, we iteratively minimize the risksof those

regions having a specific positive risk. Since the complexity of solving an B-P problem grows

non-linearly with respect to its size, solving a series of ILP problems small in sizewith Eqn (5.2)

asitsobjective is much more efficient than solving one laige ILP problem optimizing Eqn (5.1). In

addition, the quality of the solutions by the two approaches are comparable since both Eqn (5.2)

and (5.2)minimizes the positive riskson the chip.

Forfurther reductions in the size of ILP problems, extra constraints can beimposed on

the number of nets whose bounds are allowed to adjusted at the same time within each routing

region, oron the numberofregions tobe considered inthe constraints during the bound partitioning
process. This also allows the exploration ofthe possible trade-offs between the quality ofthe bound

partitions and the running time of the BLPs determined by their problem sizes. In other words,

when only rough partitions ofnets' bounds are required, fast partitioning solutions can beobtained

by setting strict limits on the number ofregions and nets tobeconsidered ateveiy step during the
optimization.

53^ Risk Iblerance Bound Partitiomng Algorithm

Based onthe ILP formulation for bound adjustments, the risk tolerance bound partitioning

algorithm isdesigned asaniterative optimization process. Initially, therisktolerance bound ofeach

sensitive netispartitioned uniformly among itsrouting regions onthechip. Then the crosstalk risk

graph and risk estimation of each routing region can be computed. At each iteration during the

bound partitioningprocess, the possiblechanges in boundsare firstcharacterizedfor each sensitive
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netamong its routing regions, then thecurrent bound partitions areadjusted viaILPformulation to

minimize the total positive risks on the chip. Aiiter each round ofbounds adjustment, the crosstalk
risk gr^hs and regions' risks are updated. This process continues until the positive risks ofregions
can not be reduced furtherand riskestimation of thechipbecomes accurate.

Risk tolerance boundpartitioningalgorithm {

1. input a feasible globalroutingsolutionof thechip,plussensitivities andrisk tolerance bounds

of nets.

2. Initial bound partitioning:

Partition the risk tolerance bound of eachnetuniformly among its routing regions.

3. Constmct the crosstalkrisk graph and estimatethe crosstalkrisk of each region.

4. While reduction in positive risk is possible:

4.1 Calculate Incs and Cuts of bound of each net among its routing regions based on their

current CRGs and Risks.

4.2 Solve ILP problem for positive risk minimization, adjust partitions of bounds.

4.3 Update crosstalk risk graphs and risks of routing regions.

}

The regions* positive crosstalk risks may be over-estimated initially, since the initial

uniform bound partitions may not reflect the actual crosstalk situation on the chip. After risk

tolerance bound partitioning, the total positive risk of the chip is minimized, indicating fewer

regions and nets are subject to global routes adjustment for crosstalk risk reduction under accurate

risk estimations. This speeds up the generation of a risk-free global routing solution of the chip as

shown by the experimental results in Sect. 5.5.

5.4 Global Routes Adjustment

Ifpositive risk regions still exist under accurate risk estimation after risk tolerance bound

partitioning, global routes adjustment is applied. According to the analysis in Sec. 5.1.2.2, it reduces

the positive risks ofregions via ripping-up and re-routing certain set ofnets so that a risk-free global

routing solution of the chip can be obtained. These two phases in global routes adjustment are

discussed separately in the following sections.
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5.4.1 Net Ripping-up

Since adjusting the routes of nets globally may affect the quality of the current global

routing solution of the chip in terms of the routing densities, total wire length, number of vias and

interconnect delays, the number of nets whose routes have to be adjusted for risk reduction should

be minimized. Thus, the objective of net ripping-up can be stated as:

Identify a minimum set of sensitive nets need to be ripped-upfrom those positive risk

regions so that they can become risk-free.

For eachpositiverisk region c, we define Nr{e) C Ns(e) as the minimumsetof sensitive

nets need to be ripped-up from it in order to generate a risk-free routing solution of e, i.e., the

removal ofnets iniVr(e) fn)m e reduces Risk{e) tonon-positive. Intuitively, ripping-up a netfrom

region e frees one extra track in it which can then be used to separate two sensitive nets subject

to crosstalk considerations in the region, so it can never result in increase in i2isA;(€). However,

ripping-up different nets ine may have different impact onRisk{e), inparticular, the removal ofa

nets which has to be shieldedfrom others in the regioncan reduce the number of shield needed in

e, i.e., the riskof the region. The relation between net ripping-up and risk reduction can be stated

by the following theorem:

Theorem 5.2 The reduction inRisk(e) ofregion ecausedby ripping-up net ifrom e, Riskdec(h e),
equals one o/{0,1,2), moreprecisely,

Riskdec(h e) = 2 - degree{i) (5.3)

where degree{i) is the degree ofnode i inCRGsp-.max(€)'

Proof:

Ripping-up net i from region e reduces the numberofsensitivenets inregion e |iV,(c)1by

1. From graph point ofview, itdeletes node i and its connecting edges fn)m CRGap-maxie). As a
result, the number ofedges inCRGap-maxi^)* |-E)>-moar(c)|. is reduced by degre€{i). According

to thedefinition of Risk{e) inEqn (4.10), thereduction in Risk(e) can beexpressed as:

Riskdecihe) = 2* A|JVa(e)| - A|£'p»,„aa.(e)| = 2 - degree(i)

Since CRGsp^maxie) isa simple path sub-graph, degree(i) e {0,1,2}. Therefore. Riskdecih e)

equals one of {0,1,2}.

•
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According toTheorem 5.2, ripping-up a net whose corresponding node has degree 0 or 1

inCRGap-masic) Can reduce Risk(e) by 2or1respectively, since 2or1shieldsneeded toseparate
net i from the sensitive nets in its above and/or below tracks are no longer needed. On the other

hand, ripping-up a net having node degree 2 in CRGap^rnax(e) does notaffect Risk{e), since no

shield is needed for net i in a risk-free routing solution of e. Thus, the minimum set of sensitive

nets to be ripped-up fiom region e for risk reduction can be constmcted as follows:

iVr(e) Construction Algorithm{

1. SetG(e) = CRGgp-maxic),Nr{€) = 0, R{e) = Risk{e).

2. Whilei?(e) >0:

2.1 While i2(e) > 0 and 3 node i € G(e) havingdegree0:

Remove node i fromG(e), Nr(e) = Nr(e) U {«}»R{^) = -R{c) —2.

2.2 If i2(c) > 0:

2.2.1 Choose a node i 6 G{e) having degree 1, break ties by selecting the one which

coimects to another node j € G(e) also having degree 1.

2.2.2 Remove node i and its connecting edgefrom0(e), Nrie) = Nr(e) U{i}, ii(e) =

i2(e) ~ 1.

}

Nodes having degree 0 in CRGsp-maxi^) arechosen first at Step2.1 sincetheirremoval

can reduceRisk(e) most. Eachnode i having degree 1 connects to anothernodej havingdegree 1

or 2 in CRGap-maxi^)- AtStep2.2.2, priority is given to nodei connecting to nodej withdegree

1, since j can become a new 0 degree node after node i and edge (i, j) are removed. This iterative

net selecting process continues until ]Ci€JVr(e) Riskdec(h^) > Risk(e), i.e., ripping-up sensitive
nets in Nr(e) from e can lead to a risk-fiee routing solution of e.

5.4^ Net Re-routing

Once nets to be ripped-up from a positive risk region are identified, they are re-routed

through other regions on the chip. Analogous to net ripping-up, the re-routing of net i in a region e

on its new route may result in increase in Risk(e)^ i.e.,

Riskinc{ii e) = 2 —degree{i) (5.4)
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wheredegree(i) is the degree of node i in CRGgp-maxie). Therefore, the new alternative routes

of those ripped-up nets should consider the crosstalk risks of regions on the chip, in addition to

other concerns in global routing such as regions* densities, wire lengths, number of vias, timing

constraints, etc. To this end, we adopt a modified version of the global router developed in

[Wang 96], which is extended from the original one to take into account the regions* crosstalk risks.

Tominimizethe increase inpositiveriskon thechip,it determines thenewroutesof thoseripped-up

nets as follows:

1. Choose those regionshavingthe lowestrisks when other routingconstraintsare satisfied.

2. Among regions having the same risks, choose those in which they may cause the least

increases in risks.

The motivation behind re-routing those ripped-upnets according to these two rules is to minimize

the numberof newpositive risk regions that may be createdin the process so that few iterations in

global routes adjustment are required togenerate a risk-fiee global routing solution of thechip.

5.4.3 Global Routes Adjustment

The global routes adjustment is the final stage in the crosstalk synthesis process after

accurate estimation ofregions* risks have been obtained via risk tolerance bound partitioning. It is

formulated asaniterative optimization process, which updates the regions* risks and partitions of

risk tolerance bounds after each round ofnetripping-up and re-routing. Itsobjective is toeliminate

the positive risk regions on the chip so that a risk-free global routing solution of the chip can be

obtained:

GlobalRoutes Adjustment Algorithm {

1. Input a feasible global routing solution,sensitivitiesand risk tolerancebounds of nets.

2. Estimatethecrosstalkrisksofregions accurately viagraph-basedestimationandrisktolerance

bound partitioning.

3. Whilethereexistsregion e on thechipwith Risk(e) > 0:

3.1 Identify theminimum setofnets Nr(e) need toberipped upfrom region e to reduce its

risk to non-positive.

3.2 Reroute those ripped-up nets inNr(e) with minimumcost alternative routes considering

regions* crosstalk risks.
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Table5.1: Benchmark specifications
Circuit # macro cells #nets #pins Gaize (row XCOl)
ami33 33 123 442 28x23

hp 11 83 309 289x228

xerox 10 203 696 24x24

ami49 49 408 953 184X139

3.3 Update riskestimation andbounds* partitions afterglobal routes adjustment.

}

5.5 Experimental Results

The risk tolerance bound partitioning and global routes adjustment algorithms have been

implemented and tested on a DEC 5000/125 workstation. Four circuits constmcted from the

CBL/NCSU building-block benchmarks, ami33, hp, xerox and ami49 are used in our experiments.

The specifications ofthese circuits are listed in Table5.1, where Gsize refers to the size of the global

routing graph of the chip.

The feasible global routing solution of these chips are generated by a performance-driven

placement [Bsbensen 96] and a global router [Wang 96], respectively. In our experiments, circuit

amiyi and xerox are each tested under two different placement/global routing solutions, denoted

as *.1 and *.2 respectively. The ILPs for bound partitioning are solved by Ip-solve optimization

tool. As the testing on risk estimation method in Sec. 4.5.2, the crosstalk information of each

circuit is specified by net sensitivity ratio, which is the percentage of net pairs in the circuit that are

subject to crosstalk risk concern, and the risk tolerance bound of each net, which is the percentage

of the total net length allowed for coupling with other sensitive nets. As an integral part of the the

bound partitioning and global routes adjustment algorithms, the risk estimation methods discussed

in Chapter 4 are further tested and verified in our experiments for crosstalk risk reduction.

Fig. 5.4 compares the total number of extra shields needed for a risk-free global routing

solution, i.e., total positive risk on the chip, for circuit ami33.1 under two different partitions

of risk tolerance bounds: uniform and adjusted by our bound partitioning algorithm. Here, the

experimental results are obtained under 100% sensitivity ratio, which is the worst situation possible

assuming every pair of nets is subject to crosstalk noise concern during optimization. It can be seen
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Figure 5.4: Uniform vs. Adjusted Risk Tolerance Bound Partitioning

that the riskestimation becomes more accurate under adjusted bounds partitions, and the number

ofextra shields needed onthe chip is reduced drastically byover 50% for theentire range ofbound

specifications from5% up to 100% of the totalnet length.

Forcrosstalk risk reduction, ourmain focus is on those regions having positive risks on

the chip. Tkble 5.2and 5.3 show estimations ofpositive risk regions under uniform and adjusted

partitions of risk tolerance bounds before and after global routes adjustment, respectively. Here,

results aremeasured underthemostconservative netsensitivity ratioat 100% andthe risk tolerance

bound at 50% of net wire length.

When applied before global routes adjustment (Table 5.2), adjusted bound partitions

reduce thenumbers of positive risk regions, extra shields needed on the chip and nets need to be

ripped upforrisk-free routing solution of thechip byaverage of40%, 59% and 55% respectively.

This implies that much fewer nets need toberipped-up and re-routed during global routes adjustment

according to the accurate risk estimation of the chip. In case of circuit amt33.2, global routes

adjustment isavoided since adjusted partitions ofnets* bounds eliminate all positive risk regions on

the chip.

After only oneround ofripping-up and re-routing of those identified nets forpositive risk
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Table 5.2; Estimation ofPositive Risk Regions Before Global Routes Adjustment
Testing
Circuit

# positive risk regions total # shields needed # nets to be ripped-up
uniform adjusted -% uniform adjusted -% uniform adjusted .%

ami33.1 7 4 43 27 13 52 15 8 47

ami33.2 13 0 100 17 0 100 13 0 100

hp 39 39 0 105 59 44 72 48 33

xerox.l 12 5 58 44 10 77 24 5 79

xerox.2 53 43 19 175 88 50 103 60 42

ami49 214 166 22 375 270 28 232 166 28

Table 5.3: Estimation of Positive Risk Regions After Global Routes Adjustment

Testing
Circuit

# positive risk regions total # shields needed # nets to be ripped-up
uniform adjusted uniform adjusted uniform adjusted

ami33.1 0 - 0 - 0 -

hp 0 - 0 - 0 -

xerox.l 11 0 25 0 14 0

xerox.2 15 0 38 0 23 0

ami49 24 0 48 0 24 0

reduction of the circuits*all three measures on positive risk regions are reduced to 0 under adjusted

bound partitions as shown in Table 5.3 (for circuit ami33.\ and hp, partitions of nets* bounds do

not need to be adjusted). This indicates that* due to the significantly reduced number of nets need

to be adjusted for risk reduction, one round of global routes adjustment is sufficient to generate a

risk-fiee global routing solution for each circuit tested. Plus* it demonstrates that our global routes

adjustment method is very efficientfor risk reduction since it takes into account the risks of routing

regions on the chip and creates no new positive risk regions during the net ripping-up and re-routing

process. Our experimentsalso showthat there are littlechangesin routingdensitiesand wire lengths

ofnets in the global routing solutions since only the routes of a small percentage of nets on the chip

are adjusted.

5.6 Conclusions

Previous approaches to crosstalk synthesis are mainly localized optimization methods at

the detailed routing level. Due to the limited routing flexibilities* they alone often fail to achieve

satisfactory results for risk minimization. Furthermore*the problem ofpartitioning the risk tolerance
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bounds of nets among their routing regions, which is critical for constrained crosstalk optimization,

has not been adequately addressed.

In order to achieve risk-fiee final solutions of chips, we must address the crosstalk

synthesis at the global routing as well as the detailed routing level. This chapter and Chapter 4

proposesa postglobal routingcrosstalkoptimization approach, which to our knowledge, is the first

to estimate and reduce crosstalk risk in global routing. Unlike previous net-based ^preaches, our

method is region-based, which quantitatively defines and estimates the risk of each routing region

on the chip as a whole using a gr^h-based optimizationapproach. For accurate risk estimation and

constrained optimization ofeach region, therisktolerance bound ofeach sensitive netis partitioned

^propriately among itsrouting regions viaintegerlinearprogramming. Finally, theroutes ofcertain

setof sensitive nets are adjusted globally among all regions on thechip vianet ripping-up and re

routing in order to eliminate those regions having positive risks. At the end of the optimization

process, a risk-fiee global routing solution is obtained together withpartitions ofnets' risktolerance

bounds which reflect thecrosstalk situation of the chip. These can greatly facilitate thegeneration

of a risk-fiee final solution of the chip by a crosstalk-driven detailed router at later stages in the

layout process. Theexperimental results on CBL/NCSU benchmarks are very promising, which

indicate that our methods are very efficient ingenerating risk-free global routing solutions ofchips.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary of Thesis

The interconnect performance issueshavebecomeincreasingly importantandchallenging

as theydominatehigh performancecircuitdesignunderdeepsub-microntechnologiesat0.2S/im and

beyond. Different from previous approaches, this thesis proposed a novel direction for interconnect

performance optimization at the post routing level, which reduces the interconnect delay, skew

and crosstalk under constrained optimization after a feasible routing solution of the chip has been

obtained. As complements to optimization methods at other stages in the layout process, our

methods aim at achieving satisfactory performance of the chip while maintaining the wirability of

the layout solution. If successful, they can significantly speed up the circuit design process by

avoiding the time-consuming iterations in layout which are not guaranteed to converge.

The post routing interconnect delay optimization, which improves the performance of

an existing critical net topology under routing resource constraints, is discussed in Chapter 2 and

3 for distributed RC line and lossy transmission line topologies, respectively. These two models

cover all possible interconnect types under deep sub-micronIC, MCM and PCS technologies. For

distributed RC line topologies, a link insertion and wiresizing approach is designed, which improves

the interconnect delay and skew of a critical net by inserting and wiresizing new interconnect wires

into its topology appropriately. Since the inserted wires introduce extra admittance into the topology

and cause un-balanced decreases in the mutual resistances between nodes, both the maximum delay

and delay skew ofthe net can possibly be reduced. In addition, the proposed method can be applied to

any arbitrary routing topologies either un-optimized or which have been improved by other means,

and it no longer restricts topologies to tree structures. For lossy transmission line topologies.
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a sensitivity-based wiresizing method is proposed, which minimizes the maximum delay of the

existing topology by adjusting its wire widths under routing resource constraints. The delay and

its sensitivities with respect to the widths of wires in the topology are computed using high order

moments based on an exact momentmatchingmodel for each lossy transmission line. Compared

to other approaches, our method achieves analytical sensitivity computation and calculates higher

ordermoments (sensitivities) recursively fromlowerordermoments fortreenetworks. Experiments

shows significant improvement ininterconnectperformanceforbothtypesofinterconnectmodelings

using the proposed algorithms, which demonstrate the promising potentials of our approaches in

performance-driven physical design.

Chapter4 and 5 discusesthe post global routingcrosstalk risk estimation and reduction

method, which to ourknowledge, is thefirst to address thecrosstalk synthesis at theglobal instead

ofdetailed routing level. Incontrast tonet-based approaches previously reported, ourregion-based

approach quantitatively defines and estimates the crosstalk risk for each routing region onthe chip

and adjusts routes ofnets globally for risk reduction. By estimating thecrosstalk risks attheglobal

routing level, it can identify and eliminate crosstalk violations at an early stage before moving

further into the detailed routing and thus avoid many iterations in the layout process. Inaddition,

it partitions the risk tolerance bound ofeach sensitive net appropriately among itsrouting regions
for accurate risk estimation and crosstalk constrained optimization ofeach region on the chip. The
objective of our approach is to generate a risk-fi^ee global routing solution of the chip in which
every routing region iscrosstalk risk-free. Compared tothe un-optimized global routing solution,
it isa much better starting point for the crosstalk driven detailed router toproduce a final crosstalk
risk-free routing solution of the chip. Experiments shows that our methods are veiy efficient at
eliminating positive risk regions and generating arisk-free global routing solution ofthe chip due
to accurate risk estimations and globalroutesadjustment withcrosstalkconsiderations.

6.2 Future Directions

Due to itsincreasing dominance incircuit performance, interconnect performance issues

should beconsidered not only in routing, but also atother stages inthe layout and VLSI design pro
cess. fri particular, it has tobeaddressed inperformance-driven floorplanning/placement and logic
synthesis inorder toachieve satisfactory chip performance under deep sub-micron technologies. To
take the parasitic effect of interconnects into consideration, high level synthesis must possess the
following features:
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• Itshould perform efficient routability analysis ofthe chip by generating rough routing topolo

gies of interconnects to assess thequality of thecurrent design solution obtained.

• It should conduct fast performance analysis on interconnect delay, skew and crosstalk and

adjust the current solutionappropriately for performance improvement.

The evaluation of the quality of the current solution in high level synthesis is a very

difficult task not only because of the inaccuracy in routability and performance analysis, but also

due to the inherent conflicts among multiple design objectives. For example, it is difficult to choose

between two placement solutions of a chip, one with minimum chip area but 20% larger critical

path delay than specified, while the other has satisfactory chip performance but 20% bigger area

than the first one. To solve this dilemma, an estimation on the potential performance improvement

that could possibly be achieved at later stages in the design process is absolutely necessary.

The post routing performance optimization methods presented in this thesis is well suited

to meet that need. Besides the ability of generating interconnect topologies having optimal perfor

mance at the routing stage of the layout process, they also provide new ways for fast estimation

of the potential improvementin current chip performance. For instance, the proposed approach in

Chapter2 can estimatethe lowerand upperbounds(i.e., the performance interval) on interconnect

delay and skew reduction veryfast according to the currentcriticalnet topology withoutpursuing

the actual link insertion and wiresizing. If it predicts that satisfactory performance of the first

placement solutiongivenabove can be achieved sincethe maximum delayof its criticalnets can be

reduced byat least20%vialinkinsertion, thenthatplacement maybe preferred. Ontheotherhand,

if the performance of the first one can be improved by no more than20% according to prediction,

the second placement should be considered. Similarly, fast estimation on the crosstalk situation

of the chip can be obtained using our region-based crosstalk synthesis methods once the routing

regions are defined and the roughnets' topologies areavailable. It can makethe early identification

and elimination of crosstalk violations possible in high level synthesis.

In summary,interconnectperformanceoptimizationunder deep sub-microntechnologies

is by no means a solved problem. It affects routing as well as high level synthesis and must be

addressedcomprehensively at various stages in VLSI and physicaldesign process for satisfactory

design solutions. It is hoped that the work presented in this thesis may provide new ways for

effective interconnectperformanceoptimizationand its potential can be further explored in a wide

rangeof applications so that it maycontribute successfully to the task of highperformance circuit

design.
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Appendix A

Proofs in Chapter 2

A.1 Proof of Lemma 2.1

Lemma 2.1 (MutualResistancesafterUnkInsertion) When link €« isinsertedbetween the reference

node Urej and node ne N, the mutual resistance between node i, j € N, (liij)nf can be expressed
as:

{Rij)n —R-ij ~
Rr

Rnn "I" Ri
•R

Cn

nj

Proof:

Without any loss ofgenerality, each matrix of N orders nodes inN fiom 1ton (i.e., n is

ordered last) in the following analysis.

Denote G = [G,j] as the admittance matrix of N, which represents the admittances

between nodes inN and can be computed according tothe resistances ofwire segments in iV. G
issymmetric and strongly dominant diagonally, satisfying the following properties:

Gii > 0, Gij < 0,jV h and Gu > - Gij, Vi € N.

By its definition,the resistancematrixR is the inverseof G, i.e., R = G"^ For resistance

analysis, R is further decomposed as R = AB, where bothA, B are nxn matrices with:

BG =

(n-l)
In

0 G

0 1 ... 0

0 0 ... 0 oiT''
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and

0

A =

1 0

0 1 0 -G^r'Va,(n-l)
'nn

0 0 ... 0 i/gSt''

Here, G|̂ ~'' is the value ofG,'„ after n—1rounds ofpivoting on nodes from 1to n- 1.
According to thisdecomposition, matrix B and 6 canbeexpressed in the following form

respectively:

B =

1 X o
•

0

II

><! '<

z1

1
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where X is a (n - l)x(n - 1) symmetric matrix and y, z are lx(n —1) and (n - l)xl vectors,

respectively. Based on this formulation, it can be easily shown via matrix manipulation that:

Bnn = Glr" = 1. B«i = #

Since R = AB, Rijs can be expressed as:

n

Rij —Bij
(n-l)

G
•Br

Wnn

Q(n-I)
P . _ J"

^nn

Rnn —
1

^nn

i^n

i = n,i # n

i=. n^j — n

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

When a distributedRC link en is insertedbetween rirej and n, the only element that will change in

the new admittancematrix Gn is: (Gnn)n —Gnn + 1/Re„>Bn remains the same as B.

Since (G„n)n > Gnn > 0, we have:

(GS!r*^)n > >0(R is non-singular), and
(G!r")»=G!r"<o,.#n.
The mutual resistance {Rij)n linl^ insertion canthenbe studied in following twocases:

Case 1. If t ^ n, according to Eqn (A.1) and (A.2),

/^(n-l)v
{Rij)n = (Bii)n — ("_i) (^ni)n

(Gnn }n

p.. p .
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D.. I ^tn D . D
- - ^(»-l) . ,/D

Gkn '+l/i2,Cfl

^(n-1) /^(n-1)
— P • ^in /^nn

'enP a. I? "J"nn 1 ite

Case 2. If i = n, according to Eqn (A.1), (A.3) and (A.4),

rp _ {Rnj)n
" (Gir")„

(n-I)

nj

fin

Ri

a

" Rn„ +Re.^'
Eqn (A.5) is in fact a special case of Eqn (2.5) when i = n. Therefore, Eqn (2.5) holds for all

ij € N.

a

A.2 Proofof Theorem 2.2

For the proof of Theorem 2.2, the following lemmais established first:

Lemma A.1

P D P ^ P
•"•"moxTtmoj •**'nmajW,nm v. '^^masn ^nminTl

R — R
•'Wmox^imo* •^nn

Proof:

Accordingto the definition and propertyof resistance matrix:

^ifliRnmasntRnmaxrimin)* l^US,

«R^maxnmax — (Rnmax»Rnmax«mox»•^ttmoxWrnin Rnn)•
Since RnmaxnmaxRnn ^ '̂ ^^{RnmaxnRnmasnmasi RnmaxnminRnn)y We haVe,

R^fhnaxl^maxRnn 4" -^^min'̂ '̂ nmaxnTnax ~ '̂ **max**-^^n»ax*»mox "1" RnmaxQ^^n* i«e.,

R^maxnmax Rnmaxfimin ^ Rf^moxn Rnmirt^
R^max^max Rfin

•

According to LemmaA.1,Theorem 2.2 can be proven as follows:

(A.6)
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Hieorem 2^Alink torimax the largestupperboundonboth maximumdelayandskew reduction.

Proof:

Since Rn^n/Rnn ^ i»

(AZ7mo«)nmo* ^max ^ Rtimosn/Rnn^n —(A^max)ni Vw ^ ^max

From Lemma A. 1,

D — /?

— P ••-'mo®
•"^moxnmo*

> = (A£'5„.^)n,Vn #
Stnn

i.e., link to Timo® may achievethe largest reductionin both maximumdelay and skew of the net.

•

A.3 Proof of Theorem 23

Theorem 23 (Choice ofNodefor Link Insertion: Delay) Withthe same routing area consumption,

the link to Umax achieves the largest reduction in Dmaxcompared with link to any othernode under

A1 and A2 in Situation I.

Proof:

For distributed RC line topology N, the following approximations are made with respect

to the route length pn from node n to nre/:

1. The resistance between node n and the source, i2„n» is proportional to pn* i-e., Rnn oc pn-

2. The Elmore delay at node n due to the contribution from wire resistance and capacitance is

proportional to thesquare ofp„, i.e., Dn oc (pn)^«

Under these two {q)proximations, A2 in Situation I can be translated into constraints on ratios

between node resistances (delays) and ratios between lengths of inserted links:

Rnmaxnmaa /Rnn ^ ^nmax/^n and DmaxlDn ^ € N (A.7)

Since the inserted links to node Umax and n have the same routing area, we have:

^ema*^^en» Rsmax ^ i^nmax/^n)^Reni ^lUd De^ax ^ {^nmax/^n)^Den (A.8)
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under the following assumptions on the routing area Areue, wire capacitance Ce and resistance Jte

of the inserted link:

Areae « /eWe, Ce oc IgWe and Re OC lelWe (A.9)

Assuming that the maximum delay node Umax is unchanged during optimization (the

situation when Umax switches is discussed in Sec. 2.5), the maximumdelay of the net after link

insertion to nodeUmax andn can be expressed respectively as follows according to Eqn(2.6):

(^max)nma* ~ ^max ~ "5 (^max ~ ^Cmax) + ^dCemax
' •^Smax

{Dmax)n = D^ax ~^ (i^n De„) +RdPcn

(^max)nmax ^nd (Dmax)n areCompared in thefollowing twocases:
Case Is If ^nmax/^n ^ 1> •^moa? Can beapproximated by {^nmax/^n)^Dni and D

^max by

(^nmax/U)^Den respectively. According toEqn (A.7) to(A.9),

^^^maxfimax fr\ r\ \ {^nm<ix l^n)^Rnmax^max / r* n \
» , p \^max ^emax) ^ p V77 /i\2p - ^CnJ
•"'»ma*nmoar ~ ^Smax •"'nmainmo* » V*»maa:/'nj ^Cn

Since Inmax/^n > 1, it can be easily shownthat:

I^nmaxUmax ^
^^maxHmos iJ'nmax/ '̂n) Ren R-nn + Ren

When link insertion leads todelay reduction ofthe net, the delay introduced by the inserted link is
less than the delay at the node it connects to, i.e., and thus

R /?^^nmaxnmax (r> _ n \ -"-nmaxn \
R J. P ^emxx) ^ p , p Wn -
"nniaaslmax ~ •"'emaar ^nn "T •**'en

Case 2: If In^axl^n < 1» Dmax can be approximated by D„ and De^^^ by i-e-.

R Tt
""»oxnmax /n n \ N, •"-nmoxnmo* t r\ \R , p Wmax ^emax) ^ p // \2P (^n - ^Cn)

l^maxRmax ~ Cfnax WmaxHinax V*Tlfna«/ "Cn
p

> -"nmaxn /rj _ r) \
~ p , p V^n -^en^

"nn "r •Ken

Since RdPe„,ax = according to Eqn (A.9), (£>ma»)n,nax < {Dmax)n holds in both cases,

i.e., the link to Umax leads to the laigest reduction in maximum delay compared with link to any

other node under the same routing area consumption.

•
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A.4 Proof of Theorem 2.4

Theorem2.4 (Choice ofNodefor Link Insertion: Skew) With thesamerouting area consumption,

the link to Umax achieves the largest reduction in DSmax compared with link to any other node

under Al and A2 in Situation I.

Proof:

Since DSmaxexistsbetweenmaximumdelay node rimax and minimumdelay node rimin

of the net, the maximum delay skews after link insertion to node nmax and n respectively can be

expressed as:

(DSmax)nmax — (^mox)nma* (^min) nmax

D — R
__ r)C ^nmaxnmax •"'WmojWmtn t n T\ \
— ^Omax — n , n K^max ~ ^emax)

^nmaxnmax « "emo*

R — R D — Dno •^nmaxnm<ix •^nmaxnmax ^max ^^max
— i^Omax p 1 , p 75

^^maxnmax T •'^efno* / ^^maxnmax

(DSmaa^n ~ (^max)n
R — R__ l-)C •"'"moj". •"'Wmtn" ! n n \

— -t^Omax n '7~B ^ ~ ^Sn)
rtnn ~r -Ken

— DC ^maxn ~ Rnmifin -^n ~ De„
— ^Omax

Hnn 1 "I" -Rcn /

According to Lemma A.1,

^^^maxnmax ^nmaxnmin ^ ^nmaxn ^nminn
^nmaxnmax -^Tin

Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3, we compare

_ Dn - De„
1 ^ ^6max/^^^maxnmax ^ ^ Rnn

under the following two cases:

Case 1: If /„„„ > /«, we approximate Dmax by (lnmaxl^n)'̂ Dn and Dg^^^ by

thus,

^nmax ~ ^Smax ijnmax/^n)^(Dn ~ ^Cn)
1 ^Cmax /^nmaxnmax 1 "1" (1nmax/InYR®n / ^nmaxnmax

>
Hn

1 "f* Rcn/Rnn
Case 2: If we approximate by Dn and Dg^^^ by Dg„, again:

^nmax ^^max "s. Hn ^en
^ R^max /Rnmaxnmax ^ (^nmax/^n) Rtn/Rnmaxnmax

Dn
>

1 + Ren/Rr
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Thus:

^^mtuenmax •^Wmaj^mtn ^^max ^^max ^ -^Cn
^^^^max^max ^ ^Cmo*/^**tna«Wmox Enn 1"t" Ecn/Enn

holds inbothcases, i.e., (DSmax)nmax ^ (-D^Tnoa?)!!* thelinktonmo® achieves thelaigest maximum

delayskewreduction underthe same routing areaconsumption.

•
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